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Abstract
Sophisticated human and robotic lunar missions are being developed by international
collaborations of USA, Canada, EU, India, China, Japan etc. for a long-term human
presence on the Moon. These lunar missions require prototype testing of rovers and other
hardware on the earth to successfully interact with the lunar surface. This laboratory testing
requires various simulant (terrestrial soil mimicking one or more lunar regolith
characteristics) testbeds. Actual lunar soil is too pristine and scarce to be used for
destructive testing. Hence, simulants have been developed by research institutions, space
research organizations, or commercial manufacturers to cater to a wide range of
applications. The geotechnical engineering applications of simulants are of paramount
importance for testing of insitu hardware prototypes and lunar rovers. Although there has
been significant development of different simulants, in general the lunar simulants
developed in the last few years are under-characterized or uncharacterized from a
geotechnical engineering perspective. This research study aims to reduce the gap with
effective geotechnical characterization of seven lunar simulants interpreted with up-to-date
soil mechanics theory. Additionally, benchmark terrestrial soils, and a Martian simulant
(MMS-1) were also tested and a comparison between the lunar simulants and these soils
was done to evaluate the possible use of abundantly available soils, as potential feedstock,
or raw material to develop lunar simulants.
The selected lunar simulants include a mix of lunar mare and lunar highland simulants
(CAS-1, EAC-1, OPRL2N, LMS-1, LHS-1, OPRH2N, OB-1A) and they were tested for
basic geotechnical properties, stress-strain relationships, and dynamic properties. Resonant
column testing of lunar simulants is not known to have been performed before. The
experimental regime consisted of tests at relatively low pressures, different relative
densities, and with 100% dry conditions. The lunar simulants are finer compared to
terrestrial soils. Several properties (PSD, shear strength, Cc) of tested lunar simulants fall
within the range of the values of lunar regolith. The mineralogy, particle size distribution,
and particle shapes of the materials were found to have a considerable influence on the
geotechnical properties of the lunar simulants. The general trends of stress-strain
relationships and dynamic properties follow those of terrestrial soils. However, the unique
ii

mineralogical components of basalt, anorthosites, plagioclase feldspar etc. in the lunar
simulants compared to terrestrial soils tends to give higher values of several parameters
(peak friction angle, shear wave velocity, etc.) compared to terrestrial soils. The results
when viewed alongside the data of terrestrial soils suggest that a judicious choice of
benchmark terrestrial soils might allow the development of lunar simulants with an
enhanced fidelity to lunar regolith. In addition, the crushed nature of many of these lunar
simulants needs to be investigated in further detail given how significantly the geotechnical
properties seem to be influenced by this aspect of the simulants.
Key Words
Simulants, lunar simulants, lunar mare simulants, lunar highland simulants, rovers,
geotechnical properties, resonant column, dynamic properties, stress-strain, shear wave
velocity, lunar soil.
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Summary for Lay Audience
The robust space policies and a host of planned lunar missions after a brief hiatus of two
decades by several nations around the globe with an intention for a long-term human
presence on the Moon has created a pressing need to develop sophisticated hardware and
rovers which can efficiently traverse on the lunar surface. These lunar hardware prototypes
need to be tested by creating lunar conditions (atmospheric and surface) on the earth to
ensure successful missions. The simulant (terrestrial soils developed to mimic properties
of lunar soils) testbeds are created to test the performance of these hardware and rover
prototypes. Several simulants have been developed in the last two decades for this
application. The geotechnical behaviour of simulants is of leading importance to
understand the response of the lunar soils when subjected to rover or lunar lander loads.
However, an effective geotechnical characterization of several simulants is missing from
the literature. This research aims to study the geotechnical properties of seven lunar
simulants – a mix of lunar mare and lunar highland simulants to cover the entire surface of
the Moon. Additionally, the results were compared to benchmark terrestrial soils using upto-date soil mechanics theory.
The lunar simulants (CAS-1, EAC-1, OPRL2N, LMS-1, OPRH2N, LHS-1, OB-1A) were
tested in the laboratory with relatively low pressures, different densities, and in dry
conditions to mimic aspects of lunar environment. The index property tests, stress-strain
tests, and small-strain resonant column tests were performed to determine the geotechnical
properties of the lunar simulants. The general trends showed similarities with the results of
lunar soil and benchmark terrestrial soils. The mineralogical composition, particle shape,
and gradation seem to have a strong influence on the geotechnical properties of the lunar
simulants. Additionally, the results show a good consistency when compared with the
terrestrial soils using empirical relationships and trends from the soil mechanics theory.
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1 Chapter 1- Introduction
1.1 Introduction
Human understanding of the Moon has evolved over the centuries, sprouting from
various civilizational gods and myths, and then seeded into a rational trajectory by
observations from early astronomers. It then budded into a concrete understanding through
optical instruments in the renaissance till the early 20th century and then followed by the
flowering into a precise understanding and bold visions to land on the Moon through the
space age. History was created when Neil Armstrong became the first human to set his foot
on the Moon in 1969. After the success of the Apollo and Luna missions of the USA and
the USSR in the 1960s into the mid-1970s, there was a brief hiatus in space exploration. In
2004, USA President George Bush unveiled a new vision for space exploration and in his
address on January 14, 2004, called on NASA to, “gain a new foothold on the Moon and
to prepare for new journeys to the worlds beyond our own" (Loff, 2011).
Several major countries and political zones, such as Canada, India, Japan, China,
Korea, and the European Union have since developed aggressive space policies,
accelerated their space development programs, and launched successful lunar orbiter and
rover/ lander missions for lunar exploration. In his book, Lunar Outpost, Dr. Erik
Seedhouse described science, technology, exploration, and exploitation as the primary
drivers for future lunar exploration (Seedhouse 2008). Lunar exploration also provides a
gateway to further explore deep space and understand the workings of the universe. Making
a base on the Moon for interplanetary trips (essentially Apollo missions), to further explore
our understanding of different planets is very valuable. NASA’s plans human landings on
the lunar surface in 2024 and China aims to send astronauts to the Moon by 2030.
Development of the Lunar Gateway (Fig. 1.1) – collaborative outpost in lunar orbit with a
cabin which can house 4 astronauts for 3 months and permits occasional lunar surface
landings, make it clear that future lunar exploration is a solid intention and a truly global
endeavor (Canadian Space Agency, 2021).
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The development of optical and spectral instruments to measure and analyze insitu
lunar data, manufacturing, and testing of rovers, creating zero gravity environments to
mimic lunar environments for testing instrumentation and lunar roving vehicles (LRVs)
have demonstrated the current integration of lunar sciences and technology. The
development of testing bed facilities especially for lunar rover testing requires large
quantities of terrestrial soils which have properties like that of lunar soils. These terrestrial
soils, called simulants, have been developed by various scientists and organizations from
different countries for various applications.

Figure 1.1: Lunar Gateway (NASA, 2021)

1.2 Understanding the Moon
The Moon, due to its closeness to the Earth, maybe a potential human settlement
option, and a probable venue for deep space exploration. It has been and will continue to
be explored and studied meticulously. The most significant difference in the environmental
conditions of the Moon and earth are the extreme temperature fluctuations, low gravity,
solar and cosmic radiation levels, and negligible atmosphere. It is widely accepted in the
scientific community that the Moon is about 4.5 billion years old. The giant-impact
hypothesis is a leading theory established and widely accepted which explains the
formation of Moon (Kirchoff, 2022).
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1.2.1 Structure of the Moon
The Moon has a core, mantle, and crust like the earth. The core is dense, metallic
and is largely composed of iron and nickel. This inner core is about 480 km in diameter. A
fluid outer core surrounds the inner core, and the total core diameter is 660 km. The mantle
which is crystallized magma has minerals like olivine and pyroxene and is about 1350 km
thick (Internal Structure of the Moon, 2022). The crust has an average thickness of
approximately 50 km and includes less dense minerals, particularly anorthosite plagioclase
feldspar.

Figure 1.2: Structure of the Moon (Weber, 2011)

1.2.2 Lunar Surface
There is a sharp contrast in the factors responsible for the formation of terrestrial
and lunar soils. Due to the active geomorphology of the earth, sedimentary rocks are the
most common rocks found on the earth, while igneous rocks are the most common rocks
found on the Moon. Convective internal mass transport plays an important role through
geological actions such as volcanism, uplift, faulting, and subduction, but this is absent on
the Moon. Thus, the lunar surface is quite stable, as compared to the dynamic earth. A
sharp contrast is observed; more than 99% of lunar surface was formed more than 3 billion
years ago. In comparison, 80% of the solid surface of the earth is less than 200 million
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years old (Horz et al., 1991). The formation of the lunar surface can be attributed to three
phenomena in decreasing level of importance: a) Impact processes, b) Volcanic processes
and c) Tectonic activity.
Impact processes span over 35 orders of magnitude, from microscopic dust (10-15
g) to huge asteroids (1020 g). These impact processes are responsible for the formation of
simple craters, complex craters, and basins. It is estimated that for melting and basaltic
volcanism to have occurred on the Moon, temperatures of 1100◦ C, and depths of 150-200
km would be required (Horz et al., 1991). However, there has been no major volcanic
activity on the Moon for the past 3 billion years. The tectonic activities on the Moon are
small compared to the geologically active earth. The main external factors responsible for
tectonic activity on the Moon are tidal stresses from the earth, and meteoritic impacts, while
the internal factors are thermal stresses and volcanic intrusions (Horz et al., 1991).

1.2.3 Lunar Terrain
The lunar surface can be broadly categorized into lowland and highland areas. The
lowland areas are dark, basaltic plains formed from the solidification of lava from earlier
periods of lunar volcanism known as lunar maria. The maria form approximately 17% of
the Moon’s surface. The maria regions are relatively young compared to the lunar
highlands (about 3.3 – 3.6 billion years old). The maria soils are further classified as low
or high titanium content (Heiken et al.,1991). The highland regions were developed from
anorthosite bedrock, from the solidification of relatively low-density silicate rocks. These
elevated, lighter highlands were formed earlier in the Moon’s history than the maria regions
(around 4 billion years ago). The highlands are heavily cratered and form a major part of
the lunar surface (~83%). The highland soils are relatively rich in aluminum and calcium,
while the maria soils are relatively rich in iron, magnesium, and titanium (Heiken et al.,
1991).

1.2.4 Lunar Regolith
As discussed earlier, the lunar and terrestrial surfaces have different agents
responsible for their formation. Unique processes such as meteoritic and micro-meteoritic
impacts, and impacts from charged atomic particles from closer celestial bodies are
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responsible for the formation of lunar surface. There are regular impacts of objects
(asteroids and dust) ranging from tens of kilometers to several micrometers in size into the
rocks of the lunar surface. This fragmented layer of broken, melted, and altered debris is
termed ‘lunar regolith’ (McKay et al.,1991) or ‘lunar soil’. The depth of lunar regolith
varies from 5 m on the lunar mare areas, to 10-15 m on the lunar highland areas (McKay
et al., 1991). The lunar material that was brought to the earth by the Apollo and Luna
missions was collected from this lunar regolith layer. The lunar regolith has 5 components:
mineral fragments, crystalline rock fragments, breccia fragments, glass, and agglutinates.
This lunar regolith has been studied for its geotechnical properties, mineralogy, electrical
and electromagnetic properties, thermal and spectral properties (McKay et al.,1991).

1.2.5 Moon Seismicity
The Moon is seismically active, and the tremors felt on the lunar surface or the
release of energy at varied depths due to tidal energy and subsequent vibrations are referred
to as Moonquakes. The top several meters of the lunar surface is dry, and hence the lunar
signals exhibit large scattering of waves and little attenuation resulting in Moonquakes that
are like ‘a bell ringing bell’ (Muthukkumaran, 2021). The Moonquakes are categorized
into 5 types: a) Deep Moonquakes (700-1200 kms beneath lunar surface), b) meteoritic
impacts, c) thermal quakes, d) shallow Moonquakes (20-30 kms beneath lunar surface), e)
Artificial Impacts (Nunn et al., 2020).
More than 13,000 seismic events were recorded and catalogued during the Apollo
missions (11,12,14,15,16,17) with a series of in-situ geophysical experiments which
included seismic instruments such as passive seismometers, a gravimeter, and geophones
(Nunn et al., 2020). The experiments can be grouped into 4 categories as a part of the
Apollo Lunar Seismic Experiments Package (ALSEP): a) Passive seismic experiments, b)
Active seismic experiments, c) Lunar seismic profiling experiment, d) Lunar surface
gravimeter. The duration of the recorded experiments along with the type of experiments
is shown in Fig 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: Overview of Lunar seismic experiments (Nunn et al., 2020)

Figure 1.4: Apollo 11 Seismic experiment (NASA, 2017)

A recorded deep Moonquake in May 1970 had a magnitude 2 (focal depth – 800
kms) on the Ritcher scale and it lasted for about an hour, while the average shallow
Moonquakes have magnitudes of 2.4 - 4.1 (Muthukkumaran, 2021). The strongest shallow
Moonquake recorded had a magnitude between 5-5.5 (Shirley, 1986). Only shallow
Moonquakes are like earthquakes in nature. Typical Moonquakes last for over 10 minutes,
while earthquakes usually do not last beyond 2 minutes. Over the past 8-10 years, the
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seismometers on the lunar surface have recorded over 13,000 Moonquakes
(Muthukkumaran, 2021).

Figure 1.5: Different types of Moonquakes (Nunn et al., 2020)

The research in the literature indicates that the dynamic response of the Moon and
the earth due to Moonquakes and earthquakes respectively would be different. When future
lunar construction, lunar rovers, moon seismicity, etc. are taken into consideration, the
dynamic behaviour of moon becomes very important. For these reasons, the dynamic
characterization of lunar simulants is significant for prototype testing of lunar rovers and
large-scale lunar surface testing facilities.

1.3 Apollo Lunar Data
Lunar soils and rocks have been studied with radar telescopes from earth and with
lunar manned and unmanned missions by various countries. In particular, the Apollo
Missions of the USA and Luna missions of the USSR have been critical in our
understanding of lunar soils. Lunar soils have been studied in situ with robotic interactions,
space craft interactions, footprint analysis, trenching tests and boulder tracks, and
penetrometer tests. Astronauts have collected samples from the Moon through raking,
scooping, trenching, and indenter sampling transporting them back to the earth. A total of
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381.7 kg of lunar soil samples were collected by the Apollo program (Apollo 11–17). Some
of the Apollo missions had a self-recording penetrometer and the Luna missions had a
cone-vane penetrometer to measure geotechnical properties 0.75 m into the lunar surface.
Details of the samples returned to earth during the Apollo flights are shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Details of Apollo returned samples (Heiken et al., 1991)
Lithology

Apollo 11

Apollo 12

Apollo 14

Apollo 15

Apollo 16

Apollo 17

Rocks (> 10 mm)

44.9

80.6

67.3

74.7

72.3

65.9

Fines (< 10 mm)

54.6

16.8

30.6

17.0

19.3

26.7

Cores

0.4

1.2

0.9

6.0

7.4

6.6

1.4

1.0

2.4

1.2

0.9

34.3

42.3

77.3

95.7

110.5

(% of total weight)

Others
Total weight (kg)

21.6

1.3.1 Geotechnical properties of lunar soil
The Moon has been studied by various disciplines for scientific understanding and
technology development for exploration. These various scientific studies relate to lunar
biology, lunar geology, lunar atmosphere, lunar chemistry, spectroscopy, photometry,
lunar terrain mechanics, etc. The studies related to the geotechnical properties and
characterization of lunar soil are important for the purpose of this thesis. The lunar source
book describes the geotechnical properties of lunar soil samples brought on earth by Apollo
missions (Heiken et al., 1991). The geotechnical properties which were determined from
selected lunar soil samples are as follows:

1.3.1.1 Particle size distribution:
Lunar soils range from medium sand to fine silt. On average, they contain
approximately 2% coarse sand (2.0 to 4.75 mm), 14% medium sand 37 (0.425 to 2.0 mm),
33% fine sand (0.075 to 0.425 mm), and 51% silt (0.002 to 0.05 mm). Table 1.2 shows the
data from 350 samples across 7 different sites.
Table 1.2: Lunar soil gradation parameters (Carrier, 2005)
1

Average Particle Size (D50)

8

0.072

2

Mean Particle Size (DMn)

0.07

3

Average coefficient of uniformity, Cu

16

4

Median Particle Size

40 – 130 μm

Figure 1.6: Lunar Regolith - Particle Size Distribution (Carrier, 2005)

1.3.1.2 Particle shapes:
The shape of lunar soil particles ranges from spherical to extremely angular, but on
average the particles are elongated and are sub-angular to angular. The elongated particles
influence the particle packing with a preferred orientation of the long axis. Due to this, the
physical properties of the in-situ lunar soil could be anisotropic (Carrier, 2005).
Table 1.3: Shape parameters of lunar soils (Heiken et al., 1991)
Parameter

Average Value

Description

Elongation

1.35

Somewhat elongated

Aspect Ratio

0.55

Slight to medium angular

Roundness (Silhouette)

0.21

Subangular

Roundness (Light)

0.22

Angular
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1.3.1.3 Specific Gravity:
The average specific gravity of a lunar soil depends on the proportions of basalts,
mineral pieces, breccias, agglutinates, and glasses. The porosity of the particles
complicates the interpretation of specific gravity. The specific gravity of lunar soils ranges
from 2.3 to 3.5, but for engineering purposes the specific gravity of lunar soil is considered
3.1.

1.3.1.4 Bulk Density, Porosity, Void Ratio, Relative density:
The best estimates of average bulk density, porosity, void ratio, and relative density
of lunar soils across different depths is presented in table and figures. The porosity values
were determined from bulk density and specific gravity values using an equation,
n = 1 – (ρ/ 3.1) ……………………………..... (1.1)
where n = porosity, ρ = bulk density.
The bulk density, porosity, void ratio, and relative density of lunar regolith varies across
different depths and are shown in Table 1.4. The values are the best estimates taking into
account all measurements, approximations, analysis, and uncertainties encountered during
sampling and testing, and considering heterogenous lunar regolith across the lunar surface
(Heiken et al., 1991).
Table 1.4: Lunar Regolith: Bulk Density, Porosity, Void Ratio across different depths
(Heiken et al., 1991)
Depth

Average Bulk Density

Average Porosity, n

Average

(cm)

(g/cc)

(%)

Ratio, e

Dr (%)

0 - 15

1.5 +/- 0.05

52 +/- 2

1.07 +/- 0.07

65 +/- 3

0 – 30

1.58 +/- 0.05

49 +/- 2

0.96 +/- 0.07

74 +/- 3

30 – 60

1.74 +/- 0.05

44 +/- 2

0.78 +/- 0.07

92 +/- 3

0 - 60

1.66 +/- 0.05

46 +/- 2

0.87 +/- 0.07

80 +/- 3
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Void

Relative

Density,

1.3.1.5 Compressibility:
Soil samples from the Apollo 12, Luna 16 and 20 missions were used to calculate
the compression index. For lunar soils, the recommended values for the compression index,
CC, for loose soil is 0.3 and for dense soil is 0.05, and for the recompression index, Cr, it is
0.003.

1.3.1.6 Shear Strength:
The shear strength parameters of lunar soils, cohesion, and angle of internal friction
(peak values) are shown in figure based on the best estimates of Apollo model from
intercrater areas. The difference in values of shear strength parameters across different
depths (Fig. 1.7 and 1.8) correspond to the difference in relative densities of the soil at
different depths (Carrier et al., 1991).

Average Cohesion, c (kPa)

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0 - 15

0 – 30

30 – 60

0 - 60

Depth (cm)
Figure 1.7: Lunar Regolith: Cohesion vs Depth (Heiken et al., 1991)
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Figure 1.8: Lunar Regolith: Friction Angle vs Depth (Heiken et al., 1991)

1.3.1.7 Bearing Capacity:
In one of the estimates, the ultimate bearing capacity based on Apollo 11 landing
was 3000 – 11,000 kPa. The ultimate bearing capacity for a 1-meter footing on the lunar
surface is around 6000 kPa (Carrier et al., 1991).

1.4 Lunar Simulants
After a brief hiatus of lunar exploration between the mid-1970s to mid-1990s, the
world has again begun to send lunar rovers and launch advanced lunar missions. However,
one of the roadblocks has been the scarcity of lunar regolith to be used for destructive
testing and technology development (He, 2010). As discussed earlier, the total mass of
lunar soil brought back to earth by various lunar missions and astronauts is less than 400
kg. This scarce quantity of soil is too valuable to be used for destructive testing on earth.
Hence, the alternative was to develop simulants – terrestrial soils which can mimic either,
some or all of the petrology, mineralogy, chemistry, mechanical behavior of the regolith
properties of the Moon and can be sourced in large quantities to suffice for the scientific
and engineering needs of the lunar exploration communities.
A technical report was presented in a workshop convened by McKay and Blacic in
Texas in 1991 (McKay and Blacic, 1991). They defined a lunar simulant as, ‘Any material
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manufactured from natural or synthetic terrestrial or meteoritic components for the purpose
of simulating one or more physical and/ or chemical properties of a lunar rock or soil’
(McKay and Blacic, 1991).
Lunar simulants are developed, manufactured, and are generally commercially
available to researchers, scientists, and organizations based on their intended applications.
Stratigraphic studies across various lunar regions have revealed that the lunar regolith is
heterogenous across the Moon. Hence, lunar simulants which are developed also focus on
the regions (mare or highland) which they are mimicking. One of the many intended
applications of simulants is geotechnical applications. For this purpose, NASA emphasizes
on the development of simulants based on the geotechnical properties such as grain size
and grain size distribution, grain shape and grain shape distribution, mineralogy, and
hardness. Several studies of lunar simulants and comparative studies have been undertaken
to understand the simulant properties as compared to one another and as compared to the
lunar soil. Some of the most recently used lunar simulants by NASA are BP-1, LHS-1,
LMS-1, OB-1A, etc. (Stansberry, 2022).

1.4.1 Challenges in lunar simulant development
Following the historic speech of the Moon, Mars, and Beyond by the US President
in 2004, there was a rapid surge in the number of simulants available in the market,
However, there was no organization which provided technical guidelines to develop an
effective simulant with high level of fidelity to lunar regolith. On the other hand, the
requirements of the lunar exploration community required large quantities of simulants
with high fidelity to validate computer programs that would model regolith behavior,
critical design attributes, and/ or minimize the risk of operating critical hardware on the
Moon. As noted in Appendix-A, the available simulants are few, and sometimes developers
and manufacturers bypass the inputs from the scientists and produce unworthy simulants.
Lunar simulant JSC-1A which focused on nanophase metallic iron, was an excellent
example where an engineering group at Marshal Space Flight Center (MSFC) developed a
lunar simulant without sufficient scientific input (Taylor L., 2016).
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To address the growing needs of high-fidelity simulants, the Planetary Science
Subcommittee (PSS) of the NASA Advisory Council (NAC) recommended, “that a
comprehensive study be undertaken by LEAG (Lunar Exploration Analysis Group) and
CAPTEM to define the types of lunar simulants that the various communities require in
order to facilitate important lunar investigations, as well as to preserve the Apollo lunar
sample collection for future generations.” (LEAG and CAPTEM, 2010). Hence, a Simulant
Working Group (SWG) was formed, and it addressed the following: 1) what is needed for
lunar simulants, 2) what lunar simulants already exist, 3) protocols for their proper usage,
4) needs for Apollo lunar samples.

1.4.2 Simulant database
Due to the increased need for lunar research and reproducing the lunar environment
on Earth for lunar mission pilot studies, it has become imperative to produce lunar
simulants with similar qualities. Root simulants are meant to resemble an end-product in
terms of PSD and mineralogical qualities, whereas derivative simulants are aimed to
improve on the root simulant's features. The aim is to develop high fidelity simulants
mimicking specific lunar regions with similar engineering and mineralogical properties.
Different SROs and commercial manufacturers in several countries have tried to develop
simulants for a specific lunar mission or for research studies pertaining to a specific use,
such as general, geotechnical, spectral, magnetic and others. The planetary simulant
database, developed by the Colorado School of Mines tries to provide a systematic simulant
certification system which removes the discrepancies from previous systems like Figure of
Merit (FoM) and Fit to Use tables (Simulants at Mines, 2022).
Currently, more than 30 lunar simulants have been reported in the literature and
many of these simulants are available commercially for research purposes and technology
development. An up-to-date list is provided in Appendix-A. The data contains information
current as of July 13, 2021, (Planetary Simulant Database, 2021). It is evident from
Appendix-A that most of the simulants have been developed for the mare regions, while
recently there have been efforts to develop simulants for the highland regions as well. USA
and China are the leading developers of lunar simulants, with Canada, Japan, EU, India,
and Korea are also developing lunar simulants to facilitate their lunar missions.
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1.5 Motivation of research
Based on the literature presented herein, it is established that general geotechnical
testing of lunar simulants is very important for various purposes viz. estimating bearing
capacity for construction on lunar soils in the future, trafficability of lunar roving vehicles,
slope stability etc. From this thesis’ standpoint, the mechanical behavior and other
geotechnical properties of lunar regolith are important to understand as the lunar simulants
developed for general purpose and geotechnical applications tend to mimic the mechanical
behavior of lunar regolith.
The following appear to be the gaps in the literature:
•

There are several important simulants viz OPR L2N/H2N, OB-1A, LHS-1, LMS-1
etc. in the market which are uncharacterized or under-characterized from a
geotechnical engineering viewpoint.

•

There are limited studies available which focus exclusively on comparing the
geotechnical properties of lunar simulants.

•

Small strain test parameters such as damping ratio, shear modulus, and shear wave
velocity are very important considering Moon seismicity and potential future lunar
construction. There is almost no literature which presents, compares, and discusses
the dynamic properties of lunar simulants.

•

There is a dearth of literature based on high quality geotechnical tests of lunar
simulants and analysis using up-to-date soil mechanics theory.

•

With increasing demand to supply simulants, these materials are often
manufactured with underdeveloped characterization in different aspects or
questionable fidelities. Thus, an appropriate geotechnical characterization of
various simulants forms the basis of our research.

This research therefore aims to characterize the geotechnical properties of lunar simulants
and it can potentially identify simulants with better feedstock and which can be used for
large scale production, and it should benefit the researchers, simulant developers, and the
people involved in lunar exploration at large.
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1.6 Specific Research Objectives
With these aims and to address the study gaps in the literature, we undertook this research
study with a specific set of study objectives listed below:
•

To study the geotechnical properties of lunar soil/ regolith for a better frame of
reference to compare the properties of selected lunar simulants.

•

To assess the geomechanical properties of selected lunar simulants from lunar mare
and highland regions.

•

To compare the geomechanical properties of selected lunar simulants with
benchmark terrestrial soils.

•

To contribute to the existing literature of lunar simulants by providing high-quality
geotechnical data.

1.7 Structure of thesis
Chapter – 1 provides a brief introduction of the history and future of lunar exploration.
Moreover, the chapter briefly discusses the characteristics of lunar regolith and lunar
simulants. Finally, the motivation for undertaking this research is discussed and key
objectives of this research are listed.
Chapter – 2 discusses the literature survey undertaken for the purpose of this research. It
was important to not repeat or duplicate any previous research and hence, an extensive
literature survey was undertaken to study lunar soil properties, the existing lunar simulants
database, and discuss the details of relevant testing methodologies of geotechnical
laboratory tests for effective testing of lunar regolith simulants.
Chapter – 3 discusses the methodology of the experimental work in the thesis and
introduces the selected materials used in the study. It also discusses the rationale for
selecting the specific lunar simulants, the purpose of the performed geotechnical tests,
experimental regimen, sample preparation and testing methodologies.
Chapter – 4 presents and discusses the results of the various geotechnical tests conducted
to meet the objectives discussed in Section 1.6. It further discusses the comparison of
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geotechnical properties of lunar simulants and analytical methods to understand the result
in view of another similar research.
Chapter – 5 provides conclusions from the study and discusses future recommendations
for research based on our outcomes.
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2 Chapter 2- Literature Review
This chapter discusses the literature studied for this research. This includes a review
of relevant books, peer-reviewed journals, conference proceedings, relevant thesis, website
documents, material factsheets, ASTM standards, etc. The literature survey serves to better
understand the up-to-date research backed with scientific understanding, identify the gaps
in the literature, and provides a frame of reference to compare our research in lieu of
existing relevant studies.
The literature survey for this research could be broadly categorized into 4 areas:
a) lunar soil and its geotechnical properties
b) simulants and need for high quality simulants
c) geotechnical studies of different simulants
d) laboratory geotechnical testing procedures
As discussed in section 1.4.2, ~ 40 lunar simulants have been developed to date. These
lunar simulants have been developed for specific applications. The simulants developed
for geotechnical as well as general purposes are relevant for this research. These simulant
studies have been reviewed for two purposes: a) understand the source material,
mineralogy, bulk chemistry and geotechnical characterization and b) the range of
geotechnical testing done on simulants and if specific testing methodologies were
incorporated to mimic lunar conditions. The following sections address the various aspects
discussed herein.

2.1 Understanding the Moon
Our understanding of various lunar characteristics and issues can be viewed from
the standpoint of pre-Apollo and post-Apollo eras. Knowledge of the Moon has changed
significantly because of solid data influx after the Apollo program and the subsequent
studies and data analysis has given us a nuanced insight of the Moon. An initial comparison
of the Moon and the earth sets a good framework for reference (based on our familiarity of
the earth) to understand the Moon. Understanding of the lunar atmosphere and the lunar
surface processes gives us a good foundation to understand lunar minerals, rocks, regolith
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and subsequently their properties. Table 2.1 shows the differences in the physical
properties of the earth and the Moon.
Table 2.1: Physical properties of Moon and Earth (Heiken et al., 1991)
Property

Moon

Earth

Mass (kg)

7.353 x 1022

5.976 x 1024

Radius* (km)

1738

6371

Surface area (km2)

37.9 x 106

510.1 x 106

Flattening

0.0005

0.0034

Mean Density (g/cc)

3.34

5.517

Gravity at equator (m/s2)

1.62

9.81

2.38

11.2

Sidereal rotation time

27.322 days

23.9345 hr

Inclination of equator/ orbit

6◦ 41’

23◦ 28’

Mean surface temperature

107◦ C Day, -153 ◦ C night

22◦

Temperature extremes

-233 to 123

-89 to 58

Heat flow (average)

29 mW/ m2

63 mW/ m2

Magnetic field

0 (small paleo-field)

24 – 56 A/ m

Seismic energy

2 x 1010 (or 1014) J/ yr

1017 – 1018 J/ yr

Escape

velocity

at

equator

(km/sec)

Atmosphere

Notes: * = The approximations are due to assumption as a sphere.

2.1.1 Lunar Atmosphere
The atmosphere of the Moon is exceedingly fragile. During the lunar night, the
undisturbed gas concentration is only around 2 x 105 molecules/cm3, decreasing to about
104 molecules/cm3 during the lunar day (Hodges et al., 1974). The Moon's atmosphere is a
tenth of a magnitude less dense than Earth's, a disparity so great that the Moon is sometimes
mistaken for having no atmosphere at all. The six Apollo landings transported six times
the amount of gas to the lunar surface as the ambient atmosphere allows (Heiken et al.,
1991). The elements neon, hydrogen, helium, and argon make up most of the ambient lunar
atmosphere. The absence of a considerable atmosphere on the Moon prevents an insulating
blanket to a) retain solar energy and b) shield it from cosmic and galactic rays, solar wind,
and meteoritic impacts (Vaniman et al.,1991).
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2.1.2 Lunar surface processes
Many scientists have viewed the lunar surface as a record for various astronomical
phenomena. (Crawford et al., 2021) mention that the lunar surface has evidence of
astronomical importance, and that the Moon may be thought of as a "telescope" that has
been monitoring and recording astronomical phenomena since it first established a solid
surface 4.5 billion years ago. The Moon's surface is unaffected by the three principal factors
that modify terrestrial surfaces: atmosphere, water, and life. Furthermore, because the lunar
crust and mantle have been relatively cold and stiff for much of geological time, the lunar
surface has not been modified by recent geological action (Horz et al., 1991). In the same
study, however Horz et al. (1991) argue that the craters on the Moon present evidence that
the surface of the Moon is altered by external forces such as impacts spanning
micrometeoroid to meteorite range, and internal forces such as volcanic processes and
tectonic activity.

2.1.3 Lunar minerals
Because their compositions and atomic structures reflect the physical and chemical
conditions under which the rocks evolved, minerals have offered the keys to understanding
lunar rocks (Papike et al.,1991). Lunar mineralogy and the mineralogical mapping has been
determined from the samples brought by Apollo missions through an electron microprobe
with a technique called microanalysis (Papike et al., 1991) as well as through orbital
satellite technology using high spectral and spatial resolution data (Sivakumar et al., 2017).
Table 2.2 shows the major and minor minerals of each group on the Moon. Generally,
mineral groups share a common anion and there are similarities in the lattice structure of
minerals of the same group.
Table 2.2: Major Minerals in Lunar Regolith
Mineral Group

Major Minerals

Minor Minerals

Silicate

Pyroxene (Ca, Mg,Fe)2Si2O6,

Tranquillityite, pyroxferroite,

Plagioclase

zircon, potassium feldspar

(Ca2Al2Si2O8),

Feldspar
Olivine

Fe)2SiO4
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(Mg,

Oxide

Sulfide

Ilmenite

(FeTiO3),

Spinels,

Rutile,

Armalcolite

zirconolite

Troilite (FeS)

Chalcopyrite
cubanite

baddeleyite,

(CuFeS2),
(CuFe2S3),

pentlandite [(Fe,Ni)9S8]
Native Fe

Kamacite, taenite, tetrataenite

Phosphate

Whitlockite Ca3(PO4)2, apatite
Ca4(PO4)3(OH, F,Cl)

Silicates and oxide minerals are more abundant than other minerals on the Moon.
Papike et al., (1991) explain the key differences of the major minerals on earth and the
Moon.
•

The presence of Fe3+ in terrestrial pyroxenes and its lack in lunar pyroxenes is one
of the first-order distinctions between the two; this difference reflects the more
reducing circumstances (lower oxygen partial pressure) in gases on the Moon than
on Earth. Additionally, terrestrial pyroxenes are richer in Mg than lunar pyroxenes.

•

The enrichment of sodium in terrestrial plagioclase feldspars compared to lunar
ones and the extreme scarcity of potassium feldspar on the Moon are the most
noteworthy discrepancies between terrestrial and lunar feldspars. These
circumstances reflect the Moon's general depletion of alkali elements (such as Na
and K) in comparison to the Earth.

•

The variation of Mg:Fe ratio is present in both terrestrial and lunar olivine groups.
However, lunar mare olivines have higher iron-rich compositions and the higher
Mg rich terrestrial olivines have a higher composition of Mg than Mg-rich lunar
olivines.

•

The following factors: a) higher temperatures of formation, b) lower oxygen partial
pressures during formation, and c) absence of water on Moon produce very
different oxide minerals on earth and the Moon.
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2.1.4 Lunar rocks
The careful study of lunar rocks recovered during the Apollo and Luna missions, as
well as lunar meteorites, has advanced our knowledge of the Moon's genesis, evolution,
and history to a degree unequalled by any other planet—possibly even the Earth (Taylor,
et al. 1991). Lunar rocks are broadly classified in four categories:
a) Basaltic volcanic rocks:
They were created by the solid interior of the Moon melting, most likely at depths of
100-400 kilometers, followed by the buoyant rise of molten rock to the lunar surface and
explosions. They include lava flows and pyroclastic (volcanic ash) rocks. The unusual
orange and green glass found on Moon’s surface is a product of volcanic activity
(Exploring the moon, 1997).

Figure 2.1: Basaltic volcanic rocks; (Kring, 2022)
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b) Pristine rocks from lunar highlands:
These rocks are almost uncontaminated from meteorite impacts and represent the lunar
crust formed between 4.6-4.3 b.y. ago. They are further divided into several groups:
•

Ferroan anorthosite

•

Mg-rich rocks

•

KREEP (Potassium, Rare Earth Elements, Phosphorous) rocks

c) Complex polymict breccias:
The complex polymict breccias are very common and they contain various materials
derived from different bedrocks, breccias and impact melts. They are further classified into
different groups based on the nature of the fragments and the matrix.
d) Lunar soil/ lunar regolith:
The finer material deposited on the lunar bedrock is referred to as lunar soil. The study
of lunar regolith is very important from the purpose of this thesis. It is discussed in length
in the next sections. Fig. 2.4 – 2.11 show the HD color images of lunar soils from different
Apollo missions.

Figure 2.2: Lunar Lithologies in Ternary Form, (Lunar Surface Geology, 2022)
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Figure 2.3: Lunar Lithologies in Olivine-Anorthite-Silica Phase Diagram; (Lunar Surface
Geology, 2022)

Figure 2.4: Apollo 12 Mare Basalt. (Kring, 2022)
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Figure 2.5: Apollo 12 Olivine Basalt. (Kring, 2022)

Figure 2.6: Apollo 15 Volcanic Green Glass. (Kring, 2022)

Figure 2.7: Apollo 16 Anorthosite. (Kring, 2022)
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Figure 2.8: Apollo 16 Impact Melt Breccia. (Kring, 2022)

Figure 2.9: Apollo 17 High-Titanium Mare Basalt. (Kring, 2022)

Figure 2.10: Apollo 17 Polymict Breccia. (Kring, 2022)
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2.2 Lunar regolith
McKay et al. (2005) defines lunar regolith as a fragmental layer that overlies nearly
all rock formations on the Moon. Bates and Jackson define regolith as “a general term for
the layer or mantle of fragmental and unconsolidated rock material, whether residual or
transported and of highly varied character, that nearly everywhere forms the surface of the
land and overlies or covers bedrock”. A comprehensive understanding of the lunar regolith
– a common feature across most of the lunar surface is very important for the following
reasons (McKay et al., 1991):
a) It is a source of critical information about the matter and energy that fill the solar system
as well as the lunar crust.
b) All direct measurements of lunar material's physical and chemical characteristics have
been done on regolith samples, including rocks and soils.
c) Experiments on or in the regolith layer were carried out by astronauts on the Moon or
remotely observed from Earth. Heat flow measurements, for example, were taken with
sensors embedded in the regolith, with estimations of heat flow from the rocks below based
only on inference from the regolith data. Even seismic data from seismometers implanted
on or in the regolith and not connected to bedrock was collected. Remotely detected X-ray
fluorescence, infrared spectra, and gamma-ray signals emanate from the lunar regolith's
very top; in reality, they come from depths of only 20 μm, 1 mm, and 10–20 cm,
respectively (Pieters, 1983; Adler et al., 1973; Metzger et al., 1973).
d) Finally, the regolith is anticipated to be the raw material utilized for lunar base
construction, mining, road construction, and resource extraction when permanent lunar
bases are created in the twenty-first century due to its surficial, unconsolidated, and finegrained character (Mendell, 1985).
The lunar regolith is different from terrestrial materials in several ways (Carrier et al.,
1991):
•

The mineral composition is limited compared to several thousands of minerals
found in terrestrial soils.
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•

The lunar regolith has a narrow range of well-defined properties across its surface
because of continuous meteorite impacts, while for terrestrial soils the soil
properties vary significantly from one place to another.

•

Erosion or weathering agents are absent on the Moon while water, atmosphere and
life processes are most significant in the formation of terrestrial soils.

2.2.1 Formation of the lunar regolith
Because the Moon has no atmosphere (10-10 to 10-12 torr) and no water, the principal
weathering and erosional processes are completely different from those on Earth. Instead,
the dominant regolith, soil, and dust-forming agent is the flow of meteorites and
micrometeorites (< 1 mm). Other, less important processes include spallation, vaporization,
and radiation damage caused by galactic/cosmic/solar particle irradiation. Other processes
include mass waste, which manifests itself as downhill landslides on various scales, and
electrostatic transport, which happens at the lunar terminator, albeit at a low density
(Taylor, 2008). Finally, volcanic activity has mostly created pyroclastic soils (e.g., Apollo
17 orange dirt).
Lunar soil is a constantly shifting covering of crushed, pulverized, and melted
elements that changes in response to the micrometeorite flux's constant reworking.
Comminution (crushing and pulverizing) and agglutination (aggregation of soil particles
by impact-produced glass) are the two primary dynamic mechanisms responsible for this
developmental sequence. The balance between these two opposing processes, one
destructive, the other constructive, in terms of particle size, determines the textural maturity
of lunar soil nearly totally. Larger impact events penetrate the soil blanket over time in a
stochastic process, mixing soils from below with the most recent surficial soil (Taylor,
2008) (Mckay, et al. 1991).
The lunar soil is a loose, clastic substance that is slightly cohesive, dark grey to
light grey, very fine-grained, and derived mostly from mechanical disintegration of
anorthosite and basaltic rocks (He, 2010). The average mean grain size of lunar regolith is
between 60-80 μm (Oravec, 2009). The petrographic studies of lunar regolith indicate 5
particle types divided into 2 groups that make up the lunar regolith:
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a) bedrock derived particles - mineral fragments, pristine crystalline rock fragments
b) regolith derived - breccia fragments, glasses of various kinds, and agglutinates
The depth of lunar regolith varies across the maria (5 m) and the highland regions
(15 m). A direct proportionality is observed in the age of the lunar surface and the
corresponding depth of the lunar regolith viz. lunar highlands which were formed earlier
have a greater lunar regolith depth than other regions.

2.2.2 Lunar Regolith Geotechnical Properties
The lunar regolith has been studied by various disciplines of science viz
astrobiologists, surface geologists, cosmologists, engineers etc. for an enhanced
understanding of the lunar morphology and utilizing lunar regolith for developing bases
for potential human habitat. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration's planned
Moon mission is part of a bigger framework for a sustainable and affordable space
exploration architecture that will extend humanity's presence across the solar system. A
full understanding of the geotechnical qualities of lunar soils and "equivalent" soils
"simulants" in which to test systems is required for several critical objectives of these
missions, such as in situ resource utilization (ISRU) and vehicle mobility. The geotechnical
properties of the lunar regolith have been reviewed and are discussed at length with
comparisons with terrestrial soils based on their significance and importance in developing
the simulants.
A description of the lunar regolith by Neil Armstrong sets up the discussion for the
geotechnical properties of the lunar regolith. Neil Armstrong from his tranquility base
(Apollo 11), on July 20, 1969, at the first sight of the lunar regolith and after putting the
first foot on the Moon said the following:
“I’m at the foot of the ladder. The LM (lunar module) footpads are only depressed
in the surface about 1 or 2 inches, although the surface appears to be very, very, finegrained as you get close to it, it’s almost like a powder; down there, it’s very fine…. I’m
going to step off the LM now. That’s one small step for (a) man. One giant leap for
mankind. The surface is fine and powdery. I can pick it up loosely with my toe. It does
adhere in fine layers like powdered charcoal to the sole and sides of my boots. I only go in
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a small fraction of an inch. Maybe an eighth of an inch, but I can see the footprints of my
boots and the treads in the fine sandy particles.”

Figure 2.11: Footprint on Lunar surface (NASA, 1969)

The geotechnical properties of the lunar regolith were determined from the samples
brought to earth by the Apollo program, as well as using insitu tests (e.g., cone
penetrometer test) performed on the lunar regolith. The lunar samples were collected using
the tools shown in Fig. 2.13 – 2.17.

Figure 2.12: Core tube and Drive tube (Kring, 2009)
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Figure 2.13: Drill (Kring, 2009)

Figure 2.14: Gnomon and Sample photography (Kring, 2009)
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Figure 2.15: Documented sample bag (Kring, 2009)

Figure 2.16: Sample collection bag (Kring, 2009)

Lunar samples with a total weight of ~385 kg was brought back on earth by Apollo
program and ~300 g of soil was brough back by Luna mission. (Carrier, 2005) mentions
the four most important geotechnical properties of lunar soil to understand the behavior of
the lunar soils: Particle Size Distribution, Particle Shape, Bulk Density, and Relative
Density.
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2.2.2.1 Particle Size Distribution
Particle size distribution is a variable that governs the strength and compressibility
of various materials as well as its optical, thermal, and mechanical properties to varying
degrees in an unconsolidated medium, such as lunar soil (Carrier, 1973). The particle size
distribution of an average of 350 samples from Apollo program (11-17) and Luna 24 was
carried out by David Carrier.

Figure 2.17: Lunar Regolith: Particle Size Distribution (David, 2005)

The salient features of his observations are:
•

Lunar soil is broadly graded from medium sand to fine silt.

•

The average particle size (D50) is 0.072, uniformity coefficient (Cu) is 16, and
curvature of coefficient (Cc) is 1.2.

•

Except for a few coarse outliers (mainly discontinuous layers detected in certain
core tube samples), the particle size distribution of lunar soil is remarkably constant
to a depth of at least several meters or more on the Moon. Approximately 68 % of
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the data points (i.e., one standard deviation) lie inside a rather narrow band, as seen
in Fig. 2.18.
•

From the fig, the form of the particle size distribution appears to be symmetrical,
with the two parts of the "reverse-S" curve looking remarkably similar. The average
skewness of a graphic is -0.01, while the average kurtosis of a graphic is 1.07. These
values indicate that the size distribution of lunar soil particles is nearly perfect log
normal.

2.2.2.2 Particle Shape
Individual lunar soil particles have a wide range of shapes, ranging from spherical
to angular. The particles are often elongated and subangular to angular in shape (Carrier et
al., 1991). The particles tend to pack together with a preferential orientation of the long
axes due to the elongation. In lunar core tubes and laboratory models, this effect has been
detected. The physical characteristics of in situ lunar soil should be slightly anisotropic due
to this favored particle orientation (He et al., 2010).
Table 2.3 Average particle shapes of lunar soil

Parameter

Average Value

Description

Elongation

1.35

Somewhat elongated

Aspect Ratio

0.55

Roundness
Silhouette

0.21

Subangular

Direct Light
Volume coefficient
Specific surface area

0.22
0.3
0.5 m2/g

Angular
Elongated
Irregular, reentrant

References

Heywood (1971);
Mahmood et al.
(1974b)
Slightly – to – medium Gorz et al. (1971,
elongated
1972)
Mahmood et al.
(1974b)
Heywood (1971)
Cadenhead et al.
(1977)

The ratio between the particle's main and intermediate axes is known as the
elongation (length to width). The aspect ratio of an ellipse is the ratio of its minor axis to
its main axis in geotechnical research. The ratio of the average of the radii of the particle
image's corners to the radius of the greatest inscribed circle is known as the roundness. The
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volume coefficient of a particle is calculated by dividing its volume by the cube of the
diameter of the circle that encloses the same area as the particle profile. The surface area
of a particle divided by its mass, commonly given in m2/ g, is known as specific surface
area.
A typical lunar dirt particle has roughly eight times the surface area of a sphere of
the same size. In comparison to a ground-up basalt simulant, the individual soil particles
are rather unstable due to their uneven, distorted structure. Solar wind gases are really
released when lunar soil particles are scraped or shattered. The soil, on the other hand, has
a very high shear strength when the particles are packed together. The uneven particle
morphologies do, in fact, account for the lunar soil's cohesive nature. Even though
everyone knew there was no water on the Moon, it was reported after the first Surveyor
landing that "the lunar soil acts like moist beach sand."
We now know that the lunar soil's apparent cohesion is due to the mechanical
interlocking of uneven particles. Astronaut boot prints seem crisp and clean, "like moist
beach sand," because of this. Even the tiniest, most delicate characteristics leave an
indelible mark on the lunar surface.

2.2.2.3 Specific Gravity
The specific gravity, Gs, of a soil particle is defined as the ratio of its mass to the
mass of an equal volume of water at 4°C. Typical values for lunar soils range from 2.3 –
3.2, while for engineering considerations it is recommended to use the value of 3.1 (Oravec,
2009). The relative proportions of distinct particle types, including basalts, mineral pieces,
breccias, agglutinates, and glasses, influence the average specific gravity of a certain lunar
soil. The porosity of the particles, however, complicates the interpretation of the specific
gravity. The intergranular and intragranular spaces are filled when soil particles are
submerged in a fluid, but the sub granular space is not. As a result, the observed specific
gravity is more than just a measure of particle mineralogy; it also considers the influence
of contained voids (Carrier et al.,1991).
Table 2.4: Lunar Regolith: Specific Gravity (Heiken et al., 1991)
Specific Gravity (engineering applications)

3.1
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Agglutinate & Glass particles

1.0 to > 3.32

Basalt Particles

> 3.32

Breccia Particles

2.9 – 3.1

Figure 2.18: Schematic diagram showing the different types of soil porosity produced in lunar soil
particles (Heiken et al., 1991)

2.2.2.4 Bulk Density
The bulk density, ρ, of soil is defined as the mass of the material contained within
a given volume, usually expressed in grams per cubic centimeter. The porosity, n, is
defined as the volume of void space between the particles divided by the total volume.
Bulk density, porosity, and specific gravity are interrelated as:
ρ = Gs*ρw *(1 - n) …………………………. (2.1)
where ρ = bulk density, ρw = density of water, n = porosity
The in-situ bulk density of lunar soil is an important property. Bearing capacity,
slope stability, seismic velocity, thermal conductivity, electrical resistivity, and ionizing
radiation penetration depth are all influenced by the bulk density (Carrier et al.,1991). Jaffe
and Halaijan assumed very low values (~0.3 g/cc) of bulk density in the pre-Apollo era
from remote-sensing inferences. Later, after the lunar landings, Jaffe and Leonovich
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proposed average bulk densities of 1.5 - 1.6 g/cc based on robotic measurements of the
lunar surface. After human landings on the lunar surface, more accurate measurements
were made across different depths based on the analysis of vehicle tracks made by lunar
roving vehicles (LRVs), boulder tracks, astronaut boot prints, returned core samples (drive
core tubes & rotary drill core tubes), and other samples.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.20, from the surface to a depth of roughly 70 cm, the
regolith density increases consistently; below that depth, the density profile is irregular.
The variations are related to (1) specific gravity (chemical composition, mineralogy, and/or
sub granular porosity), (2) particle shape (intragranular porosity), (3) particle size
distribution (intergranular porosity), and (4) relative density (intergranular porosity) all
reflect different geologic sources and processes (Carrier et al., 1991).
A hyperbolic correlation has been developed to measure bulk density across different
depths (Carrier, 2005):
ρ = 1.92 * (z + 12.2) / (z + 18) ……………………. (2.2)
where z = depth of lunar surface (cm), ρ = bulk density (g/cc)
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Figure 2.19: Lunar Regolith: Variation of bulk density with depth (Heiken et al., 1991)

Fig. 2.20 shows the calculated in situ bulk density in the lunar soil layer as a
function of depth below the surface, derived from Apollo data. Three calculated densitydepth relations are presented: linear (solid line), power-law (heavy dashed line), and
hyperbolic (light dashed line). Boxes at the top of the plot show recommended near-surface
bulk density values for intercrater areas.

2.2.2.5 Relative Density
The relative density of the lunar soil was the most essential and fascinating
geotechnical feature identified during the Apollo mission (Carrier, 2005). The fact that a
particular soil may be packed geometrically throughout a variety of bulk densities is
referred to as relative density (Carrier, 2005). Thermal conductivity, seismic velocity, shear
strength, compressibility, and dielectric constant are all influenced by the relative density
in situ as well as the absolute bulk density (Thannasi et al., 2021). Between relative density
levels of 0% and 100%, several of these attributes can change by many orders of
magnitude. Two soils with the same bulk densities might have very different relative
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densities, resulting in drastically different behaviour. In contrast, two soils with the same
relative density but differing bulk densities might behave similarly.
The difference between the void ratio of the soil in its loosest (emax) and natural
state (e) to the difference between the void ratio in its loosest (emax) and densest states is
defined as relative density or density index (emin).
Dr = (emax – e) / (emax – emin) x 100 …………………. (2.3)
The relative density can be determined from bulk density using the equation 2.4:
Dr = ρmax * (ρ – ρmin)/ ρ * (ρmax – ρmin) x 100 ……………. (2.4)
The relative density of lunar soil in situ was discovered to be around 65 percent
(medium to dense) in the top 15 cm, rising to more than 90 percent (extremely dense) below
30 cm. Prior to the Apollo missions, such high relative densities at such shallow depths
were very rare. These lunar soil values are even more astonishing when we realize that the
realistic limit for field compaction of terrestrial soils, even with heavy construction
equipment, is 65-75 percent relative density. Clearly, the lunar soil has not been softly
"sifted" into place, but has been substantially agitated and densified, most likely by shock
waves created by numerous meteoroid impacts (Carrier et al., 1991).
Houston et al. (1974) converted the best estimates of bulk density into the best
estimate relative densities vs. depth using the assumptions of an average specific gravity
of 3.1, emax = 1.7 (ρmin = 1.15 g/cm3), and emin = 0.7 (ρmax = 1.82 g/cm3). Table 2.5 shows
the data, along with a description based on the approach of Lambe and Whitman's idea
(1969).
Table 2.5: Lunar Regolith: Relative Density (Heiken et al., 1991)
Depth Range (cm)

Relative Density (%)

Description

0 – 15

65 +- 3

Medium to dense

0 – 30

74 +- 3

Dense

30 – 60

92 +- 3

Very Dense

0 - 60

83 +- 3

Dense
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The relative density of the lunar soil was measured and interpreted in a variety of
ways. For example, driving the Apollo 15 to 17 core tubes to a depth of around 70 cm took
approximately 50 hammer blows, which was near to the physical limit for a suited
astronaut. Furthermore, when driving, the dirt around the core tubes shifted significantly.
Based on these and other observations (such as the depth of the boot prints), it was
determined that: (1) the relative density of lunar soil is low on the rims of fresh craters, on
slopes, and almost everywhere within the top few centimeters of the surface; (2) the relative
density is exceptionally high in intercrater areas at depths of only 5 - 10 cm.
One soil sample was obtained near one of the double core tubes taken on Apollo
15, near the rim of Hadley Rille, and the highest and minimum bulk densities were
determined. The in situ relative density at this one point may be determined by comparing
the maximum and minimum densities with the bulk density of the lunar soil in the two
portions of the core tube (see Fig. 13): 84 percent for the top 30 cm and 97 percent for the
following 35 cm. If we assume that the relative density is 0 percent at the surface (z = 0),
it must swiftly grow to 75 percent at a depth of 5 cm and 85 percent at a depth of 10 cm.
The continued tiny meteorite impacts that form a loose, stirred-up surface while shaking
and densifying the underlying soil cause this enormous and abrupt shift in relative density
with increasing depth. The relative density below 10 cm is substantially higher than
compression by self-weight can create.
Despite its high relative density below 5 to 10 cm, the lunar soil has a porosity of
40 to 50 percent. The irregular particle shape and the vast particle size distribution cause
this apparent abnormality. The smaller particles do not fit well in the interstices between
the bigger particles due to the high coefficient of homogeneity, Cu (Cu = D60 / D10). As a
result, even though the particles are closely packed, the "soil skeleton" is comparatively
open (i.e., a high porosity). Intragranular porosity, or porosity linked with the re-entrant,
irregular particle form, accounts for around one-fourth of the porosity.
The underlying lunar soil's high relative density has significant practical
ramifications. For example, during Apollo 15, the heat flow experiment could not be fully
deployed due to the high relative density (Grott et al., 2010).

Table 2.6 shows a

comprehensive list of various geotechnical properties of the lunar regolith.
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Table 2.6: Lunar Regolith: Geotechnical Properties
Density

Mission
Apollo 11
Apollo 12
Apollo 14
Apollo 15
Luna 16
Luna 20

Sample
Sample Weight *
Number
(g)
10084
565
10084, 68
5
12001, 19
6
12029, 3
6.5
14163, 133
5
14163, 148
0.97
14259, 3
1.26
15031, 38
5
15601, 82
0.96
~ 10
~ 6 **
~ 10

Void Ratio

ρmin (g/cc) ρmax (g/cc)
1.36
1.8
1.26
1.3
1.93
1.1
0.89 +- 0.03 1.55 +- 0.03
0.87 +- 0.03 1.51 +- 0.030
< 1.3
1.1 +- 0.03 1.89 +- 0.03
1.12
1.79
1.1 - 1.2
1.7 - 1.8
1.04
1.8

Specific
Gravity
3.01
3.01

emax
1.21
1.39

2.9 +- 0.1
2.9 +- 0.05
2.9 +- 0.05

1.64
2.26
2.37

0.87
0.94

3.24 +- 0.05

1.94

0.71

emin
0.67

References
Costes et al. (1970a, b)
Cremers et al. (1970)
Cremers and Birkebak (1971)
Jaffe (1971a)
Cremers (1972)
Carrier et al. (1973a, b)
Carrier et al. (1973a, b)
Cremers and Hsia (1973)
Carrier et al. (1973a, b)
Gromov et al. (1972)
Vinogradov (1978)
Leonovich et al. (1974a, 1975)

* All tests performed on < 1 mm size fraction
** = Unsieved sample

2.2.2.6 Compressibility
The change in the volume or densification of soil when subjected to a confining
stress is called compressibility. The compressibility parameters of lunar soils are presented
in Table 2.7. Compression index (Cc) is defined as a ratio of change in void ratio to the
corresponding change in applied stress.
Table 2.7: Lunar Regolith: Compressibility (Heiken et al., 1991)

Parameter

Range

Recommended
Typical Value

Compression Index (Cc) Loose

0.01 – 0.11

Compression Index (Cc) Dense

0.000 – 0.013 0.05

Re-Compression Index (Cr)

0.3

0.003

Coefficient of Lateral Stress, Ko
Normally Consolidated

0.4 – 0.5

Recompacted

0.45
0.7

Soil samples from the Apollo 12 and Luna 16 and 20 missions were used to
calculate the compression index (Table 2.8, Fig. 2.21). In vacuum compression and shear
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strength experiments on a 200-g sample of Apollo 12 soil, Carrier et al. (1972b, 1973c)
discovered that Cc ranged from 0.01 to 0.11, depending on the starting density and applied
stress. On a 1.3-g sample recovered with the Surveyor 3 scoop by the Apollo 12 crew, Jaffe
(1973) did small compression and shear strength tests. Leonovich et al. (1974a, 1975)
tested two 10-g samples from the Luna 16 and 20 locations with an oedometer and observed
Cc values ranging from 0.02 to 0.9.
Table 2.8: Compression Index of lunar soils
Mission

Sample

Sample

Density

Stress

Number

Weight (g)

Range (g/cc)

Range

Cc

References

(kPa)
Apollo

12002, 119

200

1.67 – 1.82

0.08 – 67.5

12
1.84 – 1.92
1.91 – 2

Apollo

12029, 8

1.3

12

Luna 16

~ 10

0.09 – 31.2

1.9 -69.9

0.04

–

Carrier

et

0.11

(1972b, 1973 c)

0.012 –

Carrier

0.062

(1972b, 1973 c)

0.03

–

Carrier

et

et

0.09

(1972b, 1973 c)

al.

al.

al.

1.29 – 1.6

0.12 – 28

0.21*

Jaffe (1973)

1.4 – 1.64

0.14 – 28

0.11*

Jaffe (1973)

1.58 – 1.68

0.14 – 28

0.04*

Jaffe (1973)

1.03 – 1.51

0.05 – 98

0.3*

Leonovich et al.
(1974a, 1975)

Luna 20

~ 10

0.98 – 1.51

0.05 - 98

0.3*

Leonovich at al.
(1974a, 1975)

* - Estimated
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Figure 2.20: Lunar Regolith: Compression results (Heiken et al., 1991)

Carrier et al. (1972b) and Mitchell et al. (1974) compared the compressibility of
lunar soil to that of basaltic simulants. Regardless of whether the two soils are compared
at the same void ratio or at the same relative density, lunar soil is somewhat more
compressible than the simulant in both circumstances. Evidently, irregular delicate
particles in lunar soil, such as agglutinates, crush with relatively little confining force, but
the basaltic simulant has no counterpart. The compressibility of lunar soil is thus influenced
by both the intragranular and sub granular porosities.

2.2.2.7 Shear Strength
The shear strength of a soil is an important geotechnical property as it influences
the bearing capacity, slope stability, and trafficability (Thannasi et al., 2021). The shear
strength of a soil is generally determined using Mohr-Coulomb equation:
τ = c’ + σ’ * tanØ’ ……………………………. (2.5)
where τ = shear stress, c’ = cohesion, σ’ = normal stress on the failure plan and Ø’ is the
angle of internal friction.
Shear strength is made up of two parts: cohesive component (c’) that is independent
of applied stress, and a frictional component (Ø’) that is proportional to normal stress (i.e.,
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friction coefficient). Thus, cohesion and angle of internal friction are the shear strength
parameters.
Initially, the shear strength parameters of lunar regolith were derived from Surveyor
3 and 7 spacecraft (Scott and Roberson, 1969) where the values of cohesion and friction
angle were found to be in the range of 0.35-0.70 kPa and 35◦-37◦ respectively. The best
estimates from the Apollo model were determined later by (Mitchell et al., 1972). The
range of cohesion was 0.1-1.0 kPa and friction angle was 30◦-50◦. These higher values are
believed to be because of higher relative densities.
Insitu measurements of shear strength
The insitu shear strengths of the lunar soils were determined during the Apollo
missions using cone penetrometers, vane shear device, and various other kinds of
penetrometers. Table 2.9 shows the estimated values of shear strength parameters from
different studies of different missions.

Figure 2.21: Lunar Regolith: Shear Stress vs Normal Stress (Heiken et al., 1991)

Fig. 2.22 shows calculated in situ shear strengths of lunar soil (vertical axis), plotted
as a function of normal stress (bottom horizontal axis) and corresponding depth below the
lunar surface (top horizontal axis) (after Mitchell et al., 1972d, 1974). Envelopes of shear
strength are shown for Surveyor model data (oblique solid ruling), for Apollo and
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Lunokhod results (oblique dashed ruling), and for a basaltic simulant at relative densities
of 30% and 90% (dashed lines).
Table 2.9: Typical values of shear strength parameters of Lunar soil (Heiken et al., 1991)
Depth Range

Cohesion, c (kPa)

Friction Angle, Ø (degrees)

(cm)

Average

Range

Average

Range

0 – 15

0.52

0.44 – 0.62
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41 – 43

0 – 30

0.90

0.74 – 1.1

46

44 – 47

30 – 60

3.0

2.4 – 3.8

54

52 – 55

0 – 60

1.6

1.3 – 1.9

49

48 – 51

Laboratory measurements of shear strength
Carrier et al. (1972b, 1973c) used a 200-g sample of Apollo 12 soil to perform three
direct shear experiments under vacuum. The observed friction angles were 28°-35° with a
range of cohesiveness from 0-0.7 kPa. These figures were much lower than a basaltic
simulant's shear strength. The crushing of delicate particles such as agglutinates and
breccias, which are peculiar to lunar soil, was believed to be the reason for the disparity.
On 1.3 g of lunar soil recovered with the Surveyor 3 scoop, Jaffe (1973) did miniature
direct shear tests. The experiments were carried out in the open-air using soil samples
varying in bulk density from 0.99 to 1.87 g/cm3. The observed cohesion values ranged
from 0.1 to 3.1 kPa, with a friction angle ranging from 13 to 56 degrees. The test findings,
according to Jaffe, were consistent with an in-situ bulk density of roughly 1.7 g/ cm3 (Table
9.4). He also concluded that the shear strength qualities of lunar soil were unaffected by
exposure to air.
Scott (1987) mentions using a 1.1-g sample of soil returned with the Surveyor 3 scoop to
perform micro triaxial shear experiments. On Luna 16 and 20 samples, Leonovich et al.
(1974a, 1975) performed direct shear and coulomb device tests, reporting a cohesion of 3.9
to 5.9 kPa and a friction angle of 20°-25°.
Limitations of lunar soil shear strength characterization (Carrier et al., 1991):
•

Disturbance: prior to testing, the samples were sieved, remolded, and
recompacted.
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•

Size: by terrestrial testing standards, the samples were small (to very small); and

•

Stress: the confining stresses applied to the samples were unavoidably one to two
orders of magnitude greater than the in-situ lunar stresses.

The stress aspect is very important. Irregular and re-entrant soil particles tend to
interlock at mild forces near the lunar surface, resulting in a high shear strength. The
average stress on the failure surface was only around 5 kPa even though the Lunokhod
cone penetrometer was driven into the earth with a tip pressure of 50 kPa. Because of the
probe's higher depth of penetration, the average applied stress for the Apollo SRP was
considerably lower. When a returned soil sample is examined under laboratory stresses
(30-70 kPa for vacuum direct shear tests), however, the delicate particles tend to break,
resulting in a lower reported shear strength (Carrier et al., 1991).
As a result, Carrier et al. (1972b, 1973c), Mitchell et al. (1974), and Leonovich et al.
(1974a) have all proposed that the shear strength of lunar soil be described by a curved
Mohr-Coulomb equation. Carrier (1984) argued that an improved shear strength equation
may be of the form τ = (aσ) b instead of the standard Mohr-Coulomb equation τ= c+ σ*tanØ.
The shear strength parameters can be then derived as
Ø = tan-1 (abσb-1) ………………………….…. (2.5).
c = a (1-b) σb ………………………………. (2.6)
Carrier proposed preliminary values of a = 1.83 and b = 0.73, when stresses are expressed
in kPa.

Table 2.10 Compared values of selected geotechnical properties of lunar regolith and dry,
cohesionless terrestrial soils
Lunar Regolith
Geotechnical Index Property
Relative Soil
65 % in top 15 - cm depth (medium to dense);
Density
90% below 30 - cm depth (very dense)
Bulk Density 1.4 - 2.2 g/ cc
Specific mass > 3.32 g/ cc (Basalt), 1 - 3.32 g/ cc
of solids
(Agglutinates/ Glass); 2.9 - 3.1 g/ cc (Breccia)
Engineering Property
Unit Weight
2.9 - 3.6 kN/m3 (at 1/6 g)
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Terrestrial Soils (Dry, Cohesionless)

65% - 75% (practical limit for field compacted soils)
1.4 - 1.9 g/ cc
< 2.7 g/ cc for majority of soils
14 - 19 kN/ m3 (at 1 g)

Cohesion
Friction
Angle
Ultimate
bearing
capacity
Allowable
bearing
capacity
Permeability

0.1 - 1 kPa

0 for dune sand

30 - 50
25 -55 kPa, intercrater areas; < 25 kPa crater
rims; 6 - 419 kPa, calculated range for 0.1 m
footing width on level ground; 6000 kPa for 1
m footing width

30 - 35 (Dune sand)
30 - 60 kPa, stiff to hard clays; 20 - 60 kPa, compact
sand and gravel; < 20 kPa, loose sand and gravel; 10 31 kPa, calculated for 0.1 m footing width on level
ground in dune sand

8 kPa (1 – cm acceptable settlement depth),
0.2 psi recommended

100 – 300 kPa, compact sand; < 75 kPa, soft clays and
silts; (1 – cm acceptable settlement depth)
10 – 13 to 10 – 15 m/s, very fine sands; 10 -7 – 10 – 4 cm/s,
silts

1 – 7 x 10-12 m2 (1.65 x 10 -3 m/s)

2.3 Simulants
Since the pre-Apollo era we required terrestrial soils which could be used as testbeds
for various mission activities such as testing LRVs, sampling equipment, astronaut walks
etc. This need was fulfilled by a group of geologists and soil engineers who established 5
soils LSS1, LSS2, LSS 3, LSS 4, LSS 5 sourced from the basalt rock company in Napa,
California (Sibille et al., 2006). These simulants were standard basalts, standard highdensity basalts, and a 43% vesicular basalt. The Apollo missions and astronauts
encountered the following challenges (Sibille et al., 2006):
•

Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) slippage and crew sinkage in steep slopes of loose
regolith at crater edges.

•

Inability and persisting difficulties of equipment (core drilling tube, anchoring rods,
and severe abrasion during excavation) to penetrate lunar regolith beyond tens of
centimeters.

•

Hardware failures triggered by lunar dust.

The lunar regolith brought back was from 6 landing sites which are the safest landing
sites on the mare regions and does not encompass the diverse lunar regolith across the
Moon. The studies on returned lunar soil revealed sharp distinctions between the terrestrial
soils and lunar regolith. These distinctions are a result of a difference in weathering factors,
regolith formation, environments. The challenges during the Apollo mission proved the
importance of extensive testing of surface systems with materials like those encountered
on the Moon (McKay and Blacic, 1991). Thus, the need of identifying terrestrial materials
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which can mimic lunar regolith was started and in the technical report of 1991 (following
the workshop on Production and Uses of Simulated Lunar Materials), a lunar simulant was
defined as, ‘any material manufactured from natural or synthetic terrestrial or meteoritic
components for the purpose of simulating one or more physical and/or chemical properties
of a lunar rock or soil’. Moon simulants are believed to be effective copies of lunar soils
with identical chemical compositions, mineralogy, particle size distributions, and
engineering qualities (McKay et al., 1994).

2.3.1 Need for Simulants
In 2004, with the historic “Moon, Mars and Beyond” speech by the US president
and the ‘Vision for Space Exploration’ program, the scientific community was charged to
develop advanced missions for a longer presence on the Moon. A range of specialized
devices capable of operating for long periods of time under severe lunar conditions will be
required to successfully build an infrastructure on the lunar surface. Surface systems will
have to deal with lunar regolith in unexpected ways, such as traversing (rovers, hoppers),
drilling, excavating, crushing, and transporting it, introducing it to chemical processors,
and preventing dust accumulation. The lunar environment's low gravity (1/6 g), low
vacuum (10–12 Torr), wide temperature swings (–230 to 120 °C), and 14 Earth-day-long
nights and days make these technical issues more formidable Further Sibille et al. (2006)
state that the plans to mine raw materials, extract in situ resources, and build ambitious
scientific facilities (such advanced astronomical observatories) on the lunar surface need
extensive testing using materials that are as near as possible to the regolith that will be
encountered. The requirement for simulant materials is critical. Due to the complexity of
lunar materials and their variation in morphology, chemical composition, maturation, and
local environmental influences, it is not possible to designate a single substance that can
simulate all lunar regolith components. A wide range of simulants available in the market
is not surprising because the simulants are developed to mimic a specific lunar region and
for specific applications.
Several exploration disciplines necessitate the use of simulants, each with its own
set of requirements. Lunar dust simulants, which are required for studies on human
toxicology, surface abrasion, and dust adhesion on system components, require specialized
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processing in order to accurately simulate the dust's unique properties and achieve the
required size fraction (Sibille et al., 2006). In-Situ Resource Utilization (ISRU), which
involves mimicking physical and chemical features of the lunar landscape, testing landers
and rovers' mobility, and calibrating payloads and sensors, requires Lunar Regolith
Simulants. The bulk composition and particle size distribution of the testbed loaded with
lunar soil simulant should be identical to that of lunar regolith. (Anbazhagan et al., 2021).
The Simulant Working Group (SWG) was formed to provide information on the
number and types of available lunar regolith simulants, the properties lacking in current
simulants that are required for specific tasks and must still be developed, protocols for
proper simulant usage, and which technologies require the use of Apollo samples instead
of simulants to adequately prove the design for lunar surface interaction. When compared
to genuine lunar regolith, the existing simulators are extremely diverse in terms of all
features and accessible amount, as well as authenticity. The SWG was given three months
to compile a report, which tackles the following topics: 1) what is needed for lunar
simulants; 2) what lunar simulants already exist; 3) protocols for their proper usage; and
4) needs for Apollo lunar samples (Status of Lunar Regolith Simulants and Demand for
Apollo Lunar Samples, 2010).
A summary of key recommendations from a 2005 workshop for lunar simulants are:
•

Establish a common set of standards for simulant materials, known as SLRS for
NASA sponsored projects.

•

Establish a process for the development, production, and certification of SLRS
materials.

•

Develop a long-term simulation acquisition strategy.

2.3.2 Root & Derivative Simulant
Further, to develop standard regolith simulants, a concept of root simulant and
derivate simulant was introduced (Sibille et al., 2006). A root simulant was defined as, ‘a
material that approximates a targeted regolith material; is composed of rock, mineral, or
synthetic source materials; and ideally represents an end-member in terms of physical,
chemical, and mineralogical properties relative to the targeted regolith’. A derivate
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simulant was defined as, ‘a simulant that is based on a root simulant and nominally has the
root properties but also has modified properties that more closely match the targeted
regolith. It is a material obtained by subjecting a root simulant to a variety of processes
such as chemical and/or mineralogical modification, or physical modification’. Two main
root simulants were proposed in 2005: One basaltic mare simulant and one anorthosite
highland simulant. In order to generate derivative simulants, the mare basalt root simulant
should have low-T. For lunar anorthosites, the highland anorthosite root simulant should
be a high-Ca terrestrial anorthosite. Lunar simulants can be matched to lunar source
materials by selecting root components that, when mixed and treated properly, duplicate
the lunar target materials' characteristics. Potential root stimulants include basalt,
anorthosite, metal and glass separates, dust, and Fe nanophase material.

2.3.3 Simulant Fidelity
The creation of lunar simulants is important, as the science and engineering
communities require consumable rock and soil materials that duplicate as many lunar
properties as technically and economically possible. This level of duplication is called
simulant fidelity. To create high-fidelity simulants, scientists must compare their
characteristics and material behaviour on Earth to those of actual lunar material.
Improved understanding of the sites' enriched materials will be required for further
lunar exploration and resource exploitation, and high-resolution compositional mapping of
the lunar surface will be a vital aspect of missions that prepare for landings.
It is argued that high-fidelity lunar regolith simulants are required to test the
performance of structures, mechanisms, and processes that will be employed on the lunar
surface. As a result, the definition of a high-fidelity simulant varies depending on the
application. Because the surface chemistry of the simulant will be affected by the lunar
environment, a high fidelity simulant must be utilized in a high fidelity simulated
environment to get the correct components (Gaier, 2008).
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2.3.4 Simulant Applications
The most important applications for simulants are drilling, excavation, regolith
handling and transport, crushing, and beneficiation. The dominant regolith properties are
grain size, grain-size distribution, particulate density, glass composition, bulk density,
modal mineral composition as a function of grain size, grain shape, bulk chemistry,
magnetism, mechanical strength, and overall modal mineral composition (Sibille et al.,
2006).
The lunar missions planned after the 1990s were sophisticated in terms of the
mission objectives and this required evolved technology for lunar surface sampling, lunar
exploration in different lunar regions, maneuvering LRVs etc. In 1989, the simulant
applications were targeted for a) resource production, b) mechanical operations, c)
biological activities (McKay and Blacic, 1991). The geotechnical properties of the
simulants need to be reviewed carefully as ~53% of applications (mobility, construction,
excavation) require a high-fidelity geotechnical simulant.

2.3.5 Challenges in the development of lunar regolith simulants
The lunar samples recovered from the Apollo missions reflect a wide range of
materials and using characterization techniques they have been studied in significant detail.
Matching terrestrial materials to lunar soils and rocks is a problem when developing lunar
simulants. Lunar soils are largely basaltic and anorthosite, reflecting their respective source
regions. Meteorites impacted vast regions of these materials, causing fragmentation,
melting, and glass formation. A large glass fraction and vapor-deposited reduced iron are
indicators of these activities.
The main challenge in creating a lunar regolith simulant is retaining the grain size
variation from submicrometric to several millimeters in size. A soil's grain size and
mineralogy are inherently heterogeneous. There are no systematic studies of the variability
of simulant materials as determined by representative sampling. Natural soils have a
granular-size fraction and a variable modal abundance of phases in these fractions. The
influence of grain heterogeneity becomes important when sample size decreases, and the
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difference in chemistry across grains dominates the chemical analysis. This variation is
mitigated or eliminated in standard reference materials by fine graining the material.

2.3.6 Example of a ‘useless’ lunar simulant
Lunar soil scientists warned the NASA MSFC that “one size does not fit all”,
indicating that any lunar soil simulant should only be utilized for extremely specialized
objectives. However, “high-quality experiments are still being done on the incorrect
simulants” due to a lack of technical education. The misuse of lunar regolith simulants
appears to be related to a lack of integration of lunar science (Taylor et al., 2016).
JSC-1A, a round volcanic tuff was developed with ~50% glass (Hill et al., 2007).
It was revealed at higher magnifications that the glass was a result of nano-sized Timagnetite. The engineers were trying to mimic the np-Fe conundrum of the lunar regolith,
and there is a sizeable literature on the reflectance spectra in the presence of np-Fe.
However, this proved a lack of consulting with scientists or a lack of an integrative work
from scientists and the engineers at MSFC (Taylor et al., 2016).
Because nanophase metallic Fe simulants have an order of magnitude more
nanophase magnetite than metallic Fe, they are not comparable to lunar soils. Most
individuals don't know what or why they're trying to replicate nanophase Fe: magnetism?
Dielectric? Toxicity? (Taylor & Liu, 2010)

2.3.7 Future lunar simulants
The unique lunar properties which should be simulated along with basic properties
are reduced nature, nanophase iron, magnetic properties, glass and agglutinates, lunar dust
(Taylor & Liu, 2010).
Future lunar simulants must include not just the vacuum environment, but also the
temperature, insulative, radiation, charge, and dusty features of the lunar surface. A highfidelity lunar simulant requires a more comprehensive lunar simulant with more simulated
qualities. Early lunar simulants were general basaltic dusts that resembled the bulk
chemistry of the recovered lunar samples. There is also more attention on volcanic glass
content and improved control over simulant particle size and shape distribution. However,
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it is becoming increasingly apparent that small lunar regolith elements may have
disproportionate effects on lunar surface processes. Minor components may cause issues
in certain circumstances but may also be advantageous in others. The dynamic lunar
environment may potentially modify the surface chemistry of regolith particles, affecting
features like as adhesion and biological activity (Gaier, 2008).

2.4 Review of existing simulants
Even though a lunar simulant is not a "technology," any equipment/ technique being
developed for usage on the lunar surface must be evaluated with high-quality lunar
simulants. There are approximately 40 lunar simulants developed till date by different
countries (see Appendix-A for a comprehensive list). Some geotechnical and generalpurpose simulants were reviewed for the purpose of this thesis. A general trend observed
for geotechnical testing performed on various lunar simulants include the following tests:
particle size distribution, specific gravity test, relative density test, compaction test, direct
shear test/ triaxial test, consolidation test. The source material of simulants, and other
salient features of testing are discussed for each simulant and in a later section, the
geotechnical properties of all reviewed simulants are listed in a tabular format for a
comprehensive overview in Appendix.

2.4.1 BP-1
BP-1 - Black Point lunar simulant is made from Black Point basalt flow and siltsized washing paste from a rock quarry in northern Arizona's San Francisco Volcanic Field.
The BP-1 simulant was discovered by accident during field work in Arizona, when Jack
Schmidt discovered a silty deposit generated from Black Point lava with physical qualities
that were very comparable to lunar soils. These deposits are gravel processing residues
(essentially tailings). The lava flow is quite alkaline, and it grows darker and more oxidized
east of the BP-1 quarry. The minerals and chemistry of BP-1 were neither selected nor
adjusted to be identical to any known lunar materials, and it was used as a geotechnical
simulant. The simulant is more comparable to mare soils since it is generated from basalt,
although the plagioclase concentration is rather significant (BP-1 Black Point, 2022). BP-
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1 simulant was used as a regolith testbed at NASA KSC swamp, for lunar ISRU field
testing, evaluating excavator technologies and geotechnical tools (Sibille et al., 2019)
The major chemical composition of BP-1 consists of SiO2 (47%), Al2O2 (17%),
CaO (9.2%) and ~6% of Fe2O3 FeO and MgO (Stoeser et al., 2010).

Figure 2.22: BP-1: Particle Size Distribution (Suescun-Florez et al., 2015)

Figure 2.23: BP-1: SEM image (Suescun-Florez et al., 2015)

The PSD shown in Fig. 2.23 was performed through wet sieve analysis and
hydrometer analysis and shows the PSD compared to other simulants and lunar regolith.
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Gravel-sized particles (4-5 cm) were found in the BP-1 material, which is not surprising
because BP-1 is not a processed simulant. The PSD of BP-1 is within the +-1 standard
deviation of Apollo soils. (Suescun-Florez et al., 2015) mention that the lunar regolith has
more vesicles compared to BP-1. BP-1 grains are mostly divided into two types: (1)
aggregate particles, which are made up of tiny particles that are loosely linked to one
another, and (2) vesicular texture, which is made up of cavities of various sizes. The Gs of
BP-1 (2.81) is lower than lunar regolith. The minimum density test was performed
according to two methods A & C from ASTM D4254. The maximum densities were
determined using ASTM D4253 standard and Kolbuszewski (1948) methods, and the
values from the later were considered over ASTM D4253 standard value. (Suescun-Florez
et al., 2015) report that BP-1 is lighter than the GRC-3, JSC-1A, and MLS-1 simulants on
average, but heavier than JSC-1 and lunar regolith.
1-D compressibility tests were conducted using an oedometer for a Dr = 60%, 95%
and the samples were incrementally loaded unto 300 kPa under dry conditions. The
compression curves for BP-1 and JSC-1A simulant show similar trends, and BP-1 and
GRC-3 too show similar trends for dense specimens. Consolidated Drained (CD) triaxial
tests were conducted at Dr=50%, 85% under dry conditions using a variation of ASTM
D7181 standard. Low confining pressures of 5, 10, 50, 100, 150 kPa were applied to
account in the low gravity of lunar atmosphere suggested by (Sture et al., 1998). The stressstrain response of BP-1, JSC-1A, and GRC-3 is consistent. For medium and dense samples,
the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelopes for the BP-1 soil tested dry had Ø’ of 39◦ and 51°,
respectively. Similarly, for medium and dense samples, Ø’cs was determined to be 33 and
41 degrees, respectively. The dilation decreases with a decrease in density and increase in
confining pressures.
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Figure 2.24: BP-1: 1-D Compression results (Suescun-Florez et al., 2015)

2.4.2 JSC-1A
JSC-1A (Johnson Space Center -1A) is a mare regolith simulant developed by
Orbital Technologies Corporation (OBITEC) of Madison, Wisconsin as a replica of JSC-1
simulant which was depleted. It is mined from a volcanic ash deposit at a commercial
cinder quarry in the San Francisco volcano field near Merriam Crater just outside of
Flagstaff, Arizona, just as JSC-1. It resembles a low-Ti mare regolith and comprises
plagioclase, pyroxene, and olivine as primary crystalline silicate phases, as well as minor
oxide phases of ilmenite and chromite, and traces of clay. JSC-1A has been designated as
a standard lunar mare regolith simulant to aid NASA's future lunar surface exploration and
study. JSC-1AF, JSC-1A, and JSC-1AC are the three distinct versions of this item. JSC1AF is predominantly 50 micron and smaller particles, JSC-1A is 1 mm and smaller
particles, and JSC-1AC is 5 mm and smaller particles (He et al., 2010). JSC-1A is made
by combining fine and big fraction particles in specified amounts to match the composition
and particle size as nearly as feasible to the original JSC-1 simulant distribution By
February 2009, more than 30 metric tons of JSC-1A simulant had been manufactured.
However, the planetary database website mentions that JSC-1A regolith simulant is no
longer available.
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The PSD was performed using both sieve analysis and hydrometer analysis for
coarse and fine particles respectively (Fig. 2.26). (Zeng, He, Oravec, et al., 2010) report
that the PSD of JSC-1A fall within the +-1 standard deviation of lunar soils, but not quite
on the average range. The PSD was repeated after compression and strength tests, and very
little difference was found on the PSD suggesting that JSC-1A could be used more than
once. The Gs (2.875) is lower than lunar soils. The maximum dry density using vibration
techniques was higher compared to standard compaction test (ASTM D698), and hence it
was suggested that standard Proctor test is not useful. The shear strength parameters were
determined by performing 9 triaxial tests at 3 different relative densities (Dr = 24.6%,
54.7%, 84.6%) under dry conditions. The friction angles were 41.87, 46.48, 56.7
corresponding to low to high Dr. The cohesion was too low, and (Zeng, He, Oravec, et al.,
2010) mention that the triaxial tests were conducted at higher confining pressures and
hence the measured cohesion was not accurate. The compressibility was determined using
a standard 1-D oedometer test (ASTM D2435). The CC (0.068) and swelling index (0.001)
were quite low, soil is less compressible than conventional soils.

Figure 2.25: JSC-1A: Particle Size Distribution (Zeng et al.,2010)
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2.4.3 GRC-3
GRC-3 is an abbreviation of Glenn Research Center -3. Bonnie silt, a natural loess
extracted from a location near Burlington, Colorado, and four different types of sands
supplied by the Best Sand (BS) Corporation of Chardon, Ohio, were used to manufacture
GRC-3. 6 wt. percent BS 620, 10 wt. percent BS 2040, 16 wt. percent BS 565, 16 wt.
percent BS 110, and 52 wt. percent Bonnie silt was used to make GRC-3. GRC-3 is
accessible in large numbers for ISRU operation testing at a cost of roughly $250 per metric
ton, whereas simulants like JSC-1A and NU-LHT-2M cost over $20,000 per metric ton
(He et al., 2013). GRC-3 was intended to be used as a standard soil bin lunar simulant at
NASA Glenn Research Center (He et al., 2010) while planetary database website mentions
that GRC-1 and GRC-3 were developed as purely geotechnical simulants to test vehicle
traction. GRC-3 was developed for an enhanced fidelity of PSD compared to GRC-1, and
hence not much weightage was given to the mineralogical and chemical fidelities to lunar
regolith (He et al., 2010).

Figure 2.26: GRC-3: SEM image (He et al., 2013)
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Figure 2.27: GRC-3: Particle Size Distribution (He et al., 2013)

The particle size distribution of GRC-3 is generally between +1 and -1 SD in lunar
soils, although not in the typical range (Fig. 2.28). GRC-3 slightly surpasses the -1 SD of
normal lunar regolith in the median particle size range. There is also a minor proportion of
GRC-3 fine particles (less than 2 mm) that were not previously detected in lunar regolith
data. GRC-3 has low plasticity and contains 70% sand and 30% silt. Gs tests were
conducted separately for particles passing and retained on #200 sieve and an average of the
values was considered. The Gs of GRC-3 is 2.633 which is significantly lower compared
to lunar regolith. The average maximum and minimum dry densities based on 6 tests is 1.9
g/cc and 1.5 g/cc respectively. Like JSC-1A observation, the compaction achieved through
a standard proctor test was lower than the compaction determined using a vibration
technique. 9 unconsolidated undrained triaxial tests were performed as per ASTM D 2850
at different relative densities (Dr = 30.4, 57.2, 80.3) under dry conditions and a confining
pressure of 100, 150 and 200 kPa. The friction angles determined from Mohr’s failure
circles were 37.8, 42.0, 47.8 for Dr = 30.4, 57.2, 80.3 respectively. 1-D oedometer test was
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conducted to determine compressibility. The measured values of CC were 0.075 and
swelling index was 0.001.
Additionally, bender-extender element test was also performed on GRC-3 simulant
using an oedometer (He et al., 2010). One loose and one dense sample was tested, with an
incremental load corresponding to a maximum vertical stress of 60 kPa. The sample
settlements were monitored using a LVDT and distances between wave transmitters and
receivers were updated to determine shear wave velocity. Dynamic parameters such as
shear modulus, constrained modulus, Young’s modulus, and Poisson ratio were determined
from shear wave velocity, compression wave velocity, and updated mass density of the soil
and are shown in Table 2.11.
The results reveal that when the axial stress increases, the shear modulus, confined
modulus, and elastic modulus all increase. The shear modulus, constrained modulus, and
elastic modulus of dense GRC-3 are all much greater than those of loose GRC-3. Table
2.11 shows the shear modulus, constrained modulus, and elastic modulus ratios for dense
and loose GRC-3. In general, the ratio falls as the axial tension increases. Poisson's ratios
were estimated using the shear and restricted moduli.

Table 2.11 Bender Element test results GRC-3 (He et al., 2010)

Axial
Stress
5
10
20
40
60
Axial
Stress
5
10
20
40
60

Test results of loose GRC-3, (Initial Bulk Density: 1590 kg/ m3)
Shear Modulus
Constrained Modulus
Young's modulus
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
21.1
52.4
49.1
26.1
65.4
60.9
38.5
97.8
90.5
53.5
135.7
125.6
71.3
180.9
167.5
Test results of loose GRC-3, (Initial Bulk Density: 1827 kg/ m3)
Shear Modulus
Constrained Modulus
Young's modulus
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
37.1
120.8
94.8
43.2
152.3
112.4
61.4
187.9
154.3
80.8
245.8
202.8
92.3
298.1
235.6
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Poisson's
ratio
0.16
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
Poisson's
ratio
0.28
0.3
0.26
0.26
0.28

Poisson's ratios of dense GRC-3 are obviously higher than those of loose GRC-3. Under
varying axial stresses, the Poisson's ratios for both the loose and dense GRC-3 exhibit no
change.

2.4.4 DNA-1A
Similar to the origin of DNA-1, the ash was extracted from a commercial cinder
quarry at Onano (north flank of Bolsena Crater, Italy). The ash was crushed in an impact
mill after coarse screening. The ashes from numerous millings were blended after being let
to partially dry in the air. The mixture was then finely powdered before being sieved using
a 0.125 UNI2332 sieve. The finished mix had an average water content of 1.7 percent by
weight. The water content of the specimens used in the testing program, however, has
resulted in a significantly lower number, even 0.8 percent, that should be regarded the
hygroscopic content, due to additional loss of humidity with time. The name DNA is a play
on words in Tuscan-Roman slang, and roughly translates to “we made it”. DNA-1A is
distinct than DNA-1 in the chemical characterization and the geotechnical properties of
DNA-1A were determined by (Marzulli & Cafaro, 2019). All the geotechnical testing for
DNA-1 was performed on loose (uncompacted) state to mimic lunar conditions.
The PSD was determined using sieve analysis as per ASTM for coarse fraction and
Beckman Coulter Multisizer for the finer fraction. The Gs of DNA-1A is 2.7 which is lower
than that of DNA-1 (2.91). The chemical composition was determined using X-ray
fluorescence method and high SiO2 (51.97 %) content was found. The difference in Gs of
DNA-1 & DNA-1A is attributed to the difference in SiO2 and Fe2O3 content. The minimum
and maximum densities were determined as per ASTM standards. 4 oedometer tests were
performed in dry condition on loose specimen. 8 consolidated drained (CD) tests were
performed at Dr=70% ay confining pressures of 20, 40, 60, 100 and 150 kPa on dry
specimen. The direct shear tests were performed at Dr=20% and very low confining
pressures of 3.4, 5.5, 7.5, 9.5, 10.2, 15, 15, 19.8 and 60 kPa and a horizontal displacement
rate of 0.05 mm/min. These confining pressures are amongst the lowest confining pressures
used for direct shear testing for any lunar simulant.
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The values of shear strength parameters for different pressure ranges are presented in Table
2.12.
Table 2.12: DNA-1A: Shear Strength Parameters (Marzulli & Cafaro, 2019)
Strength Parameters

Low Pressure Range (<10 kPa)

>10kPa

C’ (kPa)

2-3

0

Ø’ (◦)

56

44-47

Figure 2.28: DNA-1A: Particle Size Distribution (Marzulli & Cafaro, 2019)
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Figure 2.29: DNA-1A: Vertical Displacement vs Horizontal Displacement (Marzulli & Cafaro, 2019)

Figure 2.30: DNA-1A: 1-D Compression (Marzulli & Cafaro, 2019)

The transition from dilative to contractive shear behaviour appears to occur at a
normal confining stress of around 10 kPa for the observed loose state. Using a local strain
gauge, it was discovered that the elastic response under shearing is linear up to roughly 0.1
percent axial strain.
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The interparticle contact behaviour of the DNA1A lunar regolith simulant was
explored in a study utilizing a custom-built micromechanical loading device that looked at
both compression and shearing behaviour at the grain contacts. The experimental results
were compared to experiments done on Ottawa sand (OS) grains, which may be regarded
a benchmark material, to gain insight into the regolith simulant's grain scale behaviour. In
the normal direction, the experimental results were compared to the widely used Hertz
(1882) and Yimsiri and Soga (2000) models, and in the tangential direction, the models
presented by Mindlin and Deresiewicz (1953) and Dahl (1976). These comparisons are
done to determine model parameters that may be employed in numerical studies for
realistic granular assembly simulations (Chitta, et al. 2019).

2.4.5 LSS-ISAC-1
LSS-ISAC-1, a lunar simulant, was made in bulk from anorthosite rock samples
taken from the Sittampundi Anorthosite Complex (SAC) in southern India. The calcic
plagioclase abundance in the anorthosite rocks recovered from SAC is greater, and the
fraction of main oxides is essentially equal to lunar highland anorthosite. LSS-ISAC-1, an
ISRO lunar soil simulant, has a high degree of resemblance to the lunar highland regolith
and can accurately simulate the highland terrain (Anbazhagan et al., 2021). The author
suggested that because of the chemical addition of Norite, Glass, Harzburgite, and Ilmenite
with anorthosite rock, the presence of FeO and MgO % is substantially higher in NU-LHT1M/2M highland simulants when comparing the bulk chemistry of Sittampundi rocks with
that of NU-LHT-1M/2M. The author states that the innovation process of developing LSSISAC-1 simulant provides a unique manner of manufacturing and creating vast amounts of
lunar highland soil simulant at the lowest feasible cost by using real anorthosite rocks.
PSD was caried out using sieve analysis, but the particles did not have any grain
particles of size less than 15 μm. The bulk density was determined using ASTM D4914.
Direct shear tests were performed on 6 different samples, and the friction angle values (40
– 42) were like lunar highland soils, but the cohesion values (0.353 – 1.323 kPa) were
higher compared to Apollo-16 soils (Ø’ = 35◦-50◦, c = 0.1-1 kPa). The shear deformation
modulus (k = 0.63*τmax) was not representative of lunar highland soils and hence largescale direct shear tests were performed as well, and the author suggests that large scale
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direct shear tests were more realistic. Further, triaxial tests were performed on dry
specimen at Dr = 30, 63, 80 at confining pressures of 50, 100, 150, 200 kPa. The values
ranged from Ø = 38◦ – 43◦. The dilatancy angle was determined using the equation:
Ψ = 37 * (Dr)1.27 / σ3(0.09) ……………………….… (2.8)
Plate load tests were carried out to determine cohesive modulus of deformation (kc),
frictional modulus of deformation (kØ), and sinkage component (n) with plates of different
dimensions to maintain the aspect ratios (1.,1.5,2.0,2.5). The size of the test bed was 750 x
750 x 750 mm, and 0.5 tons of soil was used considering a bulk density of 15 kN/m3.
Compressibility index was determined using standard oedometer test and the value of CC
was 0.045 and Cr = 0.001. The small-strain shear wave velocity was determined using
bender element and a piezoelectric ring setup, and the values ranged from 94-168 m/s
(Prabhu et al., 2021) . The shear modulus values ranged from 11.5 – 45 MPa.
The dynamic properties were determined using cyclic triaxial tests (Dr = 30, 60, 80;
σ3 = 25-150 kPa). The data were loaded and unloaded thirty times for different frequency
ranges of 1 Hz–9 Hz with a 2 mm amplitude (average reported amplitude of Moonquakes)
(Prabu et al., 2022).
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Figure 2.31: LSS-ISAC-1: Particle Size Distribution (Anbazhagan et al., 2021)

2.4.6 NAO-1
Gabbro found on the north bank of the Yarlung Zangbo River in Tibet, was mined
to develop the primary material of NAO-1. Pyroxene and anorthite are the major
components of gabbro. Gabbro contains feldspar with a high calcium content and a high
proportion of anorthite (greater than 90%) (Li et al., 2009). SiO2, Al2O3, and CaO are the
major element compositions found in NAO-1 simulant determined from X-ray
fluorescence method.
PSD was determined using a laser particle size analyzer Mastersizer 2000. The
author states that the PSD is similar to an Apollo 17 landing site. The value of Gs was 2.92.
Triaxial tests were performed to determine friction angle (Ø’ = 46.57◦) and cohesion was
assumed zero.

2.4.7 NU-LHT-2M
One of the NU-LHT (NASA/USGS-Lunar Highlands type) regolith simulants
developed to imitate Apollo 16 regolith chemical composition in the lunar highland region
is NU-LHT-2M. Material for this simulant was collected by the USGS, NASA, and the
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Stillwater Mining Company under the guidance of the USGS at a location near Nye,
Montana, as well as numerous additional sources. It comprises crystal-line plagioclase,
pyroxenes, olivine, trace minerals, synthetic agglutinate, and a pure glass fraction, and it
approximates the numerous mineral types found on the Moon's highlands area (Zeng et al.,
2010).
PSD was determined using sieve analysis and hydrometer analysis as per ASTM
standards. The gradation curve of NU-LHT-2M simulant was within the range of +-1
standard deviation of average lunar regolith. The soil was classified as well-graded silty
sand with Cu=8.46 and Cc=1.54. The PSD of this simulant was determined again after
triaxial tests to check the difference in the gradation and reusability of the simulant, and
NU-LHT-2M qualified for re-use. The average Gs was 2.75. The maximum and minimum
densities reported from ASTM D4253 and D4254 was 2.057 g/cc and 1.367 g/cc
respectively with corresponding values of emin and emax as 0.332 and 1.004 respectively.
Nine triaxial tests were performed on dry specimen at Dr = 50.8, 65.2, and 80.1
respectively to determine shear strength parameters. The corresponding values of Ø’pk are
36.0, 38.5, and 40.7 respectively. Cohesion was too low to be measured effectively, and
the reason was attributed to higher confining stresses. Compressibility was determined
using ASTM D2435 procedure, and the value of CC 0.06 and Cr is 0.006 & 0.001
respectively.

2.4.8 KLS-1
Korean simulant, KLS-1 was developed to mimic lunar soil sample 14163. Natural
basalts from Cheorwon county was selected as the primary material to develop KLS-1
simulant based on a bulk availability, economic feasibility, and chemical similarity to the
selected Apollo soil (Ryu et al., 2018). The development process of KLS-1 simulant is
shown in figure.
The PSD of KLS-1 closely resembled the gradation curve of lunar soil sample
14163. The chemical composition too resembles to that of lunar soil sample 14163, with
SiO2 (48.0%), Al2O2 (15.3%), CaO (8.38 %) as the dominant element compositions. The
Gs was recorded as 2.94.
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Figure 2.32: KLS-1: Particle Size Distribution (Ryu et al., 2018)

Direct shear tests were performed on dry specimen at Dr = 60%, with five different
normal loads (σ = 10, 20, 50, 100, 200 kPa). The resulting value of friction angle and
cohesion was 44.91◦ and 1.85 kPa respectively. Compression tests were performed on dried
specimen at Dr=50% and confinement pressures ranged from 20-200 kPa. The resulting Cc
and Cr values are 0.29 and 0.0043 respectively.
The authors stated that FeO content can be added to enhance the chemical similarity
with lunar soil. While (Sibille et al., 2006) stated that KLS-1 is a promising root simulant
owing to its similarities with lunar soil and economic feasibility. The authors claim that
KLS-1 is intended to be the most cost-effective root lunar simulant used in a variety of
macroscale lunar research projects.

2.5 Relevant laboratory tests and soil-mechanics theory
The relevant soil mechanics theory and database from terrestrial soils is shown here
for later comparison in Chapter-4 as a frame of reference.
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2.5.1 Effect of particle shape on void ratio and shear wave velocity
The shape of lunar regolith particles is essential. It has a significant impact on the
regolith's strength, angle of repose, packing density, and regolith particles' capacity to
adhere to spacecraft components and abrade them or clog air filters. Simulants are needed
to recreate regolith particle morphologies for testing spacecraft that interact with it for these
reasons. Shape measurements on lunar particles are complicated by the absence of a
defined concept of shape or a mechanism to quantify it (Rickman et al., 2012).
The three important descriptions for particle shape are dimensionless parameters:
Sphericity (eccentricity or plainness) (S), Roundness (R) (angularity), Smoothness
(roughness) (Cho et al., 2006). Cho et al. (2006) argue that the direct measurement of
roughness is cumbersome, and hence another parameter regularity (ρ) was measured which
is the average value of roundness and sphericity. They studied 10 natural sands and 17
crushed sands from around the world. They observed that for most crushed (manufactured)
sands, the range for (R = 0.2-0.3 and S=0.7-0.8), while the natural sands were more rounded
(R=0.3-0.9) and similar sphericity (S=0.5-0.9). The plots of α & β vs R, S, ρ were plotted
(6 plots). The relationship of α & β with Vs was given by a power equation:
Vs = α (σ’mean/ 1 kPa) β …………………………. (2.9)
Where Vs = shear wave velocity, α factor (m/s) = Vs coefficient at 1 kPa, β = sensitivity of
the Vs to mean stress.
It was observed that with the decrease in Sphericity and Roundness:
•

emax & emin and their difference (emax-emin) increase.

•

α coefficient decreased, while β component increased for shear wave velocity
results.

2.5.2 Relationship of Vs factors with compressibility index
Interparticle relative displacement and fabric changes are the primary causes of soil
compressibility (CC) observed in oedometer cells. As a result, a causal relationship between
small-strain parameters α & β and soil compressibility (CC) is expected (Cha et al., 2014).
For this study, a database of wide range of soils (fine to coarse, natural, and freshly
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remolded specimens, both normally & OC sediments) was compiled and plots of α & β vs
Cc were plotted. The mean effective pressures spanned from 10-1200 kPa and the tests
were performed on standard oedometers with bender elements. The range of soils based on
the Cc, α, β values were from lightly cemented dense sands (low Cc, high α, low β) to soft,
high specific-surface clays (high Cc, low α, high β). The trends from the plots were fitted
and 2 power equations were determined:
α = 13.5 (m/s) * Cc -0.63 ……………………. (2.10),
β = 0.17 log Cc + 0.43………………………. (2.11)
Based on eq. i and ii, a direct relationship between α & β was given in the equation:
β = 0.73 – 0.27*log (α/ (m/s)), α = 1 m/s – 500 m/s …. (2.12)
This equation 2.12 superseded an earlier equation proposed by Santamarina et al. (2001)
for a limited dataset, β = 0.36 – α / (700 m/s).

Figure 2.33: Small-strain shear velocity parameters (Cha et al., 2014)
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2.5.3 Studies on Dilation
The increase in the change in volume of soils when they are subjected to shear
deformations is dilation. The angle of dilation is determined by the equation, tanψ = dy/dx
from a vertical displacement vs horizontal displacement plot of a direct shear test.
Bolton (1986) studied the strength and dilatancy data of 17 sands at different pressures and
densities. A relationship between shear strength parameter and dilatancy which is not
indistinguishable from (Rowe, 1963) study was given using the following equation:
Ø’max – Ø’cs = 0.8*ψ ………………………. (2.13)
He further studied the effects of density, confining pressures and dilatancy and introduced
a relative density index (Ir) and gave a standard equation:
Ir = Dr * (Q - ln(p’)) – R ………………….… (2.14)
From studies, he determined the values of Q & R as 10 & 1 respectively and hence the
equation can be presented as:
Ir = Dr * (10-ln(p’)) – 1 …………………………. (2.15)
For plane strains,
Ø’max – Ø’cs = 0.8*ψmax = 5*Ir ……………….… (2.16)
For triaxial strains,
Ø’max – Ø’cs = 0.8*ψmax = 3*Ir; ……………….… (2.17)
Ir = Relative dilatancy Index; Dr = Relative density of soil, p’ = mean effective pressure
Ψmax = maximum angle of dilation
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Figure 2.34: Dilation Angle (Bolton 1986)

Based on Bolton’s study on dilatancy Simoni and Houlsby suggested a corrected index, IR,
mixture equation for a relationship between shear strength parameters of sand and poorly
graded sand-gravel mixtures based on minimum void ratio of sandy soil and sand-gravel
mixture along with the relative density of the mixture.
Ir, mixture = 5*Dr, mixture – (1 – 4.3 (emin, sand – emin, mixture) ………. (2.18)
Based on previous two studies, (Hamidi et al., 2012) presented two equations to interpret
the shear strength-dilation relationship in well-graded gravely sands:
Ø’max = 0.4 * ψmax + α ……………………….... (2.19)
Ø’cs = 0.4ψmax + β ………………………...... (2.20)
Where α, β are correlation constants

2.5.4 Studies on Compressibility
Mesri & Vardhanabhuti (2009) studied compression data of over 100 terrestrial sands to
evaluate the effect of particle re-arrangement on primary compression, secondary
compression and co-efficient of lateral pressure at rest. These included data from 98 sands
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and 182 oedometer tests, and 17 isotropic loading tests on six sands. Most of these tests
were conducted on dry, reconstituted samples. (Chuhan et. al., 2002) states that a net
locking behaviour is observed, when locking effect dominates the unlocking effect of
interparticle slippage and particle damage, and tangent-constrained modulus (M) increases
with an increase in effective vertical stress (σ’V). When a net unlocking behavior is
observed tangent-constrained modulus (M) decreases with an increase in effective vertical
stress (σ’V).
Mesri & Vardhanabhuti (2009) mention that the end-of-primary (EOP) void ratio versus
effective vertical stress relationship of these sands can be grouped in 3 types of
compression behaviors: A, B, C based on the interparticle locking and levels of damage (I,
II, III). They also mention that yield stress which marks an abrupt beginning of particle
damage is defined at (σ’V) Mmax. The yield stress is generally described as 0.7–2.5 times
the value of (σ’V) Mmax. and 0.3–0.8 times the value of (σ’V) Mmin at the point of maximum
curvature of void ratio versus the logarithm of effective vertical stress (σ’V) MC.
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Figure 2.35: Compression Index data of 3 types of sands, (Mesri & Vardhanabhuti, 2009)

In Fig 2.36, the values of the tangent compression index Cc (Cc= Δe/ Δ log σ’v) as a
function of effective vertical stress are summarized for three types of sands: quartz sands,
quartz sands with 10%–20% fines content, and carbonate sands. Cc values range from
0.002 to 1.0 in the effective vertical stress range of 0.001–1000 MPa. The compression
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index of sands at an effective vertical stress range exceeding (σ’v) MC on the other hand,
is in the range of 0.1–1.0. The value of Cc at low effective stress range is determined by
sand particle shape and surface properties, in addition to sand particle mineralogy and
aggregate relative density.
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3 Chapter 3 - Materials and Testing Procedures
3.1 Introduction
This chapter is written in two parts. The first part discusses the basic properties of
materials (lunar simulants) used in this thesis, their origin, basic bulk chemistry etc. The
second part discusses the geotechnical tests conducted, their purpose, testing procedures,
experimental program, salient features, and any special considerations of the tests
undertaken for this research.
This research work was conducted with a specific set of objectives. We needed to select
lunar simulants from those readily available and be complementary with work conducted
in the UWO Earth Science department (Zhang, 2021) and conduct a suite of geotechnical
laboratory tests that would enable us to achieve our research objectives. The materials
selected were a result of a combination of few factors, such as:
•

Our research collaboration with Dr. Gordon Osinski (Professor) and Xiao Chen
(MSc. Student) from Department of Earth Sciences at Western University

•

Availability and procurement of lunar simulants in sufficient quantity for full-scale
geotechnical testing

•

Lunar simulants with standard or enhanced fidelity (EAC-1 is an exception)

•

A balance of mare and highland simulants

•

The lunar simulants which are uncharacterized or under-characterized from a
geotechnical engineering viewpoint.

3.2 Tested Materials
Considering these factors, we selected seven lunar simulants, one Martian simulant,
one benchmark terrestrial soil and one artificial soil prepared at Western University’s
geotechnical engineering laboratory. All the samples (purchased or procured) were
received in containers or sealed packing, and it was ensured throughout the period of testing
that there was no contamination. All the samples were dry and in a powder form - relatively
fine silts and sands with some gravel sized particles. Table 3.1 shows a list of the materials
used in this research along with the country of origin and targeted region.
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Table 3.1 Lunar simulants and benchmark terrestrial soils used in this study

Material

Name

Manufactured/ Developed by

Country

Target Region

1

CAS-1

Chinese Academy of Sciences

China

Mare

2

EAC-1

European Astronaut Center

Germany Mare

3

OPRL2N

Off Planet Research

USA

Mare

4

OPRH2N

Off Planet Research

USA

Highland

5

LHS-1

Class Exolith Lab

USA

Highland

6

LMS-1

Class Exolith Lab

USA

Mare

7

OB-1A

Deltion Innovation Ltd.

Canada

Highland

8

MMS-1

Martian Garden

USA

Martian

9

Toyoura

Japan

Terrestrial

Ref. No.

Sand
10

Benchmark Soil

Artificial

Prepared in Western University’s Canada

mixture

Geotechnical Engineering lab

Terrestrial Soil

3.2.1 Lunar simulants – Images
The images of lunar simulants and MMS-1 are shown in Fig. 3.1 – 3.4. It is seen that lunar
mare simulants are visually darker, while the lunar highland simulants are lighter which
reflect the darker lunar mare and lighter lunar highland regions.

Figure 3.1 (a) OPRH2N (b) OPRL2N
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Figure 3.2 (a) LHS-1 (b) LMS-1

Figure 3.3 OB-1A

Figure 3.4 MMS-1

3.2.2 CAS-1
The Chinese Academy of Sciences developed a standard fidelity lunar mare
simulant CAS-1 in 2008. (Zhang, 2018a) suggested that CAS-1 was initially developed by
Dr. Yongchun Zheng in 2005 for his doctoral thesis. After finding a volcanic region in
Huinan-Jingyu region of northeastern province of Jilin where a basaltic region with high
glass content is available in large quantities, CAS-1 was manufactured for large scale
research purposes. CAS-1 was developed to support lunar orbiter, soft-landing mission and
sample return missions of China’s Lunar Exploration Program, scheduled for 2004-2020
(Zheng et al., 2009). The lunar analogue for the source material for CAS-1 was a returned
Apollo 14 sample 14163. The Apollo 14 sample is a mixture of mare and highland soils.
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The scoria from the volcanic region was air-dried for 3 months before analysis, and
then ground and pulverized to pass through an 80 mesh (177 μm) sieve. The major element
composition of CAS-1 as compared with the Apollo 14 sample is presented in Table 3.2
(Zheng et al., 2009). The major minerals in CAS-1 lunar regolith simulant are pyroxene,
olivine, and a small amount of plagioclase with 20-40% of modal glass content. The low
concentrations of organic elements and absence of other clay minerals indicate that the
source material was fresh scoria that had not been subjected to any weathering following
eruption. CAS-1 has a median particle size of 85.9 μm, which has similarity with the Apollo
14 sample whose median particle size is in the range of 75-802 μm. (Zheng et al., 2009)
claim that the CAS-1 simulant has identical bulk density, shear resistance, complicated
permittivity, and reflectance spectra with Apollo 14 sample and hence it is an ideal lunar
simulant.
Table 3.2 Bulk Chemistry of CAS-1 simulant and returned samples from Apollo 14
(Zheng et al., 2009)

Apollo 14
CAS-1

SiO2
48.1
49.24

TiO2
1.7
1.91

Al2O3
17.4
15.8

FeO
10.4
11.47

MnO
0.14
0.14

MgO
9.4
8.72

CaO
10.7
7.25

Na2O
0.7
3.08

K2O
0.55
1.03

P2O5
0.51
0.3

LOI
0.52

Total
99.6
99.46

3.2.3 EAC-1
The EAC-1 lunar simulant was developed by European Astronaut Center (EAC) as
a lunar testbed regolith at LUNA – a 900 m2 testing facility at EAC (Nash et al., 2017).
EAC-1 is a low-Ti mare simulant and is sourced from a quarry (Eifel region) near Cologne,
Germany. Visually, EAC-1 appears blackish grey in color with rounded grain shape. The
bulk chemistry for EAC-1 is presented in table (Schleppi et al., 2019). The bulk chemistry
when compared with the average of lunar mare shows very little deviation (Zhang, 2018a).
Olivine, pyroxene, and plagioclase are the major mineral groups in EAC-1. EAC-1 was
used by scientists for manufacturing dense thick films, glass, and mirrors from a lunar
regolith simulant. EAC-1 was received from our research collaborators (Zhang, 2018b),
but unfortunately the sample quantity was very low, i.e., 300 grams to perform full scale
geotechnical testing. The major element composition of EAC-1 is shown in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3 Major element composition of EAC-1

EAC-1

SiO2
43.7

TiO2
2.4

Al2O3
12.6

Fe2O3
12

MnO
0.2

MgO
11.9

CaO
10.8

Na2O
2.9

K2O
1.3

P2O5
0.6

Total
98.4

The planetary simulant database website enlists the physical properties of EAC-1,
and it is presented in table (Planetary Simulant Database, 2022)

3.2.4 Off Planet Research
Off Planet Research is a business start-up in Washington, USA that focusses on
extra-terrestrial simulant research and development. The lunar simulants OPR L2N and
OPRH2N were purchased from Off Planet Research (OPR).
OPRL2N is a lunar mare simulant with enhanced fidelity developed by OPR.
OPRL2N was created as a general-purpose mare simulant without agglutinates using a
blend of San Francisco formation basalt and Shawmere anorthosite (90 % basalt and 10 %
anorthosite). The particle morphology was carefully developed by OPR to ensure a
comparable similarity of mechanical properties and material abrasiveness to lunar regolith
(Planetary Simulant Database, 2022). The source material of OPRL2N is coincidentally
similar to JSC-1’s (Basaltic cinder from Arizona. The particle size distribution was
intended to be comparable to that of the regolith samples from Apollo 17. Plagioclase,
olivine, and pyroxene are the major minerals present in this simulant. The major mineral
composition is presented in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4 Major element composition of OPRL2N

OPRL2N

SiO2

TiO2

Al2O3

MgO

CaO

Na2O

K2O

47.79

1.44

16.72

8.13

10.92

2.67

0.75

OPRH2N was created as a general-purpose highland simulant without agglutinates
using a combination of San Francisco formation basalt and Shawmere anorthosite (30 %
basalt and 70 % anorthosite). The source material is similar to that of the Canadian lunar
simulant, OB-1 (Shawmere Anorthosite). Again, the particle size distribution was intended
to be similar to that of Apollo 17 samples. There are similarities in the manufacturing
process for both OPRL2N and OPRH2N. Visually, OPRH2N simulant appears to be light
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grey owing to higher amounts of plagioclase. Plagioclase and olivine are the major
minerals present in OPRH2N. The bulk chemistry is presented in Table 3.5
Table 3.5 Major element composition of OPRH2N

OPRH2N

SiO2

TiO2

Al2O3

MgO

CaO

Na2O

K2O

48.12

0.51

26.91

2.86

13.93

2.48

0.36

3.2.5 LHS-1
The CLASS Exolith Lab created the LHS-1 - Lunar Highlands Simulant. Exolith
Lab, based in Orlando, Florida, is a non-profit organization that is mostly supported by
CLASS, The Center for Lunar & Asteroid Surface Science at University of Central Florida.
Exolith Lab creates regolith (soil) simulants for the Moon, Mars, and asteroids. Exolith
Lab collaborates with NASA while simultaneously doing its own ISRU research, which is
supervised by Dr. Dan Britt and Dr. Zoe Landsman. The lunar simulants LHS-1 and LMS1 were purchased from Exolith lab.
It is a high-fidelity, mineral-based simulant suitable for an average lunar highlands
site developed as a general-purpose simulant. The simulant is not composed of a single
terrestrial lithology, but rather properly mimics the texture of lunar regolith by combining
mineral and rock pieces (i.e., polymineralic grains) in precise proportions. The particle size
distribution is intended to match soils from Apollo missions. The mineralogy of LHS-1
simulant shows presence mainly Anorthosite (74.4%) and glass-rich basalt (24.7%), while
Ilmenite, Olivine, Pyroxene are present in scarce quantities (LHS-1 Lunar Highlands
Simulant | Fact Sheet, 2022) . The mean particle size is 90 μm, median particle size is 60
μm and uncompressed bulk density is 1.3 g/cc (LHS-1 Lunar Highlands Simulant | Fact
Sheet, 2022). Visually, LHS-1 is light grey in color as all highland simulants. The bulk
chemistry for major elements is presented in Table 3.6.
Table 3.6 Major element composition of LHS-1 (LHS-1 | Fact Sheet, 2022)

LHS-1

SiO2
51.2

TiO2
0.6

Al2O3
26.6

FeO
2.7

MnO
0.1

MgO
1.6
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CaO
12.8

Na2O
2.9

K2O
0.1

P2O5
0.1

LOI
0.4

Total
99.4

3.2.6 LMS-1
The LMS-1 - Lunar Mare Simulant was also developed by the CLASS Exolith Lab.
It is a high-fidelity, mineral-based simulant appropriate for an average mare location on
the Moon and developed for general purpose. The simulant is not made of a single
terrestrial lithology, but accurately captures the texture of lunar regolith by combining both
mineral and rock fragments (i.e., polymineralic grains) in accurate proportions (LMS-1
Lunar Mare Simulant, 2022). The mineralogy for LMS-1 is more nuanced than LHS-1.
The mineralogy of LMS-1 constitutes pyroxene (32.8%), glass-rich basalt (32.0 %),
anorthosite (19.8 %), olivine (11.1 %), and ilmenite (4.3 %) (LMS-1 Lunar Mare Simulant
| Fact Sheet, 2022). The mean particle size is 90 μm, median particle size is 60 μm and
uncompressed bulk density is 1.56 g/cc (LMS-1 Lunar Mare Simulant, 2022). Visually,
LMS-1 is a brown powdered material. The bulk chemistry for major elements is presented
in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7 Major element composition of LMS-1 (LMS-1 Lunar Mare Simulant, 2022)

LMS-1

SiO2
46.9

TiO2
3.6

Al2O3
12.4

FeO
8.6

MnO
0.2

MgO
16.8

CaO
7.0

Na2O
1.7

K2O
0.7

P2O5
0.2

LOI
0.9

Total
99.0

3.2.7 OB-1A
OB-1A lunar simulant is reproduced version of OB-1 simulant. Deltion Innovations
developed the OB-1 simulant to imitate the lunar highlands regolith. It is derived from the
granoblastic facies of Archean Shawmere Complex of the Kapuskasing Structural Zone in
Ontario, Canada. It's a mixture of 58 % Shawmere Anorthosite (from a Foleyet, Ontario
quarry) and 42 % fayalitic olivine slag glass. It has a composition similar to lunar highlands
regolith, with an average plagioclase content of An78 (bytownite) and was crushed to a
particle size distribution equivalent to Apollo 16 regolith samples 64500/64501. OB-1 has
acceptable geotechnical qualities that will aid in the design and testing of future lunar
surface drilling, excavation, and construction equipment (Stansbery, 2022).
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3.2.8 MMS-1
Mojave Martian Simulant, MMS-1 is a Martian simulant developed by The Martian
Garden, a business in Austin, Texas which specializes in producing Martian regolith
simulants and kits for research purposes and for educators to teach school kids about Mars.
Unlike lunar soil, we do not have any Martian soil returned back on earth from any Martian
mission. So, based on orbital/ remote observations from various landing sites by various
Martian landing missions such as Viking landers, Mars Exploration Rover (MER), Mars
Pathfinder etc., scientists were able to understand the surface characteristics of Martian
surface, grain size and shape, and a superficial understanding of the mineralogy and
chemistry. In 2007, the scientists of NASA and JPL who were working on Mars Phoenix
mission developed a geotechnical Martian simulant called Mojave Martian Simulant –
MMS sourcing it from a basaltic flow in the Mojave Desert in California, with some parts
of the desert in Nevada, Arizona, and Utah.
According to the Martian Garden website, they obtained high-quality, iron-rich
basalt from the same rocks that JPL utilized to develop MMS. The whole boulders were
mechanically crushed into various sizes ranging from dust to gravel, sifted, packaged, and
vacuum sealed for preserving and selling.
MMS-1, a Martian simulant is used in the research to compare with other lunar
simulants as an additional point of comparison, and to see the deviations in the results for
the measured parameters.

3.2.9 Toyoura Sand
Toyoura sand, a sub-angular to angular sand found near the coastal rim of the
Pacific Ocean in Japan has become a benchmark terrestrial soil for geotechnical engineers.
It is primarily composed of 75% quartz, 22% feldspar and 3% magnetite (Schmidt, 2015).
It is characterized as fine grained, poorly graded sand (SP) under the USCS with a low
coefficient of curvature and uniformity. In a relatively loose condition, the highest internal
friction angle (ϕ') is 33.5°, whereas in a dense state, it is 43.7°. At typical normal stresses
of 25-300 kPa, the peak dilation angle (φ) varies from 5° to 10°.The Toyoura Sand due to
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its engineering properties is susceptible to liquefaction, with such occurrences in multiple
locations and hence studied for this reason (Schmidt, 2015).

3.2.10 Rock Flour
The sub-angular rock flour utilized in these experiments is made entirely of
powdered quartz, is fine-grained, and well-graded, with a high coefficient of uniformity
and coefficient of curvature. As per USCS, rock flour classifies as ML, with a peak internal
friction angle of 41° at 90% relative density and a peak dilatancy angle ranging from 6°14° at normal loads of 25-300 kPa (Schmidt, 2015). The use of rock flour rather than
natural silt was chosen for experimental uniformity and reproducibility in particle size
distribution and morphology.

3.2.11 Artificial Mixture
The artificial mixture was developed in the geotechnical engineering lab in Western
University. The artificial mixture was prepared by adding Toyoura Sand and rock flour in
the ratio (2:1) to produce a mixture with finer average particle size more comparable in
size to the lunar simulants.

3.3 Testing Procedures
The literature review of the lunar simulants is consistent regarding the suite of
geotechnical testing of simulants. Index property tests, XRD, and stress-strain tests are the
common tests performed on the lunar simulants.
To achieve our aims of the research, a suite of geotechnical tests was conducted on the
lunar simulants and other soils. These tests can be grouped as:
•

Index Property Tests: This group of tests include particle size distribution,
specific gravity, maximum and minimum dry density tests to determine basic
properties of soil which help in the characterization of soil.

•

Mineralogy & Bulk Chemistry: Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) to
determine shape analysis parameters, X-Ray diffraction (XRD) to understand bulk
chemistry
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•

Geo-mechanical tests: Direct Shear tests to determine shear strength parameters
(cohesion & angle of friction), and Compressibility test (Oedometer) to determine
compression index

•

Dynamic soil tests: Resonant column tests to determine damping ratio and shear
modulus, oedometer with PRA to determine shear wave velocity.

Based on our literature review, the geotechnical properties of lunar simulants were
mostly characterized by the first three group of tests. There is very limited literature on the
dynamic characterization of simulants. As discussed in Chapter-1, there is sufficient
evidence of moonquakes and lunar roving vehicles as well as future lunar construction will
require prototype testing on the earth. As all prototype testing on earth is carried out on
simulant testing beds, the dynamic characteristics of lunar simulants are of utmost
importance to study. The resonant column tests for dynamic characterization of lunar
simulants have never been performed before (in our notice) on lunar simulants. This
research attempts to introduce dynamic characterization of lunar simulants as an inevitable
part of the geotechnical characterization of lunar simulants.

3.3.1 Particle Size Distribution
The particle size distribution of all 7 lunar simulants, MMS-1, Toyoura sand, rock
flour and artificial soil was performed using both sieve analysis and hydrometer analysis.
Sieve analysis was performed using a standard method described in ASTM D6913, and
hydrometer analysis was performed using a standard method described in ASTM D7928.
There are trace amounts of water and ice present on lunar regolith and additionally
absence of atmosphere, very high day temperatures are responsible for absence of moisture
in lunar regolith. To mimic this aspect of lunar regolith, all our testing was done on 100%
dry lunar simulant samples. All the lunar simulant samples we received were sufficiently
fine and there was no need to use a mortar and pestle to break the soil particles into finer
particles for sieve analysis.
The results from both sieve analysis and hydrometer analysis were combined to
obtain a cumulative particle gradation. The results are plotted as a plot of percentage finer
vs log of grain size diameter.
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3.3.2 Specific Gravity
Specific gravity (Gs) is defined as the ratio of the density of a given volume of soil
solids to the density of an equal volume of distilled water (Das, 2009). The specific gravity
of most terrestrial soils is in the range of 2.65 – 2.85, while lunar regolith has a higher
specific gravity range of 2.9 – 3.5 (Carrier, 2005).
Specific gravity of all 7 simulant samples, and other soil materials was determined
using pycnometer method described in ASTM D854 standard. This method is used to
determine specific gravity for soil particle s that pass the 4.75 mm sieve. As per the
recommendations in (Das, 2009) extreme care was taken to ensure that all entrapped air is
removed when the volumetric flask with simulant soil and water was subjected to vacuum.
This test was repeated two times for each simulant and the average of 2 values was
considered as the final value of Gs.

3.3.3 Maximum and Minimum Dry Density
The maximum dry density test was performed using ASTM standard D4253.
ASTM D4253 suggests using both dry and wet variations of this method. We chose to use
only dry method because the lunar soils are in dry condition, and hence the simulants’
density would be accurately captured using dry method. Using this method, a simulant soil
sample was poured in a mold in 3 layers. For each layer, weights were kept over the mold,
then the mold was placed on a vibratory table and subjected to vibration for 10 minutes to
create artificial compaction by rearranging the soil particles in the densest possible
arrangement by removing air voids. The weight of the simulant soil sample was measured
in the mold and then after calculations, the maximum density was determined. This method
was repeated 3 times, and an average of the values was considered as the final value for
maximum dry density. Minimum void ratio was determined from the value of maximum
dry density. For our research, in this test 1-1.5 kg of soil was used in a standard sized mold.
The minimum dry density test was performed using method ‘A’ from ASTM
standard D4254. In this method, dry sand was poured using a funnel in a mold in the loosest
state possible. The mold was then weighed on a digital balance and this method was
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repeated 3 times and the average value was considered the minimum dry density. This
value was used to further determine the maximum void ratio.
For samples like CAS-1 and EAC-1, sufficient quantity of simulant material wasn’t
available to conduct maximum and minimum dry density tests using standard molds.
Hence, miniature molds were used, and the respective ASTM standards were used to
conduct testing.

3.3.4 Direct Shear Test
Shear strength of soil is defined as a soil's resistance to induced shear strain. Direct
shear test is a standard geotechnical laboratory test to determine shear strength parameters
cohesion (c), and angle of internal friction of soil (Ø’). Direct shear test can also be used
to estimate the dilatancy angle of soil. The shear strength parameters for lunar soil are well
categorized in the literature. According to the best estimates from the Apollo missions, the
cohesion in lunar soils is 0.1 – 1 kPa and the angle of internal friction is in the range of 30◦
- 50◦ (Carrier et al.,1991).
The shear strength parameters from the direct shear test are determined using the MohrCoulomb failure criterion, equation 1:
τf = c + σ * tan (Ø) ………………………..……. (3.1)
where τf is the shear stress at failure, c is the cohesion of soil, σ is the normal stress, Ø is
the angle of internal friction.
The dilation angle of soil (ψ) is determined from the maximum slope in the plot of vertical
displacement vs horizontal displacement using equation 2
Ψ = Ø’pk – Ø’cs ……………………………… (3.2)
where Ψ is the dilation angle, Ø’pk is the angle of internal friction in peak state, Ø’cs is the
angle of internal friction at critical state.
A series of direct shear tests were performed on the simulant soil samples using the
procedure described in ASTM D3080. All simulant samples were tested in a standard shear
box with dimensions of 6 cm x 6 cm and a height of 2 cm. The tests were performed under
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a horizontal strain rate of 0.304 mm/min under different normal applied loads of 25, 50,
100, 200 kPa respectively. The direct shear test for simulant samples were performed at
different relative densities of 30% and 60% to determine simulant behavior and shear
strength parameters in loose and medium dense states. Thus, a cumulative of 35+ direct
shear tests were performed on the simulant samples. The loads on the simulant samples
were measured by a digital load cell connected to the direct shear apparatus and the vertical
displacement were measured using a standard dial gauge. The readings were recorded for
a shear strain range of 12% - 15%. All direct shear tests were performed using 100% dry
simulant samples. For different relative densities, the mass of the simulant sample for a
fixed volume to be used in the shear test was determined using standard correlation
equations. The sample preparation for LHS-1 lunar simulant at Dr 30% was particularly
challenging because of the 100% dry state and its soft, powdery texture.
The results from direct shear test were plotted as vertical displacement versus
horizontal displacement and vertical displacement vs horizontal strain plots. The shear
strength parameters were determined from shear stress vs normal stress plots.
The results from previous studies (Schmidt, 2015), (Takuro et al. 2019) would be
used for comparison for silica flour, MMS-1, and different relative densities of Toyoura
sand. Table 3.8 presents the experimental program for direct shear tests.

3.3.5 Compression
The standard oedometer test, also known as the consolidation test or the onedimensional compression test, is a standard geotechnical laboratory test for determining
the stress-strain behavior of soil during one-dimensional compression or swelling. A VJ
Tech automated oedometer consolidation testing system was used for the experiments. The
assembly consists of an ACONS Pneumatic Loading consolidation frame with a built-in
pneumatic force controller.
All testing was done as per ASTM D2435 – 04. All the lunar simulant samples, and
other soil samples were tested in 100% dry condition. The masses of simulant sample to
be used based on the relative densities were derived from standard correlations. The normal
loads were applied incrementally at 10, 20, 40, 80, 160, 320, 640 kPa respectively and then
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the loads were applied in a decreasing order from 320, 160, 80, 60, 40, 20, 10 kPa
respectively. The simulant samples were subjected to an initial seating load of 5 kPa for a
duration of 30 mins to ensure proper contact between the loading piston and the simulant
soil sample. The testing was done in a dry condition and based on the PSD and soil
classification for the lunar simulant samples, a time duration of 30 minutes was sufficient
enough to allow compression. A total of 25+ compression tests were performed.
The void ratios at different applied loads were calculated using the software. The
results were plotted on graphs as void ratio versus applied normal loads. Compression
index and recompression index were determined from these plots. The experimental test
regime is presented in Table 3.9.

3.3.6 Shear Wave Velocity
Shear wave velocity and shear modulus are important geotechnical parameters. In
this research, we used an innovative piezoelectric ring actuator device incorporated in a
conventional oedometer apparatus to measure Vs of simulant samples. This novel
piezoelectric ring actuator was fabricated in a conventional oedometer by Ahmad (2016)
for his doctoral research at Western University.
This setup/ assembly is a modified version of the conventional oedometer test used
for consolidation. Two piezoelectric rings made up of lead zirconate and lead titanate –
850 E with inner and outer dimensions of 38 mm and 44 mm respectively and 3.5 mm
height were used in the fabrication. The inner and outer walls of the rings were silvercoated, acting as wall electrodes. The piezoelectric element deforms and vibrates in the
radial direction when voltage is supplied between the inner and outer diameters (i.e.,
radially), depending on the shape and polarity of the input signal. Shear waves are produced
as a result of this radial deformation, which shears the soil base. Because piezoelectric
components do not penetrate the soil, the roughness of the contact surface on porous stones
and piezo rings is critical for conveying a greater signal to the soil specimen. Friction and/or
adhesion between the inner metallic porous stone and the soil cause excitation at the soil's
end. To improve contact with the soil specimen, rough/coarse metallic porous stones
(bronze or brass) were employed, resulting in a higher output signal from the emitter
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piezoelectric device (Ahmad, 2016). Proper shielding and grounding was provided to the
piezoelectric elements to eliminate the crosstalk in the developed device (Ahmad, 2016).

Figure 3.5 Preparation of porous stones used in PRA (Ahmad, 2016)
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Figure 3.6 Detailed drawing of the finalized piezoelectric element setup (Ahmad, 2016)

Keithley 3390 arbitrary function and waveform generator was used as the
function/waveform generator. It's a simple-to-use programmable signal generator that can
generate complicated functions, pulses, and arbitrary waveforms. It provides high-quality
output signals by combining higher signal integrity, quicker rise and fall times, reduced
noise, and more waveform memory. Its technical specifications include a 50MHz sine
wave frequency, a 25 MHz pulse frequency, a 256k-point, 14-bit resolution arbitrary
waveform generator, frequency sweep and burst capacity, and built-in function generating
capabilities such as sine, square, and noise. Krohn-Hite 7602M was utilized as the power
amplifier. It's a wideband power amplifier with a voltage gain of up to 42dB, increased
output power and voltage capabilities, minimal distortion (0.01%), and adaptability. It has
a differential output of 34 watts of continuous power and a rms voltage of 282 volts
(800Vp-p). It may also supply both positive and negative dc voltages at the same time.
With a 1 second time constant, it monitors the greatest peak voltage regardless of polarity.
It has a 0.5V precision (at 1 kHz). GaGe CompuScope 8349 was the DAQ card utilized.
It's a single-slot PCI card with four channels with a sampling rate of 125 MS/s per channel
with a 14-bit vertical resolution. It contains a 128MB on-board acquisition memory and a
bandwidth of over 100 MHz. Using special low-noise connections, all of the ancillary
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equipment was connected to each other and to the piezo sets. The unamplified input signal
as well as the output signals/waves travelling through the soil samples were collected by
the data gathering equipment. To control the wave creation, observation, and data
collecting, a computer application was written in the LabVIEW environment.

Figure 3.7 Schematic drawing of the PRA set-up (Ahmad, 2016)

The lunar simulant samples and other soils were tested using the procedure
employed in a conventional oedometer test. In an oedometer ring, the vertical pressures
were applied to the soil specimen in increments of 10, 20, 40, 100, 200, 400, 600 kPa
respectively. Each simulant sample was subjected to incremental vertical loads for relative
density of Dr = 30. This test was performed exclusively to determine Vs, as other
consolidation parameters were determined using an automated consolidation device. A
total of around 6 tests were performed. The experimental test regime is shown in Table
3.10.
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A sinusoidal signal was used as an input wave. Because the function generator's
maximum output voltage of 10Vp-p (at 50 Ω impedance) is insufficient to provide a strong
input signal at the emitter, a power amplifier was used to amplify the signal. The amplifier
aided in the development of a powerful shear wave and, as a result, a powerful output at
the receiver. The input signal's frequency was steadily increased, and the output signal's
form was observed. The initial frequency was normally 10-15 kHz, depending on the e and
m of the examined specimen, and was subsequently raised with 2-3 kHz increments up to
roughly 60 kHz, with the output waves/signals captured at each successive frequency. The
specimen's height plays an important role in determining the testing frequency range.
Larger samples can be evaluated with a lower input frequency. Because the piezoelectric
rings response to each input/excitation frequency (i.e., transfer function) is frequency
dependent, increasing the frequency of the input signal decreases the arrival time and hence
enhances Vs.

3.3.7 Resonant Column
There is almost no study available in the literature for lunar simulants, which
characterizes the small strain stiffness behavior of simulants or mechanical response of
soils to dynamic excitations. This behavior could be very important when there are plans
of using simulant testbeds for future lunar construction or testing heavy lunar rover vehicles
on simulant testbeds on earth. One of the reasons to perform this test was to introduce the
characterization of dynamic properties for lunar simulants and pave the way for future
research in this direction. The dynamic behavior of soils is affected by external factors such
as stress/strain - path, magnitude, rate, and duration and intrinsic factors such as soil type,
size and shape of soil particles, void ratio etc. (Khan, 2007)
The resonant column test is an advanced geotechnical laboratory test for dynamic
characterization of soils under axisymmetric loading at low shear strains (10-6) to medium
shear strains (10-3). It is used to determine the dynamic properties of soil such as shear
modulus and damping ratio under different confining pressures and shear strain conditions.
The damping ratio and resonant frequency are determined by analyzing the input excitation
and the specimen's response in both time and frequency domains (Khan, 2008). The
resonant column test is based on the theory of wave propagation in prismatic rods, and the
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aim is to vibrate a cylindrical soil specimen in a fundamental mode of vibration (e.g., in
torsion or flexure). After determining the fundamental mode, measurements of the lowest
natural frequency (resonant frequency) and vibration amplitude are taken, allowing the
velocities (Vs or Vp) and modulus (G or E) to be calculated (González-Hurtado, 2019). We
used the resonant column device in the non-destructive geotechnical testing lab in the
Department of Civil Engineering at University of Waterloo for our research. This RCA is
a modified Stokoe fixed-free type assembly connected with various electronic devices for
generating signals, power amplification, and current measuring through oscilloscopes and
was designed and built inhouse at the University of Waterloo.
OPRL2N, OPRH2N, LHS-1, LMS-1, OB-1A lunar simulants and MMS-1 Martian
simulant were tested in 100% dry condition at 70 % relative density. The experimental test
regime is shown in Table 3.11. Based on the relative density, and the known volume of the
membrane (diameter – 7 cm, height – 15 cm), the mass of simulant required for testing was
calculated and it was in the range of 800 – 1200 grams for each simulant based on their
material properties. These dry simulant specimens were prepared inside the resonant
column. A rubber membrane was fastened to the platen with an O-ring after the base platen
has been fixed. The membrane was stretched over a split mold that had been placed over
the foundation platen. The split mold was then vacuumed using a suction pump to maintain
the membrane flush inside of the split mold. The simulant material is poured in layers of
40-50 mm. The split mold is gently tamped to densify the layers and achieve the desired
relative density using the under-compaction method (Ladd, 1978). After applying suction
to the specimen's bottom port, the split mold is removed, and the top cap is inserted on the
sample secured in the membrane.
Once, the specimen was prepared, a circular drive plate with four magnets and coils
(used to apply sinusoidal excitation) was placed carefully over the top cap, screwed, and
checked for alignment. Extreme care was taken to ensure that the magnets on the drive
plate are not in contact with the coils. Then, an accelerometer was connected to the drive
plate and a pulley driven confining chamber was placed on the base plate. The connections
for the LVDT and accelerometer on the inner side of the confining chamber were secured
and then a heavy metal plate was placed on the confining pressure and fastened with nuts
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and bolts. Vacuum sealing grease was used generously to ensure that there is no leakage
from the confining chamber.
A pneumatic pressure panel independently controlled the cell and sample pressures
(Brainard & Kilman, maximum confinement σ = 700 kPa). A LVDT (Trans-Tek, 02420000 D-6) installed within the confining chamber measures the specimen's axial
deformation. The input signal for the driving coils is generated by the dynamic signal
analyzer (HP-35670A) and amplified through a power amplifier (Bogen, GS-250). Two
accelerometers (PCB 352A78, PCB 353B65) were used to measure the sample's response
during testing. Digital oscilloscopes (HP-54645A and HP-54600A) and dynamic signal
analyzers (HP- 35670A and HP-35665A) were used to measure the output signals from the
accelerometers as well as the current flowing through the coils respectively.
The confining cell pressure was increased incrementally from 30, 60, 100 to 200
kPa respectively at 70% Dr. Thus, a total of 6 RC tests were performed. An excitation was
given to the simulant soil specimen in torsion for different strain levels by changing
amplitude and power amplification at each confining cell pressure. Both the top
accelerometer and the small accelerometer are used to calculate the transfer function
between excitation force and acceleration. As an excitation force, random noise and burst
chirps are used (Cascante and Santamarina,1997). A sinusoidal excitation at the specimen's
resonant frequency is used to evaluate the torsional mode form. The micro accelerometer's
response is normalized to the top accelerometer's response. A dynamic signal analyzer is
used to measure the accelerometer (HP 35670A) responses (Khan, 2007). The resonant
frequency is determined by measuring the simulant specimen’s response to different
excitation frequencies. The resonant frequency is used to calculate shear wave velocity
using the solution of the equation of motion for a single degree of freedom (SDOF) system.
Material damping ratio can be determined by curve fitting frequency (transfer function) or
time domain (free vibration decay) data with the related theoretical equations, or by using
the half-power bandwidth approach (Cascante et al., 2003) (Moayerian, 2012). The
measured transfer function is curve fitted with a theoretical acceleration transfer function
(TF (ω)) to obtain the resonant frequency and damping ratio (Cascante et al., 2003). The
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readings were noted for peak-to-peak voltage for each strain level from an oscilloscope and
the resonant frequency and damping ratio were noted from the spectrum analyzer.

Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram of Resonant Column test (Khan, 2007)

The shear strain (γ) and shear wave velocity (Vs) were found using the following equation:
𝐼
𝐼0

= 𝛽 ∗ 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝛽 …………………………... (3.3)

Where I= mass polar moment inertia of specimen (kg.m2), I0 = mass polar moment of
inertia of drive plate (kg.m2); here I0 = 0.0083 kg.m2; β= rotation angle
𝑉𝑠 =

2∗𝜋∗𝑓𝑜∗𝐻
𝛽

………………………….. (3.4)

Where Vs = shear wave velocity (m/s), fo = natural frequency (Hz), H = sample height
A power amplifier or a current amplifier controls the current in the resonant
column's coil system. Shear stresses at different frequencies are difficult to manage,
regardless of the type of amplifier employed in the RC testing. The shear strain associated
with a recorded resonant frequency is commonly calculated by taking the specimen's peakto-peak acceleration response in time domain and multiplying it by the resonant frequency
(Cascante et al., 2003)
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𝛾=

𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠∗𝐷∗𝑔∗0.707∗𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝐴𝑚𝑝

…………………..…… (3.5)

16∗𝑅𝑎∗𝑆∗𝐻∗10 20 ∗𝐹𝑜2 ∗𝜋2

Where γ = shear strain, Vrms = Voltage factor RMS, g = gravitational acceleration, Vout =
Output voltage (Peak-Peak), Ra = distance of accelerometer from center, H = height of
specimen, D = diameter of specimen, Fo = resonant frequency, Amp = amplification, S =
sensitivity of the accelerometer

3.3.8 Scanning Electron Microscopy
(Carrier, 2005) states that particle shape is one of the most important geotechnical
properties for lunar soils. Section 2.2.2.2 discusses the particle shapes of lunar soils. The
most well-known and commonly used surface analysis technique is scanning electron
microscopy. A highly focused, scanning (primary) electron beam is used to create high
resolution pictures of surface topography with great depth of field. With an energy of 0.5–
30 kV, primary electrons enter a surface and create a large number of low-energy secondary
electrons. The intensity of these secondary electrons is heavily influenced by the sample's
surface topography. By monitoring secondary electron intensity as a function of the
position of the scanning electron beam, a picture of the sample surface may be created.
Because the main electron beam may be focused to a very small point (less than 10 nm),
high spatial resolution is feasible (SEM/EDX, 2022).
The lunar simulants and MMS-1 were analyzed for SEM imaging at UWO’s
nanofabrication facility, Department of Physics and Astronomy. A LEO (Zeiss) 1540 XB
field emission SEM was used for analysis of simulants. Less than 10 grams of simulant is
sufficient for SEM analysis, and care must be taken to prevent contamination. High
resolution pictures were taken at different magnifications for enhanced clarity. These
images were then used for shape analysis of the simulants. ImagePro software was used
for the image analysis. Particle roundness, sphericity, and regularity were determined from
these images.
Modified Krumbein and Sloss chart and formulas (Cho et al., 2006) were used to
determine the shape analysis parameters viz. roundness and sphericity. Regularity is a
derived parameter from roundness and sphericity. Several simulant particles are selected
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from each SEM image and each particle’s roundness and sphericity is determined using
ImagePro software, and an average of these values is considered as the final value. While
selecting particles, it was ensured that particles of different shapes were selected so that the
calculation is representative of particles of all shapes. In the ImagePro software, the image
is uploaded, and then different edges of a particle are captured for radial dimensions and
the readings are captured by the software. These readings are transferred to an excel file,
and appropriate calculations are made to determine sphericity and roundness.
𝑆𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑟(max − 𝑖𝑛)
𝑟(min − 𝑐𝑖𝑟)

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

…………………………... 3.6

∑𝑟𝑖⁄
𝑁
𝑟(max − 𝑖𝑛)

…………………………. 3.7

Figure 3.9 Krumbein roundness and sphericity chart

3.3.9 X-Ray Diffraction
Lunar simulants are often developed to mimic the mineralogy of lunar regolith viz
LHS-1, LMS-1. X-Ray powder diffraction is a rapid analytical technique which uses the
phenomena of X-ray diffraction for phase identification of a crystalline material and
determination of unit cell dimensions (Dutrow & Clark). X-ray diffraction is a process in
which the atoms of a crystal generate an interference pattern of the waves present in an
incoming beam of X rays due to their equal spacing (Tikkanen, 2022).
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Non amorphous materials, such as minerals, have a three-dimensional structure
defined by regular, repeating planes of atoms that create a crystal lattice. Part of an X-ray
beam is transmitted, part is absorbed by the sample, part is refracted and dispersed, and
part is diffracted as it interacts with these planes of atoms. Each mineral diffracts X-rays
differently depending on the atoms that make up the crystal lattice and how they are
organized. In X-ray powder diffractometry, X-rays are produced inside a vacuum-sealed
tube. A current is used to heat a filament inside the tube; the higher the current, the more
electrons are released from the filament. The creation of electrons in this process is similar
to that of electrons in a television image tube. Within the tube, a high voltage, generally
15-60 kilovolts, is applied. This high voltage accelerates the electrons, which ultimately
collide with a copper target. X-rays are created when these electrons collide with the object.
The X-rays have a wavelength that is exclusive to the target. These X-rays are
collimated and aimed towards the sample, which has been finely powdered (typically to
produce particle sizes of less than 10 microns). The X-ray radiation is detected by a
detector, which is then processed either by a microprocessor or electrically to transform
the signal to a count rate. An X-ray scan is the process of changing the angle between the
X-ray source, the sample, and the detector at a regulated pace between predetermined
limitations. When an X-ray beam strikes a sample and is diffracted, we may use Bragg's
Law to calculate the distances between the planes of the atoms that make up the sample.
Bragg’s law is (n*λ=2d sin θ), where n is the diffracted beam's order, λ is the incoming Xray beam's wavelength, d is the distance between adjacent atom planes (the d-spacings),
and θ is the X-ray beam's angle of incidence. We can compute the d-spacings since we
know λ and can measure θ. In a normal X-ray scan, the distinctive collection of d-spacings
generates a unique "fingerprint" of the mineral or minerals present in the sample. This
"fingerprint" can be used to identify a substance when correctly evaluated and compared
to conventional reference patterns and measurements (Flohr, 2000).
This test was performed at the Department of Earth Sciences, UWO and Surface
Science Western (SSU) using a Rigaku XRD machine and a Rigaku Smartlab XRD
machine. The samples were then put on a glass slide with ethanol and placed in the X-ray
chamber, where they were inspected from 5 to 90 degrees, 0.02 degrees each step, for 5.0
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seconds. Each sample was examined for roughly six hours in total. The mineralogical
compositions were determined using the Bruker DIFFRAC.SUITE EVA program after
characterization.

Figure 3.10 XRD at UWO (Zhang, 2018)

3.3.10 Summary of tests
The lunar simulants were characterized using basic laboratory tests, stress-strain
tests, and dynamic properties were determined using resonant column tests. The
experimental regime of different tests is shown in Table 3.8 – 3.11. Table 3.12 shows a
comprehensive summary of different tests conducted on different materials. All of the
materials were not tested for all tests due to a limited availability of some of the materials
(CAS-1, EAC-1).
Table 3.8 Experimental Regime of direct shear tests

Simulant
Sample
CAS-1
EAC-1
OPRL2N
OPRH2N
LHS-1

W
(%)
0

Dr
(%)
30
30
60

Effective Vertical Stress Shear
Strain
(kPa)
(mm/min)
25
0.304
50
100
200

100

Rate

Table 3.9 Experimental Regime of 1-D compression tests (Oedometer)

Simulant Sample

W (%)

Dr (%)

Effective Vertical Stress (kPa)

CAS-1

0

30
60

10
20
40
80
160
320
640
320
160
80
40
20
10

EAC-1
OPRL2N
OPRH2N
LHS-1
LMS-1
OB-1A
MMS-1

20
40
60
80

Toyoura Sand

Table 3.10 Experimental Regime of PRA - oedometer

Simulant Sample

W (%)

Dr (%)

Effective Vertical Stress (kPa)

CAS-1

0

30

10
20
50
100
200
400
600

EAC-1
OPRL2N
OPRH2N
LHS-1
OB-1A
MMS-1
Toyoura Sand
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Table 3.11 Experimental Regime of Resonant Column tests

Simulant Sample

W (%)

Dr (%)

Effective Vertical Stress (kPa)

LMS-1

0

70

25
50
100
200

OB-1A
OPRL2N
OPRH2N
MMS-1
Artificial Mixture
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Table 3.12 Summary of tests conducted on different materials

Sr. No.

Type of Soil

Acronym

Particle
Size
Distribution

Particle Shape

SEM
1

Martian Simulant

X-Ray
Diffraction

Specific
Gravity

Max
and
Min
Void
Ratio

Direct
Shear
Test

1-D
Compression

PRA
(Oedometer)

Resonant
Column

Shape
Analysis

MMS-1

1

2

1

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

Toyoura Sand

1

3

1

2

1

3

3

1

4

4

Rock Flour

1

3

4

2

1

3

4

4

4

4

4

Artificial Mixture

1

4

4

2

1

1

3

1

1

1

5

CAS-1

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

4

6

EAC-1

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

4

7

OPR L2N

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

OPR H2N

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

9

LHS-1

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

4

10

OB-1A

1

2

1

2

1

1

4

1

1

1

11

LMS-1

1

2

1

2

1

1

4

1

1

1

2
3

8

Terrestrial Soils

Lunar Simulants

1:

Tests performed by the author

2:

Tests performed in research collaboration with Zhang (2019) - Shared results

3:

Results used from another research

4:

Tests not performed
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4 Chapter 4 – Results and Discussion
This chapter presents the results of the basic and stress-strain geotechnical tests
performed to characterize the lunar simulants and other benchmark terrestrial soils. Further,
this chapter also compares the results for different lunar simulants in the literature and
analyzes the results using appropriate soil mechanics theories.

4.1 Basic Constituents of Particles
4.1.1 Mineralogy
The mineralogical fidelity of lunar simulants to lunar regolith is important since the
mineralogy influences many geotechnical properties. The mineralogy of the lunar
simulants and terrestrial soils used in this thesis are shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1 Mineralogy of tested lunar simulants and benchmark terrestrial soils
Lunar
Highland Simulants

Lunar Mare Simulants

Terrestrial Soils

Mineral
Anorthite

CAS-11

EAC
-1 2

OPR
L2N 3

LMS14

LHS
-15

OPR
H2N*6

OB-1A7

Toyoura
Sand8

56.28

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Anorthosite

-

-

10

19.8

74.4

-

-

-

Apatite

0.65

-

-

-

-

0.02

-

-

Basalt

-

100

90

-

-

-

-

-

Diopside

7.74

-

-

-

-

0.18

-

-

Feldspar

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

22

-

-

-

32

24.7

-

-

-

Glasses

-

-

-

-

-

-

50.95

-

Hypersthene

14.6

-

-

-

-

0.41

-

-

Ilmenite

2.33

-

-

4.3

0.4

0.06

-

-

Magnetite

3.03

-

-

-

-

0.07

-

-

Magnetite

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

3

Olivine

8.18

-

-

11.1

0.3

1.11

-

-

Orthoclase

7.24

-

-

-

-

1.02

-

-

Glass
Basalt

Rich
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Rock
Flour9

Others

-

-

-

-

-

-

5.71

-

Plagioclase

-

-

-

-

-

97.14

43.34

-

Pyroxene

-

-

-

32.8

0.2

-

-

-

Quartz

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

75

100

Total

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

* The mineralogical breakdown in the table for OPRH2N simulant is for the Shawmere anorthosite
and not the simulant itself.
1 - (Zheng et al., 2009), 2 - (Engelschiøn et al., 2020), 3,6- (Simulants, feedstock, and additives,
2022), 4 - (LMS-1 Lunar Mare Simulant Factsheet, 2022), 5 - (LHS-1 Lunar Highlands Imulant
Factsheet, 2022), 7 - 8, 9 - (Schmidt, 2015)

As can be seen in the Table 4.1, the mineralogy of highland simulants (LHS-1, OB1A, OPR-H2N) has consistently higher concentrations of anorthosites and plagioclase
feldspar, which affirms the mineralogical fidelity to lunar highland regions. LMS-1 and
LHS-1 simulants were developed specifically as mineral-based simulants mimicking an
average lunar mare and lunar highland region respectively. Since LHS-1 and LMS-1 are
mineral based simulants, they have glass-rich basalt which is very similar to lunar regolith.
OB-1A another highland simulant has a 50% glass component which is unique and does
tally with previous comments that the other simulants match the lunar regolith. OPR-H2N
simulant has 70% anorthosite and 20% basalt.
EAC-1 has 100% basalt, which indicates that the mineralogy was calculated based
on the sourced basanite units and not the simulant itself. LMS-1, a mare simulant has
approximately equal proportions of pyroxene and glassy basalts, while OPR-L2N another
mare simulant has 90% basalt. The mineralogy for CAS-1 does not account for its glass
content (20%-40%) (Zheng et al., 2009). Ilmenite and olivine are the other major minor
minerals indicating the presence of silicates and oxides.

4.1.2 Bulk Chemistry
The bulk chemistry of simulants shown in Table 4.2 is from the literature. From the
XRD analysis, we had identified major elements, but a detailed analysis to determine the
compounds of various elements was not done.
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Table 4.2: Bulk Chemistry of lunar simulants and MMS-1
Lunar Mare Simulants

Martian
Simulant

Lunar Highland Simulants
OB1A7

MMS-18

51.2

48.4

49.4

0.05

0.6

0.08

12.4

32.01

26.6

31.6

17.1

7.35

8.6

1.34

2.7

0.2

0.18

0.2

0.01

0.1

8.72

11.9

9.01

16.8

0.22

1.6

0.35

6.08

CaO

7.25

10.8

10.42

7.0

15.43

12.8

15.4

Na2O

3.08

2.9

2.7

1.7

2.38

2.9

2.47

K2O

1.03

1.3

0.82

0.7

0.16

0.5

0.08

P2O5

0.3

0.6

0.66

0.2

0.01

0.1

12

3.44

0.09

3.7

CAS11

EAC12

OPRL2N
(Basalt) 3

LMS14

OPRH2N
(Anorthosite) 5

LHS16

SiO2

49.24

43.7

47.71

46.9

48.28

TiO2

1.91

2.4

1.59

3.6

Al2O3

15.8

12.06

15.02

FeO

11.47

MnO

0.14

MgO

Fe2O3
Cr2O3

10.87

0.04

SO3

0.3

Cl

0.4

SrO

0.1

CaCO3

10.45

Other

6.1

LOI

0.52

Total

99.46

97.86

98.94

0.9

0.39

0.4

99.0

100.37

100

100

1 - (Zheng et al., 2009), 2 - (Schleppi et al., 2019), (Engelschiøn et al., 2019), 3,5,7,8 - (Planetary
Simulant Database, 2022), 4 - (LMS-1 Lunar Mare Simulant Factsheet, 2022), 6 - (LHS-1 Lunar
Highlands Imulant Factsheet, 2022)
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The bulk chemistry of OPRL2N and OPRH2N are for the basaltic and the
Shawmere anorthosite components of the simulant and not the simulant itself. SiO2 (43%
– 52%) is the most dominant compound in all simulants followed by Al2O3 (12% – 32%),
CaO (7 % – 15.5%). The values of SiO2 on average are lower for the lunar mare (LM)
simulants compared to lunar highland (LH) simulants. This contrasts with the simulants
reviewed in Chapter-2. The LM simulants had higher concentration of SiO2 than LH
simulants.
LH simulants have higher concentrations of Al2O3 compound as compared to LM
simulant. This is because the lunar highlands contain plagioclase feldspar (high
concentration of Al) in the anorthosite rocks. The comparatively higher concentration of
TiO2 in the LM simulants than LH simulants is also representative of higher Ti content of
lunar mare regions. There are higher concentrations of MgO in LM simulants as compared
to LH simulants. This is due to the presence of Mg in lunar mare regions. All these trends
are consistent with the LM simulants and LH simulants reviewed in Chapter 2.

4.1.3 General Mineral Properties
As described earlier and shown in Chapter 2, the mineralogy greatly influences
various geotechnical properties of lunar simulants. The relevant basic properties of the
different minerals in the simulants tested are shown in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Basic properties of minerals and rocks in the tested simulants
Material

Shear

Density

Modulus

ρ (g/cc)

Hardness

Shear Wave Velocity,

Friction

Vs (m/s)

Coefficient (μ)

(G) (GPa)
Albite

28.64

2.615

6-6.511

3400

0.7 – 0.75 (36◦)8

Anorthite

35-3815

2.7613

611

360016

0.64 – 0.7 (34◦)1

40-6020

2.8-

617

370012

0.7–0.78 (35◦-38◦)3

350012

0.56 – 0.58 (~30◦)9

(Ca-Feldspar)
Basalt

3.014
2.716

Glassy Basalt
Olivine

58-7518

3.315

6.5-710

478016

0.45 – 0.5 (25◦)6

Plagioclase

2616

2.645

610

323016

0.64 (32.5◦)7

Feldspar
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Pyroxene

6519

3.255

5-710

465016

0.7 – 0.72 (35◦)7

Quartz

44.34

2.655

710

409016

0.58 (30◦)1

1 – (Kang et al., 2019), 2 – Masuda (2020), 3 – (Zhang et al., 2018), 4 – Sadrekarimi and
Olson (2008), 5 – Schön (2015), 6 – (Boettcher et al., 2007), 7 – (He et al., 2013), (8 – Masuda
et al., 2019), 9 – (Violay et al., 2014), 10 – (King, 2022), 11 – (Web mineral, 2022), 12 –
(Mindat, 2022), 13 – (Mindat, 2022), 14 – (Alden, 2022), 15 – (Pabst et al., 2015, 16 –
(Carmichael, 2017), 17 – (Team, 2022), 18 – (Gouriet et al., 2019), 19 – (Han et al., 2021), 20
- Calculated from different material properties

These values of the different properties will be used in later sections to help understand the
comparisons of the lunar simulants for various tests.

4.2 Particle Size Distribution
One of the highest-ranking parameters for simulants to match the characteristics of
lunar soils is particle size distribution (Thannasi et al., 2021). The simulants and other
terrestrial soils, and MMS-1 were tested using both sieve analysis and hydrometer analysis.
The testing procedure used for PSD is described in Section 3.3.1. Gradation of all seven
lunar simulants, the Toyoura sand, rock flour, artificial mixture, and the Martian simulant
MMS-1 was performed. The results of the PSD plot show the range of particle sizes as well
as the type of distribution of various sized particles.
The PSD of all simulants, benchmark terrestrial soils, and MMS-1 are compared in
Figure 4.1. Additionally, an average PSD of 350 samples from the Apollo programs (1117) and Luna 24 with +/-1 standard deviation is also presented (David, 2005). The yellow
envelope encompasses a boundary of all 4800 data points from the same lunar space
program. All the lunar simulants, Toyoura sand, rock flour, artificial soil, and MMS-1 are
within the lunar PSD envelope boundary. Rock flour is the finest of all soils, while Toyoura
sand is the coarsest. Thus, the PSD of all lunar simulants span between the two benchmark
terrestrial soils. The PSD curves generally indicate more uniform distributions of particle
sizes as compared to the well-graded curves of lunar soils. CAS-1 and EAC-1 simulants
are finer as compared to other lunar simulants. OPRL2N & OPRH2N lunar simulants have
similar grain size distribution up to D50, and then OPRH2N tends to be finer up to the D10
particle size. The three highland simulants LHS-1, OB-1A, and OPRH2N have close PSD
curves. The PSD curve of the artificial mixture has a rapid transition from coarse to fine
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grained particles at D40. This is because the artificial mixture is a mixture of Toyoura sand
(coarsest) and the rock flour (finest).
The values of gradation parameters Cu and Cc along with D10 and D50 are shown in
Table 4.4 for all tested lunar simulants, benchmark terrestrial soils, and MMS-1. The
uniformity coefficient (Cu) and curvature coefficient (Cc) are gradation parameters. Cu
indicates the range of distribution of the grain sizes. D50 is the value of the particle diameter
when 50 % of the particles are finer and 50% of particles are coarser than D50 by weight.
It is also referred as the median grain size of the sample. D10 is the value of the particle
diameter where 10% of the particles are finer and 90% of the particles are coarser by
weight. It is also referred as effective particle size.
Table 4.4: Gradation Parameters of tested lunar simulants and benchmark terrestrial soils
Lunar

D10

D50

Simulants/
Other soils
Lunar Mare
Simulants

Lunar Highland
Simulants

Martian Simulant
Terrestrial Soils

Uniformity

Curvature

Coefficient,

Coefficient,

Cu

Cc

Soil
Type
ASTM

CAS-1

0.002

0.018

12.5

1.22

SM

EAC-1

0.004

0.026

9

1.36

SM

OPRL2N

0.013

0.07

6.53

2.26

SM

LMS-1

0.05

0.18

4.8

0.8

SM

OPRH2N

0.1

0.03

1.2

0.48

SM

LHS-1

0.02

0.1

6.41

2.37

SM

OB-1A

0.082

0.082

2.22

0.91

SM

MMS-1

0.014

0.12

10

2.03

SM

Toyoura Sand

0.24

0.31

2.1

1.06

SP

Rock Flour

0.0009

0.018

27.78

2.84

Artificial Mixture

0.075

0.25

3.87

0.11
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SM

Lunar Soils

Average

Apollo

16

soils

110

1.2

SM

MMS-1

100

Toyoura Sand
90
Artificial Mixture
80

LHS-1
OPR-H2N

Percentage Passing (%)

70

OPR-L2N
60
EAC-1
50

CAS-1
LMS-1

40
OB-1A
30

Rock Flour
Lunar Regolith Average PSD
distribution
Lunar Regolith +1 Std Deviation

20

10

Lunar Regolith - -1
Std. Deviation
0
10

1

0.1

0.01

0.001

0.0001

Particle Size Diameter (mm)

Figure 4.1: Particle size distribution of lunar simulants, MMS-1, and terrestrial soils
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Lower boundary

The gradation parameters are calculated as follows:
𝐶𝑢 = 𝐷60 /𝐷10 ………………………………. … (4.1)
𝐶𝑐 =

𝐷30 2
𝐷60 ∗𝐷10

…………………………….…… (4.2)

where D60 is the particle diameter where 60% of particles are finer and 40% are coarser by
weight, D30 is the particle diameter where 30% of particles are finer and 70% are coarser
by weight CU is uniformity coefficient, Cc is curvature coefficient and D10 is the effective
particle size.
The median grain size (D50) for all lunar simulants is in the range of 0.018 – 0.18
mm. The average median grain size of the lunar soil is 0.072 (Carrier, 2005), which is
closest to the OPRL2N lunar simulant (0.07). The average Cu values for lunar soils is 16,
while the Cu value for all the lunar simulants is less than 10, with CAS-1 an exception. This
research is consistent with other research where lunar simulant’ Cu values are less than
lunar soil (Thannasi et al., 2021). The Cu values for all lunar simulants reviewed in chapter
2 are less than the Cu of returned average lunar regolith except for the Tongji simulant
(Jiang et al., 2012). This indicates that the gradation of lunar simulants is more uniform
compared to the well-graded lunar soil. The grain size distributions of the lunar simulants
are also influenced by the crushing process of the source material and the targeted Apollo
soil samples. These factors tend to produce more uniform PSD compared to heterogenous
lunar soils. On average, the Cu values of LM simulants are higher as compared to LH
simulants. The average Cc values for lunar soil is in the range of 1-2.8 (Thannasi et al.,
2021), while the Cc values for lunar simulants fall in the range of 0.48-2.37. Based on the
USCS standard for soil classification (ASTM D-2487), all the tested lunar simulants are
classified as silty sands (SM). Rock flour has the highest value of Cu (27.78) and lowest
value of D50 (0.018). On average the Cu value of Toyoura sand is lower, while the D50 value
is higher compared to tested lunar simulants. MMS-1 has very high Cu value (10) which is
due to a uniform manufacturing process.
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4.3 Specific Gravity
Specific Gravity is an important index property of soil which can be used to
determine other soil parameters such as void ratio, degree of saturation, porosity etc. using
correlation equations. As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the specific gravity test was conducted
as per ASTM D854 on all lunar simulants, and the other soils. From previous studies, the
specific gravity of lunar soils is in the range of 2.9-3.5, and for engineering purposes, a Gs
of 3.1 is considered (Carrier et al.,1991). The Gs of all tested soils is shown in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Specific Gravity of tested lunar simulants, MMS-1, and terrestrial soils

From the testing in this thesis, CAS-1 and LHS-1 have the least value of Gs, 2.74
and 2.73 respectively amongst all lunar simulants. OB-1A and EAC-1 simulants have the
closest Gs amongst all lunar simulants to lunar soils. The Gs values of benchmark terrestrial
soils are ~2.65, which are typical Gs values for terrestrial soils. The Gs of Martian simulant
MMS-1 is closer to that of terrestrial soils, and much lower than lunar simulants. The
differences in Gs of terrestrial soils and lunar simulants can be attributed to the difference
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in mineral composition/ mineralogy of both soil types. It is evident from the plot that most
lunar simulants have a Gs value of 2.9 or greater, which falls in the range of Gs of lunar
soils found previously. The higher Gs of lunar soils is attributed to the presence of mineral
fragments, breccia, glass, agglutinates (Carrier et al., 1991). However, all the lunar
simulants used in this research are not known to have any agglutinate particles and for that
reason, their Gs might not be as high as 3.1. OB-1A and EAC-1 have some glass content,
and that could have spiked their Gs. The presence of anorthosites, plagioclase feldspar and
basalts seem to increase the Gs of lunar simulants. The Gs values of lunar simulants
reviewed in Chapter 2 range between 2.63 – 2.94, while the Gs of the lunar simulants from
this research range from 2.73 – 3.07.

4.4 Maximum and Minimum Void Ratio
The maximum and minimum dry density of the soils was determined as per ASTM
D4253, D4254 described in Section 3.3.3. The values of maximum density (ρmax) and
minimum density (ρmin) were used to determine the values of minimum void ratio (emin)
and maximum void ratio (emax) respectively using the following equations:
𝜌=
𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑛 =

𝐺𝑠∗ 𝜌𝑤
1+𝑒
𝐺𝑠 ∗ 𝜌𝑤
𝜌𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝐺𝑠 ∗ 𝜌𝑤
𝜌𝑚𝑎𝑥

……………………………………. (4.3)

− 1 ………………………………... (4.4)
− 1 ………………………………... (4.5)

where e = void ratio, ρ = density (kg/m3), ρw = 1000 kg/m3
The maximum and minimum dry density are related to the denseness of the
arrangement of soil particles in the soil sample. The arrangement of the soil particles in its
dense state or loose state impacts the relative density of the soil. The average range of emax
and emin values of lunar soils is 1.21-2.34 and 0.67-0.94 respectively (Carrier et al., 1991;
Thannasi, et al., 2021). The average relative density of lunar soil across varying depths is
significantly higher compared to terrestrial soil. Hence, the higher values of void ratio are
understandable. The maximum and minimum void ratio of all tested soils is shown in Fig.
4.3.
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Figure 4.3 Maximum and Minimum void ratio of lunar simulants, MMS-1, and terrestrial soils

The range of emax and emin for the lunar simulants is 0.88 – 1.6 and 0.36 - 0.834
respectively. This range is significantly lower to the corresponding values of actual lunar
soil. The range of emax and emin for the nine lunar simulants reviewed in Chapter 2 are 0.73
– 1.76 and 0.33 – 0.72 respectively. LHS-1 simulant has the biggest difference of 0.62
between its emax and emin values, while LMS-1 has the lowest difference of 0.42. OPRH2N
and OPRL2N have very similar extreme void ratios, and this could be attributed to a similar
crushing and grinding process of the same manufacturer. The Martian simulant, MMS-1
has the highest values of emax (1.27) and emin (0.74). Rock flour due to its fineness has the
highest values of both emax and emin. In research of the correlations between material
characteristics and maximum and minimum void ratios, it was found that the grain size
distribution, fines content, mean grain size and particle shape have a substantial impact on
maximum and minimum void ratios, and that both void ratios increases as mean grain size
decreases (Kim et al.,2019). As observed from the PSD curves in Fig. 4.1, the curves for
the lunar simulants indicate the coarseness of grain size of simulant particles compared to
lunar regolith’s grain size. This rationale is also consistent when the higher values of emax
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and emin relate to the PSD curve of the rock flour which is very fine and the lower values
of both void ratios of LMS-1 simulant which is relatively coarser. The impact of the shape
parameters on the void ratios is discussed in Section 4.5.1.

4.5 Particle Images – Scanning Electron Micrographs
(Carrier, 2005) mentions particle shape as one of the four most important
geotechnical properties that influence lunar regolith behaviour. Scanning electron
microscope was used to capture images of various magnifications to see particle shapes of
lunar simulants. The scanning electron microscope (SEM) generates a variety of signals at
the surface of solid specimens using a focused beam of high-energy electrons. The signals
generated by electron-sample interactions provide information on the sample's exterior
morphology (texture), chemical composition, and crystalline structure and orientation of
the materials that make up the sample, among other things. A Zeiss 1540 XB field emission
SEM at UWO’s nanofabrication technology was used for SEM testing. The theoretical
background of SEM is discussed in Section 3.3.8.
The lunar simulants and MMS-1 were tested using SEM for this study and SEM
images of benchmark terrestrial soils are used from (Schmidt, 2015) for comparison. Fig.
4.4 shows a general visual guide to describe particle shape considering angularity and
sphericity. Figures 4.5 to 4.13 show the SEM images of various simulants and terrestrial
soils. There are two images for each simulant at different magnifications which show the
particle shapes, fabric, and image of the soil structure with an enhanced clarity. The SEM
images of lunar simulants on the left (a) have a magnification of 200-300, while the images
on the right (b) have a magnification of 500 – 1000. Additionally, the SEM images have
different image scales of 10 – 20 μm. The SEM image (300 x) of CAS-1 simulant show
angular to subangular particle shapes and there is a uniformity in particle shapes. The SEM
image (300 x) of EAC-1 simulant show a majority of subrounded to rounded particle
shapes with few subangular particles. A magnified image (1000 x) of EAC-1 shows the
fine roughness in the texture of the particles. SEM image of OPRH2N (100 x) show a mix
of subangular to subrounded particles while 1000 x magnified image shows surface fines,
which could be analyzed better with an enhanced magnification of (10,000 x or higher).
SEM image of LHS-1 (100 x) show a majority of angular to subangular particles while the
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image of LMS-1 simulant with the same magnification shows a less dense spread of
particles with a majority of subangular particles. SEM images of Toyoura sand and rock
flour have much higher magnifications (20 – 30 times) and the microfines and the minutia
of particles (smaller than 56 nm) are clearly visible. (Schmidt, 2015) attributes the plate
like structure of rock flour to the manufacturing process. On average, the terrestrial soils
are angular to subangular with a uniformity in particle shape unlike lunar simulants which
has more diversity of particle shapes.

Figure 4.4 Visual guide to identify the sphericity and angularity of sandy grains

Figure 4.5 (a) CAS-1 (300 x magnification) (b) CAS-1 (1000 x magnification)
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Figure 4.6 (a) EAC-1 (300 x magnification); (b) EAC-1 (1000 x magnification)

Figure 4.7: (a) OPH2N (500 x magnification); (b) OPRH2N (1000 x magnification)

Figure 4.8: (a) OPRL2N (200 x magnification); (b) OPRL2N (1000 x magnification)
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Figure 4.9: (a) LHS-1 (200 x magnification); (b) LHS-1 (500 x magnification)

Figure 4.10: (a) LMS-1 (200 x magnification); (b) LMS-1 (500 x magnification)

Figure 4.11: (a) MMS-1 (50 x magnification); (b) MMS-1 (2000 x magnification)
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Figure 4.12: (a) Toyoura Sand (100 x magnification), (b) Toyoura Sand (10,000 x magnification);
(Schmidt, 2015)

Figure 4.13: (a) Rock Flour (100 x magnification); (b) Rock Flour (30,000 x magnification of boxed
particle from (a)); (Schmidt, 2015)

4.5.1 Shape Analysis
Shape analysis of previously returned lunar samples was based on elongation and
aspect ratio (Carrier, 2005). However, for this research the more widely adopted
dimensionless scales of roundness, sphericity, and regularity were determined from the
SEM images using Image-Pro software. Sphericity relates to the particle's overall shape
and indicates how similar the particle's length, height, and width are. Sphericity can be
quantified by calculating the ratio of diameter of the largest inscribed sphere to the diameter
of the smallest circumscribed sphere (Cho et al., 2006). The scale of main surface features,
which are typically one order of magnitude smaller than the particle size, is described by
roundness. Roundness can be determined by the ratio of average radius of curvature of
surface features relative to the radius of the maximum sphere that can be inscribed in the
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particle (Cho et al., 2006). Roundness corresponds to eccentricity and sphericity
corresponds to angularity of a particle. Regularity is calculated by taking the average of
sphericity and roundness. The shape parameters of lunar simulants are shown in Figure
4.14.
𝑟max − 𝑖𝑛

𝑆𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑟min − 𝑐𝑖𝑟

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =

∑𝑟𝑖⁄
𝑁
𝑟max − 𝑖𝑛

…………………………….. (4.6)
……………………….…… (4.7)
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Figure 4.14: Shape Parameters of lunar simulants, MMS-1, Toyoura sand

The shape of the lunar simulants are interesting because these materials are not
naturally occurring materials, but they are manufactured by mechanically crushing and
grinding the source materials to mimic a targeted Apollo sample or general lunar regions.
(David, 2005) has stated particle shape as one of the four most important geotechnical
properties of lunar soil. Particle shape influences the packing density and other small to
large strain mechanical parameters as well (Cho et al., 2006). The effect of roundness and
sphericity on limit void ratios is shown in Figure 4.15 and 4.16 respectively.
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Figure 4.15: Effect of Roundness on limit void ratio
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Figure 4.16: Effect of Sphericity on limit void ratios

The sphericity (S) of the lunar simulants is in the range of 0.51 – 0.61, roundness
(R) is in the range of 0.43 – 0.54, and regularity is in the range of 0.5 – 0.575. This provides
materials in the medium range of sphericity and roundness (which covers both angularity
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and roughness characteristics). Natural sands exhibit a wider range of shapes (R = 0.3 –
0.9, S = 0.5 – 0.9), while crushed sands (mechanically) have a narrower shape range (R =
0.2 – 0.3, S = 0.7 – 0.8) (Cho et al., 2006). The Toyoura sand in this study had a value of
S = 0.58 and R = 0.49, thus lying on the outer limits of the lunar simulants. This material
is typically described as sub-angular in the geotechnical literature and yet this suggests less
angularity and roughness than the majority of the simulants. Although Carrier (2005) does
not describe lunar soils with the same system, a number of comments are relevant. Lunar
soil particles vary widely from spherical to extremely angular, with an average major/minor
length ratio of 1.35 and often have irregular, contorted shapes (lending themselves to high
cohesion measurements due to interlocking). Indeed, ground basalt has to be partially
wetted to achieve similar cohesions and lunar soil behaves like ‘damp beach sand’. Thus,
it can be hypothesized that these materials would have lower sphericities and roundness
than any of the tested simulants. (Cho et al, 2006) determined that the extreme void ratios
as well as the difference between them Ie = emax - emin increases with the decrease in
sphericity and roundness for sands with Cu <= 2.5. However, that trend is not very rigidly
observed for lunar simulants, and the Cu values for lunar simulants are usually higher than
2.5 with a couple of exceptions. This also suggests the influence of gradation on the
extreme void ratios along with the particle shapes.

4.6 1-D Compression
Compressibility of a soil is defined as the change in volume of soils when subjected
to a confining stress. At low stress or low initial density, particle slippage and reorientation
cause soil skeleton compression, while at very high stress, particle deformation and
breaking cause soil compression. One of the crucial elements to consider when designing
rover and lander wheels and for wheel-soil interaction research is the soil compressibility
behavior (Thannasi et al.,2021). The compressibility of each of the simulant soils was
determined by a one-dimensional compression test using an automated oedometer device.
The test methodology is discussed in Section 3.3.5.
The lunar simulants and other soils were tested at different relative densities (30%
and 60%). The results of the oedometer test of lunar simulants for Dr=30% and 60% are
presented in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 in a plot of void ratio vs log of applied stress. These
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tests were performed in two batches. The first batch comprised of lunar simulants CAS-1,
EAC-1, OPRH2N and OPRL2N (Dr = 30%). The second batch comprised of testing the
LHS-1, LMS-1, and OB-1A simulants along with MMS-1, Toyoura Sand and Artificial
mixture (Dr =30% and 60%) and CAS-1, EAC-1, OPRH2N and OPRL2N (Dr = 60%). The
plots of void ratio vs log of applied pressure for Toyoura Sand and MMS-1 simulant are
shown in Appendix C1.
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Figure 4.17: Lunar Simulants 1-D compression results, Dr = 30%
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Figure 4.18 Lunar Simulants 1-D compression results, Dr = 60%

From figures 4.15 and 4.16, the initial void ratio decreases with an increase in
relative density for all simulants. The void ratio decreases non-linearly with an increase in
effective stress (loading condition) and then the void ratio increases again with a decrease
in effective stress (unloading condition) for all simulants. This behavior of simulants is
consistent with the standard behavior of terrestrial soils. The maximum vertical stress
applied for simulants of the first batch (OPRL2N, OPRH2N, CAS-1, EAC-1) was 400 kPa,
while all the other tests were performed with a maximum effective vertical stress of 640
kPa followed by unloading. The change in void ratio with increase in applied pressures of
the first batch of simulants is lower compared to the other simulants.
CAS-1 and LHS-1 simulants have the biggest difference of 0.16 and 0.17
respectively between the void ratio at 10 kPa and the void ratio at maximum effective
vertical stress of 400 and 640 kPa respectively at Dr=30%. LMS-1 and OPRH2N has the
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lowest difference (0.1) of void ratio between minimum and maximum effective vertical
stress at Dr=30%. The compressibility of the two highland simulants LHS-1 and OB-1A
are almost identical at a Dr = 30% i.e., a relatively loose state. LMS-1 is the least
compressible and OPRH2N is the most compressible simulant at a Dr=30%. LH simulants
show very identical compression behaviors with minor differences in their void ratios,
while the LM simulants have a wide range of void ratios at a Dr=30%.
OPRH2N and LHS-1 simulants have the biggest difference of 0.13 and 0.13
respectively between the void ratio at 10 kPa and the void ratio at maximum applied
pressure of 640 kPa respectively for Dr=60%. LHS-1 has a very soft texture as discussed
in Chapter-3, and hence the compressibility behavior of LHS-1 is as expected. CAS-1
simulant has the lowest difference (0.075) of void ratio between minimum and maximum
effective vertical stress at Dr=60%. LMS-1 and EAC-1 simulants have a similar
compression behavior up to an effective vertical stress of 100 kPa and then EAC-1 simulant
compresses more than LMS-1 at a Dr=60%. OPRH2N and LHS-1 simulants have almost
overlapping curves in their unloading pattern at a Dr=60%. CAS-1 simulant has the highest
initial void ratio (0.75) at 10 kPa for a Dr=60%. LH simulants show very identical
compression behaviors with minor differences in their void ratios, while the LM simulants
have a wide range of void ratios at a Dr=60%.
The initial void ratio, e10 (void ratio at 10 kPa) of all tested lunar simulants is higher
at Dr = 30% compared to Dr = 60%. At a Dr = 30%, OPRH2N has highest e10 (1.17) and
LMS-1 has the lowest e10 (0.526). At a Dr = 60%, CAS-1 simulant has the highest e10
(0.723) and LMS-1 has the lowest e10 (0.456). The range of initial e10 for the LH simulants
is 0.72 – 1.17 and the LM simulants is 0.526 – 1.1 at a Dr = 30%. The range of e10 for the
LH simulants is 0.565 – 0.622 and the LM simulants is 0.456 – 0.723 at a Dr = 60%.
OPRH2N and CAS-1 simulants have higher values of emax and emin and they have higher
values of e10, while LMS-1 has lower values of emin and emax and it has lowest values of e10
for a Dr = 30% and 60%. CAS-1 has lowest values of D50, and LMS-1 has highest values
of D50. Note that CAS-1 has the highest Cu value and OPRH2N has lowest Cu value. This
indicates that the initial void ratio is impacted by the gradation and the limit void ratios
which are consistent with the e10 values. The e10 values of Toyoura sand are higher
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compared to lunar simulants at a Dr = 60% and at a Dr = 30%, they are lower compared to
LM simulants and at par with LH simulants. On average, the e10 values of artificial mixture
are lower than lunar simulants at a Dr = 60%. The e10 values of MMS-1 are higher compared
to lunar simulants at a Dr = 60% and similar to the e10 values of LM simulants at a Dr =
30%. These comparison with terrestrial soils further affirms the influence of gradation and
Cu on e10. The plots of simulants for Dr=30% show flatter lines compared to the simulant
plots for Dr=60% which are more curved. On average, the difference in void ratios for
minimum and maximum applied pressures is higher for simulants at Dr=30% as compared
to Dr=60%. This shows that the soil becomes less compressible at denser states.
The compression index is defined as the decrease in void ratio that occurs when the
stress is increased by an order of magnitude (Heiken et al., 1991). The compression index
(CC) and recompression index (Cr) were determined from the plots of void ratio vs applied
pressure using the equation:
𝛥𝑒

𝐶𝐶 =

𝛥𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝′

𝐶𝑟 =

𝛥𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝′

𝛥𝑒

…………………………………….. (4.8)
…………………………………...… (4.9)

where Δe = change in void ratio (e1 – e2), Δ (log p’) = change in applied pressure (p’2 –
p’1)
The compression index of lunar simulants, MMS-1, and Toyoura sand are shown
in Figure 4.19. All the lunar simulants have a higher value of CC at Dr=30% compared to
Dr=60%. The CC values range from 0.08 – 0.11 for Dr=30% and from 0.066 – 0.096 at a
Dr=60%. LHS-1 and OPRH2N has the highest value of CC at Dr=30% and Dr=60%
respectively. OPRH2N simulant has the lowest difference (0.005) for CC and CAS-1 has
the highest difference (0.045) of compression index between two different relative
densities. On average, the LH simulants have higher values for CC compared to the LM
simulants.
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Figure 4.19: Compression Index of lunar simulants, MMS-1, Toyoura Sand at Dr = 30% and Dr =
60%

The recompression index of all lunar simulants ranged from 0.006 – 0.01 at a Dr =
30%, and 0.021 – 0.034 at a Dr = 60%. On average, the Cr values increase with an increase
in relative density. This shows that at a higher relative density, the unloading of the soil
specimen impacts the recompression index more. The tests were conducted in 100% dry
conditions and hence with unloading, there could be more particle rearrangement which
results into higher recompression index values at a higher relative density. LHS-1 simulant
has the maximum difference of Cr values between Dr = 30% and Dr = 60%. OPRH2N and
OPRL2N have the highest values of Cr for LH simulants and LM simulants respectively at
Dr = 30%. LHS-1 and OPRL2N have the highest values of Cr for LH simulants and LM
simulants respectively at Dr = 60%.
Compression tests were conducted on returned lunar soils previously and the
recommended CC values of lunar soils in loose states is 0.3. The range of CC in dense states
is 0.01-0.11 and the recommended value of CC in a dense state is 0.05 (Carrier et al.,1991).
The recommended value of recompression index for lunar regolith is 0.003 and the range
of Cr values is 0 – 0.013. However, the authors argue that the actual data points of the
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compression tests are absent, but the endpoints of the curves are reasonable, and the curve
is smooth.
The average CC values of the lunar simulants are considerably higher than Toyoura
sand, while they have a similar range to the artificial mixture for corresponding relative
densities. Artificial mixture is a mixture of fine-grained rock flour with Toyoura sand (with
a Cu of 3.87), and hence on addition of a fine soil, the CC increases. This also shows that
the lunar simulants because of their finer particle size distribution as compared to Toyoura
sand have higher CC. The CC of the lunar simulants are also lower compared to the Martian
simulant MMS-1 for corresponding relative densities.
The average Cr values of the lunar simulants are considerably higher than Toyoura
sand and the artificial mixture for Dr = 60%, while the difference is less evident for a Dr =
30%. The recompression index of MMS-1 is similar to the lunar simulants in a loose
condition while, there is a significant difference in Cr values at a Dr = 60%.
(Levin et al., 2019) studied the compression behavior of four different types of
granular soil (fine sands, medium sands, sands with 14% silt content, sands with 46% silt
content) for a medium dense and very dense conditions. The ratio of compression index to
recompression index of all of these soils range from 6.83 – 12.9 for medium dense
conditions, while CC/ Cr range from 0.82 – 3.6 for very dense condition (Levin et al., 2019)
at a vertical pressure of 500 kPa. The Cc/ Cr values of the tested lunar simulants range from
3 – 17 for a Dr = 30%, while they range from 2.14 – 4.4 for a Dr = 60%. This trend of a
decrease in CC/ Cr values with an increase in relative density is consistent with the
described study. Additionally, if only fine sands from the study are considered, the values
of CC/Cr are 8.28 and 2.33 for medium dense and very dense condition respectively, has
similarity with our tested lunar simulants. The PSD of lunar simulants show that the tested
lunar simulants have considerable fines, and hence the comparison with fine sands is more
appropriate. Factoring in the differences of density and vertical stress, the CC/ Cr values of
tested lunar simulants are consistent with the CC/ Cr fine sand values in (Levin et al., 2019).
Mesri & Vardhanabhuti (2009) studied 182 one dimensional compression tests
(oedometer) from over 100 sands to understand the influence of particle rearrangement
through inter-particle slip, rotation and particle damage on primary compression,
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secondary compression, and coefficient of lateral pressure at rest. This database of behavior
is shown in Fig. 4.20 and demonstrates that CC increases for reducing Dr, increasing Cu,
and angularity and increasing crushability. These tests have also been conducted
predominantly on quartz granular soils. The compression index of the lunar simulants from
this research are compared to the compression data from (Mesri & Vardhanabhuti, 2009)
in Fig - 4.21 and 4.22 with some of the trend lines added.

Figure 4.20: Compression Index data for 3 groups of sands, (Mesri & Vardhanabhuti, 2009)
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Figure 4.21: Compression Index of tested lunar simulants and sands from literature at a Dr = 30%
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Figure 4.22: Compression Index data of tested lunar simulants and sands from literature (Dr = 60%)

The plots of compression index vs confining pressure (with both axis in the log
scale) show the compression index of lunar simulants studied in this thesis at different
values of vertical stresses (0.64, 0.08 and 0.01 kPa) (Fig. 4.19 and 4.20). As discussed
earlier, the CC values at Dr=30% are higher compared to Dr=60%. From Fig. 4.21 and 4.22,
the compression index of lunar simulants falls in the upper boundary of the database
showing very loose sands to sands containing fines. This also agrees with the particle size
distribution of lunar simulants, where all lunar simulants studied in this thesis can be
categorized as silty sands. The CC values of LH simulants OPRH2N, LHS-1 and EAC-1
are higher at all three values of confining stresses compared to other lunar simulants at Dr
= 60%. At Dr = 30%, LHS-1 has higher values of CC for higher values of effective stresses.
This also resonates with our previous discussion that LHS-1 has a very soft texture and
hence the compressibility is higher. There is an decreasing difference in the range of CC
with an increase in the effective vertical stress at both relative densities. (Mesri &
Vardhanabhuti, 2009) state that at low effective stresses, particle shapes and surface
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characteristics also play an important role in the compression index in addition to particle
mineralogy and relative density. Given the different mineralogy’s involved, there is likely
an influence from this aspect to the CC values.

4.7 Direct Shear
Direct shear box tests were conducted on the lunar simulants, and other soils to
determine shear strength parameters: apparent cohesion (c) and angle of internal friction
(Ø’). The fundamental mechanical qualities of a soil, such as apparent cohesion and friction
angle, have a significant impact on vehicle mobility, excavation, flow, and other ISRU
operations (Zeng et al., 2010) . The experimental regime is shown in Table 3.8. The lunar
simulants were tested at two different relative densities (Dr = 30%, 60%) and at different
normal stresses of 25 kPa, 50 kPa, 100 kPa, 200 kPa under dry conditions. To account for
reduced lunar gravity (1/6 of earth’s g) and the lunar regolith characteristics, the tests were
conducted at relatively lower values of applied normal stress compared to conventional
loads on terrestrial soils. Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was used to determine strength
parameters and it is expressed as:
𝜏𝑓 = 𝑐 + 𝜎 ⋅ 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜙 …………………………… (4.10)
where τf is the shear stress at failure, c is the apparent cohesion of the soil, σ is the normal
stress, Ø is the angle of internal friction.
The results of the direct shear tests are plotted as shear stress vs horizontal
displacement (Fig: 4.23 (a, b) to 4.24 (a, b)) and vertical displacement vs horizontal
displacement (Fig. 4.25 (a, b) to 4.26 (a, b)). The shear strength parameters were
determined from a plot of shear stress vs normal stress (Fig. 4.27 to 4.30). Further, the peak
angle of dilation (ψmax) was determined from a plot of vertical displacement vs horizontal
displacement (Fig. 4.25 (a, b), 4.26 (a, b)). Not all of the plots are shown in this chapter for
space reasons but are shown in Appendix C2. Table 4.5 shows the trendline equations and
R2 values used to determine shear strength parameters.
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Figure 4.23: Direct Shear: Stress – Strain: (a) OPRH2N Dr = 30%, (b) OPRH2N, Dr = 60%
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Figure 4.24 Direct Shear: Stress – Strain: (a) LHS-1, Dr = 30% (b) LHS-1, Dr = 60%
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Figure 4.27: Direct Shear: Shear Strength vs Normal Stress (LHS-1)
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Figure 4.28: Direct Shear: Shear Strength vs Normal Stress (EAC-1)
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Figure 4.29 Direct Shear: Shear Strength vs Normal Stress (OPRL2N)
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Table 4.5: Equations and R2 values to determine shear strength parameters of lunar simulants

OPRL2N
EAC-1
CAS-1
OPRH2N
LHS-1

Peak
y = 0.8511x
+ 9.9565
y = 0.8668x
+ 3.4739
y = 0.79x +
13.194
y = 0.8604x
+ 3.4274
y = 0.8485x
+ 4.5722

Dr = 30%
Critical
y=
0.9779 0.8629x
y=
0.9998 0.8739x
y=
0.9823 0.8739x
y=
0.9997 0.88x
y=
0.9994 0.8582x

R2

R2
0.9952
0.9994

Peak
y = 1.1616x +
20.369
y = 1.1359x +
9.1039

Dr = 60%
R2
Critical
y=
0.9997 0.9026x
y=
0.9963 0.9174x

R2
0.9991
0.9998

0.9921
0.9997
0.9989

y = 0.9455x +
17.973
y = 0.9885x +
1.877

0.9894
0.9952

y=
0.8759x
y=
0.8536x

0.9893
0.9991

The peak and critical state shear stresses increase with an increase in the normal
vertical stress (σv) for all relative densities and for all tested lunar simulants. The plots of
shear stress vs horizontal displacement (Fig. 4.23 (a, b) and 4.24 (a, b)) show similar trends
to terrestrial soils for loose and medium-dense conditions. The shear stresses were
measured for shear strain levels in the range of 10%-14% for all simulants before the tests
were terminated. The shear stress peaks a little for the OPRH2N simulant (Dr = 30%, σv =
50 kPa, 200 kPa) before it reaches a residual state. OPRH2N simulant has the highest peak
shear stress (187.5 kPa) at Dr=30% for a σv of 200 kPa. OPRL2N simulant has the highest
peak shear stress (32 kPa) at Dr=30% for a σv of 25 kPa. All tested lunar simulants reach a
residual state at a shear strain between 7% - 9% for lower applied σv (25 kPa, 50 kPa) for
a Dr = 30%.
It is interesting that OPRL2N simulant has the highest values of peak shear stress
for all applied σv, and LHS-1 simulant has the lowest values of peak shear stress for all
applied σv for a Dr=60%. The post-peak strain softening is more visible for OPRL2N
simulant, and it has the highest difference between the peak and critical state shear stresses
for an applied σv = 200 kPa. At Dr = 60%, all tested lunar simulants reach a peak shear
stress at a shear strain between 4% - 6% for an applied σv = 200 kPa before they reach a
residual state.
All lunar simulants show a contractive behavior at a Dr=30% for all applied normal
loads (Fig. 4.25 (a, b)) i.e., the vertical displacement decreases with an increase in
horizontal displacement. For OPRH2N simulant at Dr=30%, there is an increase in vertical
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displacement (volume expansion) with an increase in horizontal displacement for applied
σv = 100 kPa and 200 kPa. These contractive behaviors of lunar simulants at a lower
relative density (loose state) are similar to the volume expansion behaviour of terrestrial
soils for the same condition. LHS-1 simulant has the least reduction in vertical
displacement compared to other tested lunar simulants. For a Dr=30%, LHS-1 simulant
shows a slight dilative behaviour at σv=25 kPa.
All lunar simulants show a dilative behaviour before reaching a residual state at a
Dr=60% (Fig. 4.26 (a, b)) after an initial contraction which is normal for medium-dense to
dense soils. At Dr=60%, OPRL2N simulant shows a dilative behaviour (volume expansion)
for all values of applied normal stress before it reaches a residual state at a shear strain of
4%. LHS-1 simulant shows dilative behaviour before it reaches a residual state at a shear
strain of 5.5% - 8%.
For a Dr=30%, the Ø’pk for all tested lunar simulants range between 40.31◦ – 41.45◦
and Ø’cs range between 40.64◦ – 41.35◦. For a Dr = 60%, the Ø’pk for all tested lunar
simulants range between 43.4◦ – 49.28◦ and Ø’cs range between 40.48◦ – 42.53◦. For a
Dr=60%, the Ø’pk for LM simulants are higher compared to LH simulants and the Ø’cs are
very similar. For a Dr=60%, the difference between the Ø’pk and the Ø’cs are higher for
tested LH simulants compared to tested LM simulants. On average, the Ø’pk of tested lunar
simulants increases with an increase in Cu at a Dr = 60%. The relative density of lunar
regolith varies across depths, and this also influences the values of friction angle and
cohesion. For lunar regolith, the angle of internal friction (Ø) ranges between 41◦ - 55◦ and
cohesion (c) ranges between 0.44 - 3.8 across varying depths (Carrier et al., 1991). The
cohesion of lunar regolith increases significantly with an increase in depth by factors of 5
- 7 within 0.5m from the surface. Carrier et al.(1972) states that the strength of lunar sample
is about 65% of a ground basalt at the same void ratio. Thus, the shear strength parameters
for all tested lunar simulants fall within the range of lunar soils.
The values of apparent cohesion of the tested lunar simulants range from 3.42 – 13
kPa at a Dr = 30% and 2 –20 kPa at a Dr = 60%. OPRL2N simulant has the highest values
of cohesion at a Dr = 30% and Dr = 60%. The higher values of apparent cohesion seem to
be because of the limitations of the linearity of the Mohr-Coulomb criterion and they do
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not reflect true cohesion. However, the tested lunar simulants have considerable amount of
finer material. Additionally, the lunar simulants have a different mineralogical composition
compared to general terrestrial soils. For example, EAC-1 and OPRL2N simulants have
high basalt content. Thus, the mineralogical influence on cohesion values cannot be
negated as well. A relatively smaller value ranging from (0 - 5 kPa) can be considered as
the apparent cohesion value of tested lunar simulants. Table 4.6 presents the summary of
shear strength parameters of tested lunar simulants and terrestrial soils.
When the values of shear strength parameters of tested lunar simulants are
compared with benchmark terrestrial soils, it is observed that generally the terrestrial soils
have lower values of shear strength parameters.
Table 4.6: Summary of shear strength values of lunar simulants and terrestrial soils

Dr

Friction Angle (Ø’)

Cohesion
(c) kPa

Peak

Peak

Critical State

30

40.92

41.15

3.47

60

48.64

42.53

9.1

30

40.4

41.00

13

60

49.28

42.07

30

40.71

41.35

60

43.4

41.22

30

40.31

40.64

5.00

60

44.67

40.48

2.00

30

41.45

41.15

13.00

20

37.1

37.1

6.3

40

42.3

38

3.8

60

45.2

39.7

10

80

46

39.9

15

40

33.6

30

0

60

36.7

30.5

2.5

80

38.8

30

1.3

EAC-1

L2N
3.42

H2N

LHS-1
CAS-1

MMS-1*

Toyoura*
Sand
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Artificial*
Mixture

20

34.4

34.2

1.2

80

36.8

35.3

7.5

* Data from literature (Takuro et al., 2019)
Dilation
When granular materials are subjected to shear deformations, there is a change in
volume. The increase in volume is called dilation. The angle of dilation (ψ) is determined
from the equation 𝑡𝑎𝑛 𝜓 =

ⅆ𝑦
ⅆ𝑥

from the plot of vertical displacement vs horizontal

displacement plot. The dilation increases with an increase in relative density.
The tested lunar simulants show a dilative behavior at a Dr=60% and OPRH2N,
LHS-1 simulant show a dilative behavior at Dr=30% for some values of applied normal
stress.
The mean effective pressure (p’) is calculated from the equation,
𝑝′ =

𝜎′𝑣 ∗(1+2(1−𝑠𝑖𝑛Ø′ ))
3

………………………..…. (4.11)

(Bolton, 1986) introduced a relative dilatancy index and it is expressed as:
𝐼𝑅 = 𝐼𝐷 (𝑄 − 𝑙𝑛 𝑝′ ) − 𝑅 ………………………..… (4.12)
Where IR = relative dilatancy index, ID = relative density, Q, R = constants.
The authors stated that taking Q = 10 and R = 1 was applicable for quartz sands:
𝐼𝑅 = 𝐼𝐷 (10 − 𝑙𝑛 𝑝′ ) − 1 …………………………. (4.13)
For plane strain conditions, Ø′𝑝𝑘 − Ø′ 𝑐𝑠 = 0.8 ∗ 𝜓𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 5 ∗ 𝐼𝑅 ………………..... (4.14)
Fig. 4.31 shows a plot of peak dilation angle (ψmax) vs mean effective pressure (p’).
The mean effective pressure is calculated using equation 4.11. The dashed lines in the plot
represent relative dilatancy index for different relative densities (Dr = 30%, 60%, 80%) for
a mean effective pressure of 10 kPa and 500 kPa to encompass the minimum and maximum
pressure ranges, and the relative densities of the tested lunar simulants. The tested lunar
simulants except OPRL2N have ψmax in the range of 5◦ - 15◦. OPRL2N simulant has the
highest values of ψmax for different values of mean effective pressure at a Dr=60%. LHS144

1 simulant has the lowest values of ψmax at Dr=60%. On average, the LH simulants have a
higher value of ψmax compared to the LM simulants at a Dr = 60%. The dilation behavior
of the tested lunar simulants is less significant at a Dr = 30%. Hence, a majority of data
points show the maximum dilation angle at a Dr = 60%. By reducing the value of Q from
10 to 8 (to allow for less hard minerals), the relative dilatancy index changes for a Dr =
60%. From Fig. 4.31, it can be seen that majority of the tested lunar simulants have a
maximum dilation angle which falls within the boundary range of Dr = 30% - 60 %.
Further, they are closer to the relative dilatancy index line when Q = 8 compared to Q =
10.
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Figure 4.31: Direct Shear: Peak Dilation Angle vs Mean effective pressure
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Dr = 0.6, Q
=8
Dr = 0.8

4.8 Shear Wave Velocity
The responses of soil under dynamic loading are generally controlled by the elastic
and small-strain properties. The stiffness parameters (shear wave velocity or shear
modulus) are very important to understand the dynamic behaviors of soil. Generally, the
shear wave velocity is determined in a laboratory by resonant column testing, cyclic triaxial
tests or by using bender elements in different devices like the oedometer or triaxial device.
The shear wave velocity of the lunar simulants was determined using a novel piezoelectric
ring actuator in an oedometer device. This was developed by Dr. Saeed Ahmad and is
described in more detail in his PhD thesis (Ahmad, 2016). Lead zirconate was used for the
piezoelectric material. The piezoelectric ring-shaped transducers were incorporated to an
oedometer cell and shear waves are generated at one end using wave generators and the
transmitted waves are received and recorded at the other end of the specimen. The detailed
methodology is described in Section 3.3.6.
All lunar simulants were tested at a relative density of 30% and the applied
confining pressures were 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 400, and 600 kPa for all simulants (600 kPa
was not performed for the first batch). The testing was done in two batches. The first batch
included the lunar simulants CAS-1, EAC-1, OPRL2N, and OPRH2N and they were
performed in a research collaboration and the results were shared with (Zhang, 2018b).
The second batch comprised of testing LHS-1, LMS-1, OB-1A lunar simulants along with
MMS-1, Toyoura Sand, and Artificial mixture.
A sinusoidal signal was selected as an input signal and power amplifier was used
to amplify the signal. The initial frequency was 10-15 Hz, and the frequency was increased
up to 50 Hz and the frequency at which the shape of the output signal was satisfactory was
used to calculate the shear wave velocity. Based on a recommendation from (Ahmad,
2016), the method of first direct arrival (first zero crossing before a major peak) of the
output signal was selected to determine shear wave velocity. The results were obtained as
plots of Amplitude vs Time (μs). The time determined from the first direct arrival and the
change in height was used to determine the shear wave velocity (Vs).
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Figure 4.32: PRA – Shear Wave Velocity: OPRL2N (Dr = 30%)
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Figure 4.33 PRA – Shear Wave Velocity: LMS-1 (Dr = 30%)
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Figure 4.34 PRA – Shear Wave Velocity: LHS-1 (Dr = 30%)
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Figure 4.35 PRA – Shear Wave Velocity: OPRH2N (Dr = 30%)
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Figure 4.36 PRA – Shear Wave Velocity: MMS-1 (Dr = 30%)

The results are plotted as curves of shear wave velocity vs confining pressure (kPa)
(Fig. 4.32 to 4.36). A general trend of an increase in shear wave velocity with an increase
in confining pressure is seen. This increase in shear wave velocity indicates an increase in
stiffness of the soil. The increase in shear wave velocity is higher for lower values of
confining stresses and then the influence of confining stresses is less visible. The LMS-1
simulant has the highest Vs amongst the LM simulants. OPRH2N and LHS-1 simulants
have a similar range of shear wave velocities amongst LH simulants. OB-1A and EAC-1
simulants have lowest values of Vs amongst LH and LM simulants respectively. The
predominant minerals in LMS-1 simulant are pyroxene, glassy basalt, and anorthosite. The
Vs of pyroxene is 4000 m/s which is higher compared to other minerals. OPRL2N simulant
contains predominantly basalt, and the Vs of basalt is 3800 m/s which is also at the higher
end of the spectrum thereby increasing Vs of OPRL2N simulant. EAC-1 contains
significant amount of basalt too, but it is interesting to note that EAC-1 has round shaped
particles which reduces the Vs. OB-1A and EAC-1 simulants have the highest values of
roundness (0.52 and 0.54 respectively). This indicates that the Vs is influenced by particle
shapes and Vs decreases with an increase in roundness and Vs increases with an increase
in angularity of the soil particles. The shear wave velocities calculated using the
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piezoelectric ring actuator are significantly higher compared to Vs determined from
resonant column device.
Rock flour has lower shear wave velocities compared to Toyoura Sand indicating
the influence of particle size distribution on the shear wave velocity. MMS-1 has lower
shear wave velocity compared to other lunar simulants and (Newson et al., 2019) attributes
this behaviour to the angularity and crushed particles of the material. On average, the shear
wave velocities of tested lunar simulants are higher compared to benchmark terrestrial soils
and MMS-1. The combined effect of mineralogy, particle size distribution, and particle
shape may have influenced this behaviour.
The values of shear wave velocity were plotted against mean effective stress and
the data was fitted with a power curve equation (Cha et al., 2014) to determine the values
of α and β in the power equation 4.15. Table 4.7 shows the values of α and β determined
from the equation 4.15.
𝜎′ 𝑚

𝑉𝑠 = 𝛼 ∗ (

1 𝑘𝑃𝑎

)𝛽 ……………………………. (4.15)

where Vs = shear wave velocity, α factor = velocity at 1 kPa, β = exponent which is related
to the sensitivity of samples to changes in stress, σ’m = mean effective pressure (kPa).
Table 4.7 Small-strain parameters α and β of tested lunar simulants, MMS-1, Toyoura Sand
α

β

OPR-L2N

126.99

0.23

OPR-H2N

112.29

0.25

CAS-1

101.44

0.24

EAC-1

86.81

0.25

MMS-1

76.5

0.12

Toyoura Sand

124.17

0.09

LHS-1

106.89

0.27

OB-1A

126.02

0.21

Lunar Simulants and other soils
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The equation 4.15 was used by (Cho et al., 2006) to show a relationship between
small strain α and β parameters with shape parameters roundness, sphericity, and
regularity. Fig. 4.37 (a, b) to 4.39 (a, b) explore the effects of particle shape on small-strain
shear wave velocity parameters (α and β) of tested lunar simulants and other soils along
with the tested sands from (Cho et al., 2006). From Fig. 4.35 (a), 4.36 (a), 4.37 (a), it is
seen that generally the value of α factor is higher compared to the soils studied in the
described study for roundness, sphericity, and regularity. Additionally, all the tested lunar
simulants have roundness between 0.4 and 0.6, while majority of soils in (Cho et al., 2006)
have a roundness between 0.1 and 0.4 However, the value of β exponent is closer to the
trendline values of the soils in the described study. The sphericity of majority of soils in
the described study is between 0.7 and 0.85, while majority of lunar simulants have a
sphericity of 0.5 – 0.65. However, between the values of α factor and β exponent, the trends
of β exponent are more consistent. Based on sphericity and roundness values, it is evident
that the soils studied in (Cho et al., 2006) are more angular and less rounded compared to
the lunar simulants in this thesis.
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4.9 Dynamic Properties
The lunar missions require lunar rovers, lunar landing pads, lunar construction etc.
to be tested on earth. To understand the response of lunar regolith to these dynamic loads,
the prototypes of landers and rovers need to be tested on simulant testbeds. This requires
the dynamic characterization of lunar simulants. The previous studies are lacking effective
dynamic characterization of lunar simulants. For a very few lunar simulants in the
literature, the dynamic properties were determined using cyclic triaxial tests and resonant
column test has not been used to determine dynamic properties until now (as far as we can
tell).
The soil behavior in response to small strains of the magnitude of 10-6 < γ < 10-3 is
called non-linear viscoelastic soil behavior (Khan, 2007). Damping ratio and shear
modulus are the most important dynamic parameters. These dynamic parameters were
determined using a resonant column device, and the methodology is discussed in Section
3.3.7. OPRH2N, OPRL2N, OB-1A, LMS-1, MMS-1, and artificial mixture were tested in
100% dry conditions and in a dense state at confining pressures of 30, 60, 100, and 200
kPa. The samples were tested for small to medium strains and the strain value spanned
from 10-6 to 10-3. We did not have enough quantity of CAS-1 and EAC-1 to test for their
dynamic properties.
The damping ratio and resonant frequency was computed from a transfer function
between the excitation force and the acceleration. The shear wave velocity (Vs) was
determined using the value of resonant frequency as per equation 4.16.
𝑉𝑠 =

2∗𝜋∗𝑓0 ∗𝐻
𝛽

……………………………..…. (4.16)

where Vs = shear wave velocity (m/s), f0 = natural frequency (Hz), H = sample height,
β= rotation angle
An alternate formula to determine shear wave velocity from resonant frequency and area
moment of inertia is given as:
𝜔0 2 ∗[(𝐼⁄3+ 𝐼0 )∗𝐻]

𝑉𝑠 = √

(𝐽𝑃 ∗𝜌)
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……………………….… (4.17)

where ω0 = resonant frequency (1/s); I = mass polar moment of inertia of specimen (kg.m2),
I0 = mass polar moment of inertia of the drive plate (kg.m2); H = height of specimen (m);
JP = area polar moment of inertia (m4); ρ = density of the specimen (kg/ m3); Vs = shear
wave velocity (m/s)
The shear strain associated with a recorded resonant frequency was calculated by
taking the specimen's peak-to-peak acceleration response in time domain and multiplying
it by the resonant frequency (Cascante et al., 2003).
𝛾=

𝑉𝑟𝑚𝑠 ∗𝐷∗𝑔∗0.707∗𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡
2
𝐴𝑚𝑝
16∗𝑅𝑎∗𝑆∗𝐻∗10 20 ∗𝐹0 ∗𝜋2

……………………. (4.18)

Where γ = shear strain, Vrms = Voltage factor RMS, g = gravitational acceleration, Vout =
Output voltage (Peak-Peak), Ra = distance of accelerometer from center, H = height of
specimen, D = diameter of specimen, Fo = resonant frequency, Amp = amplification, S =
sensitivity of the accelerometer
The shear modulus was calculated from the equation:
𝐺𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝜌 ∗ 𝑉𝑠 2 …………………………..... (4.19)
where Gmax = maximum shear modulus, ρ = density of the specimen, Vs = shear wave
velocity
The results are plotted as curves of G/G0 vs logarithm of shear strain and damping
ratio vs logarithm of shear strain on primary axis and secondary axis respectively (Fig. 4.39
– 4.43). There is a proportional increase of G with an increase in Vs and hence Vs is not
separately plotted but the values are shown in a table in Appendix. G is the shear modulus
and G0 is the maximum shear modulus measured at a very low strain amplitude. The value
of G/G0 describes the decrease in G due to higher strain amplitudes (González-Hurtado,
2019). The range of values of different parameters computed for the resonant column test
for different values of confining pressures are shown in Appendix. The factors influencing
the dynamic properties are size and shape of particles, void ratio, interparticle contact
characteristics, effectives stress etc. (Khan, 2007). The smooth curves of transfer functions
indicated that at resonance, the specimen vibrated in first torsional mode (Khan, 2007).
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The damping ratio is expected to increase with an increase in shear strain amplitude.
Generally, the low strain amplitude damping ratio decreases with an increase in confining
pressures except for a few outliers. The % increase in damping ratio occurs generally
beyond strain levels of 10-4. The damping ratio between strain levels of 10-6 to 10-4 is nearly
constant or there is a small % increase. The difference between boundary values of
damping generally decreases with an increase in confining pressure for all specimens.
OPRH2N simulant has the highest damping and LMS-1 simulant has the lowest damping
compared to the other specimens. On average, LH simulants have a higher value of
damping compared to LM simulants.
Based on the resonant column plots, it is seen that G/G0 has a constant linear value
for lower strains in the range of 10-6 to 10-5 and then the value of G/G0 decreases. The
degradation of G/G0 is higher at lower confining pressures compared to higher confining
pressures. From Fig. 4.40 to 4.44, it is seen that generally the curves of G/G0 shift to the
right with an increase in the confining pressures keeping the shape of the curves consistent.
The % degradation of all the lunar simulants except LMS-1 are similar and LMS-1 simulant
has the lowest rate of degradation for normalized shear modulus (G/G0).
The shear wave velocity, shear modulus, and resonant frequency increases for all
lunar simulants, MMS-1, and artificial mixture with an increase in confining pressure. The
resonant frequency ranges from 25 – 76 and 22 – 75 for LH and LM simulants respectively
for different confining pressures. The shear wave velocities ranges from 88 – 269 m/s and
80 – 238 m/s for LH and LM simulants respectively for different confining pressures. The
shear wave velocities of LH simulants are higher on average as compared to LM simulants,
and this difference can be attributed to the presence of the anorthosite minerals in the LH
simulants. OPRL2N simulant has lowest values of shear modulus compared to the other
lunar simulants. The shear modulus ranges from 14 – 123, 10 – 108 for LH and LM
simulants respectively for different confining pressures.
LMS-1 simulant has minimal difference between its extreme values for all
parameters and for all confining pressures compared to the other simulants. LMS-1
simulant has lower shear strain values on the upper bound (10-4) compared to the other
specimens. The Martian simulant MMS-1 and artificial mixture have relatively lower
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values of shear modulus and damping compared to the lunar simulants. The % degradation
of G/G0 of MMS-1 and artificial mixture are lower compared to tested lunar simulants
(exception: LMS-1). The lunar simulants have higher values of resonant frequency on
average compared to the MMS-1 and artificial mixture at different confining pressures.
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Oztoprak and Bolton (2013) studied the secant shear modulus degradation from a
database of 454 sands in the literature. The authors classified the sands from the literature
based on the drainage conditions under which they were tested. As our research pertains to
testing in dry condition, we are comparing our data with respect to their data of 124 tests
on dry samples. Based on the data, Oztoprak and Bolton (2013) validated a hyperbolic
function which is shown in equation 4.20 and provides a best-fit functional relationship for
secant shear modulus degradation.
𝐺
𝐺0

= 1⁄
𝛾− 𝛾
(1 + ( 𝑒)𝑎 )

…………………….... (4.20)

𝛾𝑟

Where G/G0 = secant shear modulus, γ = shear strain, γe = elastic threshold strain, γr =
reference strain, a = curvature parameter.
Fig. 4.45 (a, b) to 4.47 (a, b) show the plots of secant shear modulus vs logarithm
of shear strain. The upper and lower boundary curves of the sands, best-fit functional
relationship curve obtained using equation 4.20 is plotted along with the G/G0 values of
the specimen for different values of confining pressures. Oztoprak and Bolton (2013) state
that the shear modulus degradation is most effectively represented by normalizing strain
using reference strain (γr). The values of γe, γr, and a were determined using the solver
function in MS Excel and are shown in Table 4.8.
Table 4.8 Curve fitting parameters γe, γr, a

LH simulants
LM simulants

Oztoprak and Bolton
(2013) database

OPRH2N
OB-1A
LMS-1
OPRL2N
MMS-1
AM
Lower Bound
Mean
Upper Bound

γe
0.000121
0.000195
0.000122
7e – 05
0.000212
0.000186
0
0.0007
0.003

γr
0.086764
0.094611
0.083367
0.077871
0.220896
0.111326
0.02
0.044
0.1

a
0.876302
0.908074
0.921957
0.9036
0.95
0.896615
0.88
0.88
0.88

The values of G/G0 for all confining pressures fall within the boundary of dry sands
except a few data points at higher confining stresses. The values are closer to the upper
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boundary of the tested sands in the dry condition and the PSD of the lunar simulants could
be a reason for this behavior. The values of G/G0 for MMS-1 are outside the upper
boundary of sands which could be attributed to the crushed form of MMS-1 along with
fines. Artificial mixture also shows a similar behavior and the presence of fine rock mix to
coarse Toyoura sand support this behavior.
OPRL2N simulant has the lowest values of γe and γr. The values of γe and γr for
all lunar simulants fall between the upper and lower boundary of the sands. LMS-1
simulant has the highest value of curvature parameter ‘a’ among all the lunar simulants.
The values of γe and γr of MMS-1 and the artificial mixture are higher than all tested lunar
simulants.
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Figure 4.48 Variation of Damping ratio with normalized shear modulus of all tested materials

Fig. 4.48 shows the plot of damping ratio (%) vs G/G0 of all tested specimen at all
values of confining pressures. The majority of data fall within a boundary where damping
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ratio ranges from 0 – 4% and G/G0 ranges from 0.6 – 1.0. Generally, the damping ratio
increases with a decrease in G/G0. (Senetakis, et al., 2013) in their research on volcanic
sands and sandy sands conducted resonant column tests to determine the dynamic
properties of the soils. Based on their test results, and an equation corelating the increase
in damping with the degradation of the normalized modulus, they proposed an equation
without curve fitting parameters to determine damping ratio (%) from the normalized shear
modulus. The equation is given as:
𝐺 2

𝐺

𝐺0

𝐺0

𝐷 (%) = 7.22 ∗ ( ) − 25.25 ∗ ( ) + 17.96 ……..… (4.21)
The black dashed line in Fig. 4.47 shows the relationship between damping (%) and
G/G0 using equation 4.21. The damping calculated using equation 4.21 fits very well with
the current data (R2 = 0.992 The R2 value of the fit is 0.992. Additionally, the damping is
almost identical to the data from (Senetakis et al., 2013) study and is very close to the data
from (Zhang et al., 2005). This shows that the % increase in damping with a decrease in
normalized shear modulus is very accurate using equation 4.21 and the data from this study
aligns well with the previous studies in the literature.
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5 Chapter 5 – Conclusion and Future Recommendation
5.1 Introduction
This research was conducted to determine the geotechnical properties of lunar
simulants, with the specific set of aims and objectives as discussed in Chapter-1. To
achieve these aims and objectives, a wide range of soils: LH and LM simulants along with
Toyoura sand, MMS-1, artificial mixture was tested to characterize their geotechnical
properties. The range of geotechnical laboratory testing included SEM and XRD to
determine shape parameters, mineralogy, and bulk chemistry, index property tests to
determine the basic properties of the materials, stress-strain tests to determine mechanical
properties of the material and PRA/ resonant column test to determine dynamic properties
of the material.
This chapter discusses the findings of the research work conducted for this thesis and the
conclusions in alignment with the aims and objectives discussed in Chapter-1. In addition,
this chapter discusses the future recommendations for other researchers based on the
findings of this research.

5.2 General Conclusions
•

The particle size distribution of tested lunar simulants falls within the boundary
envelope of the PSD of the lunar regolith determined from Apollo missions. All
tested lunar simulants can be classified as silty sands SM based on USCS
classification. CAS-1 simulant is the finest of all simulants and its PSD is similar
to that of rock flour.

•

The coefficient of uniformity (Cu) values of all tested lunar simulants is less than
10 except CAS-1, while the average Cu values of lunar regolith is 16 indicating that
tested lunar simulants are more uniform in character than well graded lunar regolith
(but more well-graded than typical terrestrial benchmark soils). The Cc values range
from 0.48 – 2.37 for all lunar simulants. OPRL2N simulant has the closest D50 value
(0.7) with lunar regolith (D50 = 0.72).
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•

From benchmark terrestrial soils, rock flour has the highest Cu (27.78) while the
artificial mixture has the lowest value of Cc (0.11). MMS-1 has higher Cu (10)
which is closer to the lunar simulants.

•

The specific gravity (Gs) ranges from 2.73 – 3.07 for all of the tested lunar
simulants. EAC-1 and OB-1A have the highest Gs (3.07 and 3.07 respectively),
while CAS-1 has the lowest Gs (2.74) among all of the tested lunar simulants. The
presence of glass in basalt, anorthosites, and feldspar minerals seems to increase
the Gs of the lunar simulants.

•

The Gs of terrestrial soils are much lower compared to the tested lunar simulants.
To achieve a Gs comparable to lunar regolith, certain materials like glasses,
agglutinates, and specific minerals like plagioclase feldspar and anorthosites must
be added to terrestrial soils.

•

The range of limit void ratios (emax and emin) for the lunar simulants is 0.88 – 1.6
and 0.36 - 0.834 respectively. On average LH simulants have higher values of emax
and lower values of emin. It was found that particle size distribution, the presence of
fines, and the shape of the particles have a considerable influence on the limit void
ratios.

•

The sphericity, roundness, and regularity of the tested lunar simulants range from
0.51 - 0.61, 0.43 – 0.54, and 0.5 – 0.575 respectively based on ImagePro analysis.

•

The shapes of the lunar soils were analyzed through a visual guide (based on
sphericity [S] and roundness [R]). When SEM images of the tested lunar simulants
are analyzed through the visual guide, it is observed that most of the tested lunar
simulants are in the zone of subangular-subrounded (with medium R and S values).
While EAC-1 and OB-1A are more rounded compared to other simulants. Lunar
soils appear to have lower R and S values with more angular shaped particles. In
general, the particle shapes along with PSD influence the limit void ratios.

•

The results from the one-dimension compression tests showed that the compression
index decreased with an increase in confining pressure and with an increase in
relative density. LH simulants had identical values of CC at a Dr=60% compared to
a broad range of compression index values of the LM simulants.
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•

The CC values range from 0.08 – 0.11 for Dr=30% and from 0.066 – 0.096 at a
Dr=60%. On average, LH simulants have higher values of compression index
compared to LM simulants. The presence of fines influenced the compression index
of terrestrial soils (increase in Cc), and the same rationale was reflective of the
compression behaviour of tested lunar simulants. There are likely some additional
influences from the particle shape.

•

The compression index values of the tested simulants fall in the range of sands with
fines content when compared to a database in the literature of 182 oedometer tests.
This aligns well with our USCS classification of the lunar simulants based on PSD.

•

The presence of minerals like basalt and olivine in lunar simulants OPRL2N, EAC1, LMS-1 may have influenced the skeletal soil compressibility at a Dr = 30%.

•

The peak and critical state shear stresses increase with an increase in the normal
vertical stress (σv) for all relative densities and for all tested lunar simulants. For a
Dr=30%, the Ø’pk for all tested lunar simulants range between 40.31◦ – 41.45◦ and
Ø’cs range between 40.64◦ – 41.35◦. For a Dr=60%, the Ø’pk for all tested lunar
simulants range between 43.4◦ – 49.28◦ and Ø’cs range between 40.48◦ – 42.53◦.
These values are consistent with the values of shear strength parameters of other
lunar simulants in the literature.

•

The apparent cohesion values are higher due to a limitation of linearity of Mohr
Coulomb’s equation. However, considering the influence of minerals the apparent
cohesion values of lunar simulants can be considered between 0 – 5 kPa.

•

All lunar simulants show a contractive behaviour at a Dr=30% for all applied
normal loads while all lunar simulants show a dilative behaviour before reaching a
residual state at a Dr=60% after an initial contraction which is common for mediumdense to dense soils. The shear strength parameters of tested lunar simulants are
generally higher than benchmark terrestrial soils (possibly reflective of their
crushed manufacture).

•

All tested lunar simulants have their angle of internal friction within the range of
shear strength parameters of lunar regolith.

•

The shear wave velocity, shear modulus, and resonant frequency increases for all
lunar simulants, MMS-1, and artificial mixture increase with confining pressure.
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The damping ratio generally increases with an increase in confining pressures
except a few outliers.
•

The % increase in damping ratio occurs beyond strain levels of 10-4. The damping
ratio between strain levels of 10-6 to 10-4 is nearly constant or there is a small %
increase. The degradation of G/G0 is higher at lower confining pressures compared
to higher confining pressures.

•

The values of G/G0 for all confining pressures fall within the boundary of dry sands
except a few data points of higher confining stresses (closer to the upper boundary)
when they were compared to a best-fit functional relationship for secant shear
modulus degradation by (Oztoprak & Bolton, 2013) for 124 tests conducted on dry
sands.

•

A general trend of an increase in shear wave velocity with an increase in confining
pressure indicated an increase in the stiffness of the soil. The particle shape also
contributed to the shear wave velocity, where it was observed that Vs decreased
with an increase in roundness and increased with an increase in angularity.
However, the Vs determined using PRA device was significantly higher compared
to Vs determined through a resonant column device.

• Thus, in summary, the general geotechnical properties of the tested lunar simulants
appear to be comparable with the lunar soils. However, a key point is that lunar
simulants are developed to mimic single lunar regions or returned samples from
Apollo missions, while the properties of lunar soils are likely to be more localized
and also heterogenous because they cover more lunar regions. The implications of
the apparently lower R and S values of lunar soils needs to be investigated further.
Hence, an outright comparison of the geotechnical properties of the lunar simulants
to lunar soils should be done carefully.

• The results of the lunar simulants when viewed alongside the results of the
benchmark terrestrial soils also show that a careful choice of terrestrial soils would
allow the development of high-fidelity lunar simulants at a reasonable cost (with
appropriate higher angularity natural soils chosen).
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5.3 Future Recommendations
In the course of conducting this research, we improvised the scope as and when possible
and required. Additionally, there was a boundary around the scope of research that we
needed to decide to complete the work in reasonable time. As research is a perennial
process of updating and upgrading the existing knowledge base and laying foundations for
further research simultaneously, we have identified areas which could be worked upon and
that could pave the way for upcoming research. These recommendations are based
primarily from a geotechnical engineering perspective and appropriate inter-disciplinary
research could add immense value to the scientific community.
•

Specimen preparation is very important and challenging at times for advanced
testing when testing simulants in 100% dry condition and at low pressures and
densities. The lunar simulants are finer and soft in texture compared to terrestrial
soils, and hence a small load deforms the soil. A comprehensive guide illustrating
specimen preparation for advanced testing for lunar simulants would be very
helpful to the scientific community.

•

The relative and bulk density of lunar regolith varies with depths. Hence, a
combination of low-pressure (likely lower than conducted), high-density stressstrain tests seem to be more appropriate.

•

The shear strength parameters of lunar simulants could be determined using a
triaxial device and large direct shear box tests to provide a comparison with direct
shear tests, to extend the range of parameters available.

•

The particle shape is an important geotechnical property influencing lunar regolith
behavior, and hence effective shape analysis for simulants created with different
crushing methods should be considered and a comparative study of shape analysis
of different derived lunar simulants would be valuable.

•

The small strain tests (resonant column tests and cyclic triaxial tests) at different
relative densities and confining pressures should be more widely performed for
lunar simulants, as the dynamic properties of lunar simulants are essential to
understand for several applications.
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•

Although not applicable for terrestrial soils, tests under vacuum and with
appropriate particle surface static electric states should be performed for lunar
simulants to see if these are influential on the corresponding mechanical behavior.

•

The geotechnical laboratory testing should be considered in zero or low gravity
environment to mimic lunar conditions, as the soil behavior will be very different
under the influence of low gravity. Additionally, scaling empirical relationships can
be developed to appropriately consider the influence of low gravity on laboratory
testing.

•

The returned lunar regolith was tested in small quantities adopting modified
versions of laboratory testing to suit the sample quantity. Hence, an appropriate
study to see the influence of these differences could be done.

•

A mixture of lunar dust simulants and lunar regolith simulants seems to be an
interesting prospect to be tested to account for lunar dust in the lunar regolith.

•

More benchmark terrestrial soils containing certain basaltic or anorthosite minerals
(representing mineralogical fidelity with lunar mare or lunar highland regions), and
angular to subangular shaped particles can be identified and studied in comparison
with lunar simulants to see a potential use as raw material or potential feedstock for
preparing large-scale simulant testbeds or prototype testing.
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Appendix

A Comprehensive list of Lunar Simulants
Appendix -A shows a comprehensive list of approximately 40 lunar simulants developed by research institutions, space research
organization, and commercial manufacturers from all over the world in Table A1. The simulants are developed to mimic a specific
lunar region and intended for various applications. Many simulants are not available currently.

Table A1: Comprehensive list of lunar simulants
Acronym

Name

Lunar Region

Fidelity

Kohyama Simulant

Intermediate between Standard

Application

Developed by Country

Availability

Japan

highlands and mare
Oshima Simulant

Japan

Maryland-Sanders

Standard

Lunar Simulant
ALRS – 1

Australian

Geotechnical University of United
Maryland

Lunar Test

Regolith Simulant

Regolith Standard

Sintering

States

Geotechnical University of Australia
New

South

Not
Available
Maybe
Available

Wales
ALS

Arizona

Lunar Mare

Standard

Simulant
BHLD20

Beijing

Highlands

Specialty

Lunar Dust

Beihang
University
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United

Not

States

Available

China

Maybe
Available

BP-1

CAS-1

Black Point

Mare

Chinese Academy of Mare

Basic

Standard

Sciences

Geotechnical Kennedy

United

Maybe

Space Center

States

Available

China’s

Chinese

China

Maybe

Lunar

Academy

Exploration

Sciences

of

Available

Program
CHENOBI

Chenobi

Highlands

Standard

Deltion

Canada

Innovations

Maybe
Available

Ltd*
CLDS-i

China

Lunar

Dust

Specialty

Lunar Dust

Simulant

Institute

of China

Geochemistry

Maybe
Available

Chinese
Academy

of

Sciences
CLRS-1/2

Chinese

Lunar Mare

Standard

China

Regolith Simulant
CMU-1

Carnegie

Mellon

Maybe
Available

Specialty

University

Replicate

Yland Wong United

Not

bidirectional

–

Available

reflectance

Thesis

spectra
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Ph.D. States

CSM-CL

Colorado School of Mare
Mines

–

Basic

Geotechnical Colorado

Colorado

School

Lava
CSM Lunar Highlands Highland

1

Type

CSM

LMT-1

Type

CUG-1A

of States

Maybe
Available

Mines

CSM-LHT-

CSM-

United

Lunar

Mare Mare

China University of Mare

Standard

Standard

Standard

Highly

Colorado

affordable,

School

high quality

Mines

Highly

Colorado

affordable,

School

high quality

Mines

United
of States

United

Available

of States

Geotechnical China

Geosciences

Available

China

University of

Maybe
Available

Geosciences Wuhan
CUMT-1

China University of Mare
Mining
Technology

Standard

and
Number

One

Geotechnical China
mechanics

University of

and

Mining

engineering

Technology

responses of
lunar
regolith
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China

and

Available

DNA-1

De NoArtri

Mare

Basic

Testing

3D Alta Spa

Italy

Printing with

Not
Available

regolith
EAC-1

European

Astronaut

Standard

Center
FJS-1/2/3

Fuji Japanese Simulant Mare

Large-scale

European

testing

Space Agency

Standard

Europe

Shimizu

Available
Japan

Corporation
GRC-1/3

Glenn Research Center

Basic

Maybe

Maybe
Available

Geotechnical Glenn

United

Maybe

–

States

Available

NASA

United

Not

Goddard

States

Available

Test Research

vehicle
traction

Center
in

lunar soils
GSC-1

JSC-1

Goddard Space Center

Johnson Space Center

Basic

Mare

Standard

General Use

Dave McKay United

Maybe

&

Available

James States

Carter
KLS-1

Korea Lunar Simulant

Standard

Geotechnical Korea
Institute
Civil
Engineering

185

Korea
of

Maybe
Available

and Building
Technology
KOHLS-1/

Korean

KAUMLS

Simulants

Lunar

Basic

Hanyang

Korea

University;

Maybe
Available

Korea
Aerospace
University
LCATS-1

Lunar Caves Analog

Standard

Test Sites

Geotechnical D.
simulant

Available

Hooper, Sam States

designed for Ximenes
multiple

M. United

&

others

purposes
LHS-1

Lunar

Highlands Highland

Standard

Simulant
LMS-1

LSS

Lunar Mare Simulant

Apollo

Lunar

Mare

Soil

Standard

Standard

Simulant

Kevin

United

Cannon

States

Kevin

United

Cannon

States

Apollo

United

Not

Program

States

Available

(Various)
MKS-1

MKS-1

Lunar Mare

Standard

Simulant
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Japan

Available

Available

MLS-1/1P

Minnesota

Lunar Mare

Standard

Simulant
MLS-2

Minnesota

Lunar Highland

Standard

National Astronomical Highland

Standard

Observatories

Not

Minnesota

Available

States

University of United

Not

Minnesota

States

Available

General

NAO,

China

Maybe

Purpose

Chinese

Simulant
NAO-1

University of United

Academy

Available
of

Sciences
NEU-1

Northeastern
University

Standard

Northeastern

Lunar

China

University,

Simulant

Maybe
Available

Shenyang,
China

NU-LHT

NASA/USGS

Highland

Enhanced Geotechnical Doug Stoeser United
–

Highlands Type

Test and

vehicle
traction

Stephen States

Maybe
Available

Wilson
in (USGS)

lunar soils
OB-1

Olivine Bytownite

Highland

Standard

Deltion
Innovations
Ltd*
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Canada

Maybe
Available

OPFR

Off Planet Research

LCROSS1

LCROSS Simulant

Specialty

First

ice Off

simulant

Planet United

Research,

States

Maybe
Available

LLC
OPRH2N

Off Planet Research Highland

/H2W

Highlands Simulant

Enhanced

Off

Planet United

Research,

/H3W

Available

States

LLC

OPRL2N

Off Planet Research Mare

/L2W

Mare Simulant

Enhanced

Off

Planet United

Research,

Available

States

LLC
TJ-1/2

TLS-01

Tongji University

Thailand

Mare

Lunar Mare

Standard

Basic

Simulant

General

Tongji

Purpose

University

Tool
R&D

for SPACEZAB

China

Maybe
Available

Thailand

of

Maybe
Available

lunar
technologies
TUBS-M

TU

Braunschweig Mare

Standard

Base

TU

Germany

Available

Germany

Available

simulants – Braunschweig

Base Simulant Mare

combine for
site-specific
mixtures
TUBS-T

TU

Braunschweig Highland

Standard

Base

TU

simulants – Braunschweig

Base Simulant Terrae
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combine for
site-specific
mixtures
UoM-B

University

of

Basic

Manchester - Black

Low fidelity University of United
analogues
for

Manchester

Maybe

Kingdom Available

large

scale
engineering
experiments
UoM-W

University

of

Basic

Manchester - White

Low fidelity University of United
analogues
for

large

scale
engineering
experiments
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Manchester

Maybe

Kingdom Available

B Comprehensive list of properties of reviewed lunar simulants
Appendix B shows the geotechnical properties and bulk chemistry of lunar simulants reviewed in Chapter-2.
Table B1: Geotechnical Properties of reviewed lunar simulants
Mare Simulants

Highland Simulants

JSC1A

KLS-1

BP-1

Tongji

DNA-1A

GRC-3

NU-LHT-2M

NAO-1

LSS-ISAC-1

Gs

2.875

2.94

2.81

2.72

2.7

2.633

2.75

2.92

2.72

D10 (mm)

0.017

0.0105

0.02

0.027

0.021

0.013

D50 (mm)

0.088

0.086

0.275

0.098

0.15

0.09

Cu

6.47

12.5

10.47

21.5

5

10

8.46

18

0.67 - 0.97

Cc

0.94

1.28

2.61

0.94

1.3

1.29

1.54

2.34

8 to 10

USCS

SM

SM

SM

SM

SM

Bulk Density (g/cc)

1.81

SM

SM

1.36

1.33

Max. Density (g/cc)

2.028

2.02

1.75

1.78

1.57

Min. Density (g/cc)

1.566

1.58

1.27 - 1.43

1.08

emax

0.826

0.98

0.965

1.52

emin

0.41

0.46

0.49

-

1.85

Cohesion, c (kPa)

Friction Angle
Cc
Cr/Cs

41.87
- 56.7
(dr =
~25 ~85)
0.068

44.91
0.29

0.0418 (Dr = 60) 0.0174 (Dr = 95)

SM

SM

1.93

1.5

2.1

1.78

1.939

2.057

0.98

1.52

1.367

1.41

1.16

1.76

0.732

1.004

1.002

1.52

0.53

0.72

0.35

0.332

0.42

0.52

0.86

0*

9.53*

0.353 +- 0.3

46.6

36.34 +- 3

36 (Dr = 50),
38.5 (Dr = 65);
40.7 (Dr = 80)

47.6

44-47*

37.8 - 47.8
(Dr = 30 - 90)

0.086

0.224

0.075

0.06

0.013

0.001

0.001

0.0042

* - Stress > 10 kPa
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In paper, 95.3

Table B2: Major element composition of reviewed lunar simulants
Mare Simulants

Highland Simulants

KLS-1

DNA-1A

TJ-1

JSC-1A

BP-1*

LSS-ISAC-1 **

NAO-1

SiO2

48

51.97

47.71

46.67

47.05

45.042

43.83

TiO2

1.67

0.85

2

1.71

2.25

0.148

0.77

Al2O3
FeO

15.3
6.64

18.02
-

16.2

15.79
8.17

16.55
4.95

26.878

25.79
3.52

Fe2O3
MnO
MgO

4.75
0.17
9.64

7.07
0.14
2.7

10.75
0.15
5.04

3.41
0.19
9.39

7.05
6.05

2.868
5.7825
0.076

2.62
0.09
4.93

CaO

8.38

7.4

8.21

9.9

9.4

16.386

15.12

Na2O

3.42

4.81

4.92

2.83

3.45

1.768

1.41

K2O

1.52

4.63

2.29

0.78

1.1

0.132

0.47

P2O5

0.33

0.41

0.58

0.71

0.515

0.046

0.08

S

0.01

BaO

0.06

SrO

0.09
-

H2O

0.31

H2O+

0.55

CO2
LOI
Total

0.155
99.83

2
100

0.92
98.92

<0.01
99.55

1.1975
1.1
99.38
100.324
99.73
* = Average of West and East flow ** = Average of 5 samples
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C Additional Results
Appendix C presents the results of different tests that were not placed in Chapter-4 for
space reasons. This includes results from the 1-D compression test, direct shear test, and
resonant column test.

C1 Oedometer Results
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Effective vertical stress (kPa)
Figure C1 (a): 1-D compression test at different Dr (MMS-1)
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Figure C1 (b): 1-D compression test with various Dr (Toyoura Sand)
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C2 Direct Shear Results
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Figure C2 – 1: Shear Stress vs Horizontal Displacement (a) EAC-1, Dr = 30%, (b) EAC-1, Dr = 60%
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Figure C2 - 2: Shear Stress vs Horizontal Displacement CAS-1, Dr = 30%
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Figure C2 – 3: Shear Stress vs Horizontal Displacement (a) OPRL2N, Dr = 30%, (b) OPRL2N, Dr =
60%
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Figure C2 – 6: Vertical Displacement vs Horizontal Displacement, (a) OPRH2N, Dr = 30%, (b)
OPRH2N, Dr = 60%
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Figure C2 – 7: Vertical Displacement vs Horizontal Displacement, (a) OPRL2N, Dr = 30%, (b)
OPRL2N, Dr = 60%
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C3 Resonant Column Results
Table C3: Comprehensive list of dynamic properties of tested lunar simulants

Specimen
OPRH2N

OB-1A

OPRL2N

LMS-1

MMS-1

Confining
Stress
(kPa)
30
60
100
200
30
60
100
200
30
60
100
200
30
60
100
200
30
60
100
200
30

Shear
Modulus
(MPa)
16 - 43
18 - 61
36 - 78
46 - 123
14 - 45
26 - 58
32 - 77
65 - 120
10 - 36
18 - 43
24 - 59
46 - 94
28 - 42
44 - 56
61 - 73
100 - 108
13 - 25
20 - 38
32 - 51
50 - 79
11.5 - 24

Normalized
Shear
Modulus
(G/Go)
0.39 - 1
0.3 - 1
0.47 - 1
0.38 - 1
0.32 - 1
0.45 - 1
0.42 - 1
0.54 - 1
0.3 - 1
0.42 - 1
0.41 - 1
0.49 - 1
0.68 - 1
0.79 - 1
0.85 - 1
0.93 - 1
0.51 - 1
0.55 - 1
0.65 - 1
0.63 - 1
0.49 - 1

Shear
Wave Resonant
Velocity (m/s)
Frequency (Hz)
99 - 160
27 - 45
104 - 189
29 - 53
147 - 214
41 - 60
166 - 269
46 - 76
88 - 156
25 - 46
118 - 176
34- 52
133 - 204
38 - 60
188 - 255
54 - 75
80 - 144
22 - 41
103 - 159
28 - 45
119 - 185
33 - 52
164 - 235
46 - 66
121 - 148
36 - 44
153 - 172
45 - 51
180 - 196
53 - 58
230 - 238
68 - 71
93 - 131
24 - 34
119 - 161
30 - 42
150 - 187
39 - 49
185 - 233
48 - 61
79 - 113
23 - 33
199

Damping
(%)
1.08 - 7.38
0.95 - 11.12
0.15 - 8.26
0.43 - 10.61
0.88 - 8.96
0.74 - 6.96
0.5 - 7.47
0.5 - 6.798
1.6 - 6.91
0.68 - 6.8
1.03 - 5.48
0.96 - 4.9
0.58 - 3.64
0.69 - 2.22
0.61 - 1.73
0.69 - 1.27
1.28 - 4.71
1 - 5.44
1.02 - 3.63
0.43 - 4.19
0.59 - 5.04

Shear
Strain
(γ * 10-6)
3.54 - 1055
2.59 - 1723
2.17 - 1137
1.22 - 2174
3.29 - 1161
2.78 - 1065
2.04 - 1715
2.35 - 1201
3.95 - 1173
3.53 - 1074
2.68 - 1444
1.73 - 1331
3.48 - 318
2.37 - 190
1.02 - 139
1.24 - 83
6.3 - 1491
4.38 - 1500
3.22 - 1228
2.32 - 1744
6.64 - 1020

Artificial
Mixture

60
100
200

16 - 36
24 - 51
51 - 83

0.44 - 1
0.48 - 1
0.62 - 1

94 - 142
117 - 168
168 - 214

200

27 - 41
33 - 49
48 - 62

1.02 - 5.44
0.12 - 4
0.05 - 2.25

4.61 - 1329
2.97 - 1175
1.85 - 837

